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PRE EAC E: 

Tue Choephoroi is not often read at school on account 

of its corruptions. These however are really confined within 

narrower compass than is sometimes supposed, and the 

places which are absolutely hopeless are very few indeed. 

Much of the rest is both fairly easy and very fine: and it 

seems a pity that those who at school read the Agamemnon 

and the Eumenides, should not read the second play of the 

series as well. 

I have accordingly endeavoured to bring the Choephoroi 

within the compass of those Sixth Form boys who alone 

would attempt it; and at the same time to be helpful to 

rather more advanced students. It was necessary obviously 

for this end to discuss many textual questions, though I have 

endeavoured not to raise any needless points. 

In carefully sifting the proposed emendations of the large 

number of scholars who have worked at the play, and in 

adding as few as possible of my own—only three unimportant 

suggestions—I have taken a true estimate, I believe, both of 

the requirements of my readers and of my own powers. At 

the same time I am bound to add that though the conjectures 

of the editors of Aeschylus are often bold to the verge of 

Jicense, a prolonged study of the various editions only 

strengthens the conviction that the text is constantly im- 
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iV PREFACE. 

proving, and that even the wildest emenders almost invariably 

make some discoveries of permanent value. 

In a field so trodden as Aeschylus, it is hardly possible to 

mention all one’s obligations. On p. xxv I have given a list 

of the editions, to most of which the text here adopted owes 

something. I have studied more thoroughly than the rest 

the editions of Dindorf, Paley, Hermann, Conington, Davies, 

and Peile. Besides these I have tried to master the main 

contributions of Schiitz, Klausen, Kirchoff, Hartung, Blom- 

field, Scholefield, and Wellauer. For the matter of the 

Introduction I owe much to Welcker’s Epic Cycle, to the 

introductions prefixed to their editions by the various scholars 

above named, and to Schneidewin’s and Professor Jebb’s 
excellent editions of Sophocles’ Elektra. 

I should also add that I have here mostly avoided, as in 

my edition of the Agamemnon, the custom of spelling Greek 

names in the Latin fashion once universal. When Greek 

was less read, and all books on scholarship were written in 

Latin, there was a reason for this custom which has now 

disappeared. I have accordingly, for example, spelt the name 

of the play Choephoroi and not Choephori. The common 

form Choephoroe, neither Greek nor Latin, perhaps owes its 

currency to a confused feeling that the word is feminine. 
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IN TRODU €LILON.: 

THE ORESTEIA. 

THE Choephoroi is the second of the three plays which 

Aeschylus wrote on the same story, and which constituted each 
as it were one act of a great drama. Such sets of plays were 
called trilogies, and according to the ordinary theory were acted 

on the same occasion, and were usually fcllowed by a fourth 

play of a lighter cast (called Satyric dramas, from the Satyr or 

attendant of Dionysos, which originally was a leading part in it) : 

the whole four being called a tetralogy. The subject of the 
Satyric play in this instance is traditionally recorded to have 

been ‘ Proteus.’ Considerable doubt has been thrown upon this 

theory of trilogies or tetralogies; but it is at least clear that the 

three plays in this case were all composed by the poet with 

reference to each other. The Agamemnon relates the return + 

and murder of the king (the Crime); in the second play, the 

Choephoroi, Orestes comes back and slays his mother Klytaem- * 
nestra (the Vengeance) ; while in the third, the Eumenides, the °- 

matricide is reieased from the furies who have pursued him, and 

acquitted by divine interposition before the Areiopagos at Athens 

(the Reconciliation). About the Proteus we know nothing!. 

The date of the Agamemnon is given as B.C. 458, and the poet 
won the first prize. 

THE GROWTH OF THE STORY. 

I. Iliad. The stories of the past guilt of the Pelopidae, the 
family feud, the destined murder of Agamemnon, the vengeance 

of the son, are all unknown to the Iliad. Agamemnon is a great 

' Except three fragmentary lines and a few words preserved by gram- 
marians and scholiasts, and printed among the fragments of Aeschylus. 
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prince, the ‘king of men,’ and leader of the host. He holds 

(Il. 2. 100) the sceptre made by Hephaistos for Zeus, who handed 

it on to Hermeias, Pelops, Atreus, Thyestes, and Agamemnon. 

The idea is clearly of a peaceable succession of mighty kings. 

The only mention of Orestes is Il. 9. 142, where Agamemnon, 

wishing to make peace with Achilles, says ‘He shall wed my 

daughter, and I will honour him /ike to Orestes, my grown son who 

is reared in all abundance. And I have three daughters in my 

well-built hall, Chrysothemis, and Laodike, and Iphianassa” In 

short, Orestes is clearly at home, the cherished heir: and of 

Elektra, or the sacrifice of Iphigeneia, there is no mention. 

Il. Odyssey. The story of Agamemnon’s murder appears first 

in the Odyssey. The differences between Aeschylus’ and Homer’s 

version need not be discussed here? fully: but the main points 
are that in Homer Aegisthos is a bold bandit who carries off the 

wife and murders the husband, Klytaemnestra at the most (the 
versions seem to vary) planning it: in Aeschylus, Aegisthos is a 

coward, Klytaemnestra a hard vindictive masculine woman who 

merely : a tale of sav age ambition Sal crime: in Aeschylus there is 
a Family Fate, old bloodguiltiness leading to fresh: the air is full 

of horror and fear; of past sin and impending retribution. 

As to the story of Orestes’ vengeance, which mainly concerns 

us here, the Odyssey version must be gathered from the following 

passages * :— 
(1) Od. 1. 30. ‘The father of gods and men ... bethought 

him in his heart of noble Aegisthos, whom the son of Agamemnon, 

far famed Orestes, slew. Thinking upon him he spake... Lo 

you now, how vainly do mortal men blame the gods! For from 
us they say come evils, whereas they . . . through the blindness of 

their own hearts have sorrows . . . Even as of late Aegisthos 

beyond that which was ordained, took to him the wedded wife of 

Atreides, and killed her Jord on his return, and that with sheer 

doom before his eyes, since we had warned him by the mouth 
of Hermeias . . . For from Orestes shall there be vengeance for 

* They are treated in detail in my edition of the Agamemnon, Introd. 
pax 

* Quoted from the translation by Butcher and Lang. 
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Atreides so soon as he shall come to man’s estate, and long for his 

own country. So spake Hermeias... 
(2) Od. 1. 298. ‘Hast thou not heard what renown goodly 

Orestes gat him among all men, in that he slew the slayer of his 

father ?’ 
(3) Od. 3.193. [Nestor speaking to Telemachos.] ‘The son 

of Atreus came, .. . and Aegisthos devised his evil end: but verily 

he himself paid a terrible reckoning. So good a thing it is that a 
son of the dead should still be left, even as that son also took ven- 

geance on the slayer of his father. 

(4) Od. 3. 304. ‘For seven years [Aegisthos] ruled over 

Mykenae, rich in gold, after he slew the son of Atreus, and the 

people were subdued unto him. But in the eighth year came upon 

him goodly Orestes back from Athens to be his bane, and slew the 

Slayer of his father guileful Aegisthos, who killed his famous sire. 

Now when he had slain him he made a funeral feast to the Argives 

over his hateful mother, and over the craven Aegisthos. And on 

the selfsame day there came to him Menelaos.’ 

(5) Od. 4.545. [Proteus the seagod is relating to Menelaos 

in Egypt the death of his brother Agamemnon: Menelaos ‘ weeps 

and grovels’ on the sand, and then Proteus consoles him :| ‘ Make 

essay that so thou mayest come to thine own country. For 

either thou shalt find Aegisthos yet alive, or it may be Orestes 

avas beforehand with thee and slew him. so mayest thou chance 
upon his funeral feast.’ 

(6) Od. 11. 461. [Shade of Agamemnon tells Odysseus all the 
tale of his murder, then asks] ‘ Declare me this... if haply ye 
hear of my son as yet alive ... for goodly Orestes hath not yet 

perished on the earth.’ 

We note here the following differences from Aeschylus :— 

(1) There is no divine command of Apollo that Orestes shall 
take vengeance: the only interference of the gods is to warn 
Aegisthos before the crime. 

(2) The murder of Klytaemnestra is only told incidentally 

(3. 306), the vengeance is treated as a natural and laudable 

vengeance upon degisthos : Orestes ‘gat him renown among all 

men’ by the deed. 
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(3) There is no Pylades, no Elektra, no absence in Phokis with 
Strophios : Orestes returns alone, from Athens, and alone does 

the deed: there is no trace of the skilful plot: no hair, footsteps, 
woven robe, or recognition. 

(4) The deed done, there is no persecution of the Furies. 

III. Later Epics and Lyric poets. 
(1) Agias of Troezen wrote an Epic poem on the ‘ Return of 

the Atreidae’,’ in which was related the death of Agamemnon, 
and the vengeance of Orestes. In this poem it seems that 
Orestes is made to return (not from Athens as in the Odyssey), 
but from Strophios, king of Krisa in Phokis. The same writer 

probably was the first who introduced Pylades into the tale. 
(2) Stasinos of Cyprus, who wrote the Kypria, is the first to 

tell the tale of the detention at Aulis owing to the anger of 
Artemis, and the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. According to Stasinos, 

however, Artemis saves the maiden and conveys her to Tauri, 
substituting a hind at the last moment as the victim. This form 

of the tale is well known from Euripides’ Iphigeneia in Tauris. 

Aeschylus adopts the simpler form of the tale in which Iphigeneia 
is really slain. 

These two writers are of uncertain date, but presumably be- 
long to the eighth century. 

(3) The lyric poet Stesichoros of Himera (B.C. 632-552), follow- 
ing another lyric poet probably a generation earlier, of whom 

nothing is known but his name Xanthos, wrote an Oresteia”, in 

which the following new features appear:—Klytaemnestra is 

more prominent in the story. Her sin with Aegisthos is traced 

to the anger of Aphrodite against Tyndareus, making all his 

daughters (Timandra, Helene, and Klytaemnestra) unfaithful to 

their husbands. Here too Orestes is persecuted by the Furies, 

against whom Apollo furnishes him with a divine bow and arrows 
as a protection. We also have, in one fragment, an early version 

of Klytaemnestra’s dream: ‘She thought she saw a snake come 

near, with blood upon his head: when lo! he turned into the 

1 Proklus mentions Agias’ Néorou: but Welcker (Epic. Cycl. 1. 261) 
identifies this poem with the ’“Atpesd@yv #a8050s mentioned by Athenaeus™ 
7. 281 B, and regards the latter as the true title. 

? Whence probably the name was transferred to our drama, 
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king Pleisthenidas (Agamemnon).’ The introduction of the 
Furies marks an important stage in the moralising of the myth. 
In the Homeric story the murder of Klytaemnestra is an unim- 

portant detail, as we said, of the Jegitimate blood-feud of Orestes, 

whose vengeance is treated as wholly laudable: to the poets of 
the seventh century the slaughter of a mother is a horror which 
requires the dreadful expiation of the Furies, though the God 
Apollo aids the murderer’. 

(4) Lastly, Pindar (Pyth. 11. 15) speaks of ‘ Pylades, friend of 

the Lakonian Orestes, whom, when Klytaemnestra was slaying 
Agamemnon, the nurse Arsinoa saved from her violent hands, 

from her evil guile: when she sped with the gleaming steel 

Kassandra ... together with the spirit of Agamemnon to the 

Dark Shore of Acheron,—the pitiless woman. Was it the 
slaughter of Iphigeneia, hard by Euripus far from her home, that 

stung her to arouse her grievous wrath? or bound to an adulterous 

bed, did the embraces of the night beguile her? ... Slain was 
the warrior Atreides himself, when at length he returned, in the 

glorious Amyklai, and the maiden prophetess he brought to 

death... But he the youth went to Strophios, his aged friend, who 

dwelt at the foot of Parnasos:. but with might though long delayed 
his mother he slew, and laid low Aegisthos with the sword, 

By the end of the seventh century the following details, there- 

fore, are engrafted on the Homeric tale. Orestes is protected 

by Strophios, and helped by Pylades (Agias): Iphigeneia is sac- 
rificed (Stasinos): The Furies persecute-Orestes after the murder, 
but Apollo protects him (Stesichoros): while Pindar is the first to 

suggest that Klytaemnestra’s motive may be vengeance for her 

daughter. We know of no further change till Aeschylus. 

THE PLOT OF THE CHOEPHORO!. 

The following is a brief outline of the story as handled by 

Aeschylus :— 
Orestes returns from Phokis with Pylades his friend, and lays 

1 The change of the scene of Orestes’ exile from Athens (Odyssey) 
to Phokis probably (as has been remarked) indicates the protection of 

Apollo, as Krisa is part of the sacred precincts of Delphi. Zenodotus’ 
reading ay amd Bwxqwy in Od. 3. 307 instead of aw dm ’A@nvawy looks 
like an attempt to harmonize. 

| 
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a lock of hair on his father’s tomb. Seeing his sister Elektra 

come out with a procession, he draws aside. [Prologos, 1-21.] 

Elektra and the Chorus bring libations to appease the dead. 

Klytaemnestra, we learn from their songs, has had an evil dream 

and tries to avert the threatened woe by these offerings. But 

‘blood is shed,’ say the Chorus, ‘and justice must come.’ [Paro- 

dos, 22-83.] 

Elektra then pours the libations, and prays for ‘blessings on 
those who love Agamemnon.’ Suddenly she sees the lock, and 

divines that it is Orestes’ offering: and the hope is confirmed 

by the strangers’ footprints. Orestes appears, and the recogni- 

tion is completed by his producing the embroidered robe which 

Elektra remembers having worked. They rejoice together, and 
pray to Zeus: and Orestes tells her Apollo’s oracle, denouncing 

woes on the negligent avenger. [Epeisodion 1. part 1. 84-305.| 

The brother and sister and Chorus sing verse by verse a long 

lament. ‘O may justice come: the dead still live, Agamemnon 

is mighty below. Blood calls for blood!’ They end with re- 

peated prayers for aid. [Kommos, 306-478.] 
After further prayers, the Chorus tell Orestes what the dream 

of the queen was, that she suckled a snake which drew blood from 

her breast. THe at once interprets the vision, accepts the omen, 

and the office of the snake, and lays the plot for the murder, 
[Epeisodion 1. part 2. 479-584.] 

The Chorus sing of the power of Passion in women, recalling 
the names of Althaia, Skylla, and aimee ‘but Justice 

waits!’ [Stasimon 1. 585-656.] 
Orestes appears, disguised as the Phokian stranger. Klytaem- 

nestra welcomes him; he gives her the false message of Orestes’ 
death, which she sehen: with hypocritical lamentation. He is 

conducted in to be entertained: and she goes to tell Aegisthos. 

[Epeisodion 2. 657-718.]| 

After a brief interlude the Nurse comes out, sent to fetch 

Aegisthos. She breaks into a lament, recalling the childhood of 

Orestes, and denouncing Aegisthos. The Chorus bid her tell him 
to come alone: and with dark hints reassure her. [Epeisodion 3 

734-782.] 
The Chorus pray Zeus, Apollo, and Hermes to guide and help 

the conspirators. [Stasimon 2, 783-837.] 
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Aegisthos comes, in answer to the summons; he speaks con- 

temptuously of the credulity of women: he will not be easily 
deceived! [Epeisodion 4. 838-854.] 

After a brief song, the cry of the murdered Aegisthos is heard 

within [Stasimon 3. 855-874]: and a startled servant comes out 

with the news, calling forth Klytaemnestra. Orestes appears with 

a bloody sword: Klytaemnestra at once understands the plot, 
appeals in vain to his pity, and is driven in to her death. [Epei- 

sodion 5. 875-934.| 

The Chorus sing a song of triumph. Justice is come: the house 
is saved! Lift up your heads, ye gates! [Stasimon 4. 935-972.| 

The doors open and show the corpses of the slain. Orestes 
displays the bloodstained robe of Agamemnon, and denounces 

the murderers. Then the madness comes on—he sees the 

Furies—he is driven off fleeing from the evil vision [ Epeisodion 6. 

973-1064]. The Chorus pray for him, but end with a note of 

troubie and doubt—how will it all turn out? [Exodos.] 

REMARKS ON THE DRAMA. 

The Choephoroi is a short play, being less than two thirds the 
-length of the Agamemnon: and the obvious criticism which 

occurs to all readers is that, in spite of its shortness, there is too 

little incident at first: the real action, the execution of the ven- 

geance, does not begin till the play is more than half over. The 
whole poem contains only 1070 lines; and it is not till line 560 

that Orestes unfolds to his sister the plot on which the drama 

chiefly turns, Nor is this delay relieved by much dramatic variety. 

The opening, no doubt, would be highly stirring and picturesque: 

the returned exile and avenger laying his lock upon his father’s 

tomb, and interrupted in his brief prayer by the solemn procession 
of his sister and the Chorus, with offerings which he cannot un- 

derstand, would at once arrest attention and be a beautiful spec- 

tacle. But after the opening, the action really stands still for 

five hundred lines. The Recognition, of which Sophokles and 

Euripides make so much, is in Aeschylus all compressed into a 

beautiful but short scene of sixty lines. The rest is mainly taken 
up with lamentation and prayer. 
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It is a mistake to find in this (as some critics have done) any 

wavering or hesitation of purpose on the part of Orestes. His 
first words are a prayer to his father to help him in the fight 

(Evppaxos), and in still plainer language to Zeus (18) 80s pe 
ticavOa pdpoy marpés. After the recognition he tells his sister 
immediately of Apollo’s threats against the negligent avenger (269 

sqq.): and in the midst of the xoupds he bursts out that his 

mother ‘may fawn, but she shail not soothe his grief: the wolf’s 
savage temper he inherits’ (420): and again, ‘ May I strike the 

blow, then die!’ (438). It is no vacillation on the part of the 

avenger that causes the delay: it is the poet’s characteristic 

handling of the story, at once to heighten the suspense and the 

terror, and to make us feel more profoundly the awfulness of 
the deed which is impending. Justice waits, as the Chorus say, 

sometimes till evening, sometimes till night (65): but the blood 
has not sunk into the ground: the vengeance is yet due: the 

blow must come at last. No: Orestes does not doubt: but we 

must allow him the long deferred Jament over his dead father 

(ov yap mapav @pwéa 7): and all the Powers must be summoned 
to aid, Zeus, Ares, Gaia, Persephassa, Dike, Hermes, Apollo, and 

Agamemnon himself, that we may feel how black and terrible is 
the Valley of the Shadow of Death into which he is descending. 

This point once reached the action is rapid and decisive enough. 
The 6dXos, the feigned tale of Orestes’ death (which in Sophokles 

is made the occasion for a brilliant narrative of an exciting and 

disastrous chariot race) is told in a dozen lines: the interlude of 

the Nurse is quite a short scene: and the part of Aegisthos is 
confined to his crossing the stage on the way to his death, with a 

few words of characteristic falsity, pride, and self-confidence. 

The only delay of the action is where Klytaemnestra begs for 

mercy; and in spite of the passage where with a coarseness that 

borders on the grotesque she defends her unfaithfulness, the 
whole scene with its terrible close €xaves ov ov xpnv, Kal TO put) YpEwY 
mae is certainly not deficient in impressiveness. Lastly, the end 
of the play, where Orestes’ justification is interrupted by spasms 

of the approaching madness, or visitation of the Furies, forms a 

scene which gives scope to one of the poet’s most peculiar powers; 
the power, namely, of effectively suggesting the presence or ap- 

proach of some unseen but terrible thing. 
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THE CHARACTERS. 

It will be seen from the above sketch of the play that it is 

rather a lyric interlude followed by a brief and swift dénoument, 

than an elaborate drama giving scope for the exhibition of charac- 
ter. Nevertheless, Aeschylus is a poet of the highest order of 
imaginative genius, and, as we shall see, the figures of this play are 

by no means insignificant. It may be worth while to say a word 

about each of them. 

Orestes is the protagonist, and we have sufficiently indicated 
above that there is no want of decisiveness in his character. He 

is from the first the resolute avenger, who has the god’s charge 

upon him. He checks the violent (233) emotion of his sister, 

when she recognises him, with manly firmness: their kindred 

hate them, he seems to urge, and they have need of all their self- 

control. He is resolved to do the deed, even if the oracle be false 
(298): for the god’s command chimes in with his grief for his 

father, and his resentment at. the despoiler who keeps him out of 

his heritage. So far from being roused to avenge by his sister 

and the Chorus (as some critics have thought), he strives himself 

to rouse his father to his aid by what he calls ‘taunts’ (dp’ ééeyeipe 
Toic) éveideowv; 495). Assoon as he hears of his mother’s dream, 

he unhesitatingly interprets the dream of himself, and claims the 
part of the snake (549), and calls the Chorus to witness. His 

allotment of the parts in the plot, and assumption of the character 

of the Daulian stranger, are marked by the same swift decisive- 

ness. When Klytaemnestra makes her appeal for mercy, he 

does hesitate a moment, for the first and last time: Pylades’ 
reminder of the oracle is enough. The cold scorn with which 

he rebuts his mother’s idle pleas is finely dramatic. Of his 

defence, after the deed, crossed with fits of approaching madness, 
we have spoken above. 

Elektra has only a secondary part to play: but her figure is 

not without its dramatic importance, and some touches even of 
extreme poetic beauty. Her faithfulness is shown at first by her 
refusal to use the conventional prayers, in offering her libation, 

for the mother who sent her, but whom she hates (88 sqq.). She 
prays for Orestes’ return, and evil to her foes: but for herself 
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that she may be purer and more righteous than her mother (140). 
Her womanly reserve and excitement over the lock are finely 
indicated (165: see notes): and her passionate sisterly love finds 
a beautiful and imaginative expression in her wish (195) that the 

hair ‘had a kindly voice,’ and in the eloquent outburst which 

Orestes cannot control, when the recognition is assured (235 

sqq.). She takes her part in the lament and call for aid to 
Agamemnon: but when the action begins she retires to ‘ order 

matters within the house’ (579). This is evidently the poet’s 

view of a woman’s proper place in such a crisis: the brave and 

self-reliant heroine like Antigone, or the Elektra of Sophokles, 
not finding a place in Aeschylus’ ideal. 

Of Klytaemnestra in this play there is very little: but the draw- 
ing shows the same characteristics as the great portrait in the 

Agamemnon. Even in the formal words with which she wel- 

comes the strangers (668), we seem to detect the lurking ironic 

smile of her cynical self-reliant spirit. After her offer of baths 

and couch and honest welcome, she adds, ‘If there is aught more 

needing counsel, ’tis the men’s business, to them we will impart 

it:’ and we think of Aegisthos the coward, and Klytaemnestra 

the dvdpéBovdov xéap, of the last play. There is the old con- 
temptuous hypocrisy in her lament over the Curse of the House, 

when she hears of Orestes’ death : especially when she speaks of 

her son as ‘the hope to heal the riot of the house,’ almost bur- 

lesquing the effrontery of her part. There is the old unhesitating 
courage in her attitude when (887) Aegisthos is slain. ‘ Bring 

hither an axe,’ she says, ‘let us know whether we are to win or 
lose.’ And even when she sees Orestes with his bloody sword, 

her first thought is not for herself: ot *ya* té6ynxas Pidrar’ AtyioOou 

Bia. Though she does appeal for mercy to her son, she wastes 

no time in fruitless lament when she finds the appeal vain: 

‘*Tis crying to a tomb,’ she says with characteristic terseness; 

and again, ‘ This is the snake I bare and reared.’ And even her 

defence of her adultery, which to modern feeling is coarse and 
crude, might be held to be in character with the unflinching 

shamelessness which is part of the poet’s conception of this 
ovAopevn adoyxos. 

Pylades only speaks once, to confirm the momentary hesitation 
of Orestes: otherwise he is a kogov mpdc@zov. 
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With the Chorus we will deal separately. 
There only remains the Nurse, whose rustic homeliness and 

grotesque but natural inconsequence of speech forms, like the 

talk of the Herald in the Agamemnon, an effective contrast to 

the fearful drama that impends, It relieves the tension of feeling 

just at the crisis: and the pithy illiterate babble of the old woman 
about Orestes’ babyhood, adds the touch of nature to the dark 
tragic figure of the Avenger. 

THE CHoRIC SONGS. 

The lyrical parts of the Choephoroi form such a large propor- 
tion—nearly a third of the whole—and though they are neither 

so strikingly beautiful nor so dramatically important as the great 
choruses of the Agamemnon, still are so essential a part of the 

play, and contain so much fine poetry, that it is desirable to con- 

sider them separately, so as to review their general effect. 

The first question is, Who are the Chorus? They are clearly 

captive women, and it has been generally assumed that they are 

Trojans, brought home by Agamemnon. And so the Scholiast 

clearly understands them to be’. This is further confirmed by the 
passage 425-428, where they lament ‘in the Arian and Kissian 

(i.e. Asiatic) fashion.” The main difficulty in this supposition is, 

that they identify themselves so closely with Agamemnon, whose 

‘invincible majesty’ (54) they reverence, and whose ‘sad 
miseries’ (82) they bewail: and sympathize all through with 

Orestes and Elektra. 

But something must be allowed to the conventions of the 
drama: and there is nothing more common than that the house- 

hold slaves (though obviously sprung from a hostile and conquered 

race) should identify themselves with the fortunes of the house, 

and so in this case hate the usurper, and give aid and counsel to 

the heir and avenger. The same argument will justify the know- 

1 On line 75, dupimrodw, dvayxay Schol. explains (absurdly enough) to 
be ‘constraint from various cities, that is, war: . .. for the Greeks 

came from various cities,’ clearly meaning the Greek army at Troy who 
took them captive. Davies, misunderstanding this note, uses it as an argu- 
ment for the theory that the cafz/ves were Greeks from diverse cities. 
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ledge which they show of the past history of the family: and in 
the absence of evidence to the contrary we may, with the Scho- 
liast, assume them to be Trojans!. ; 

In the first song (22-83) the Chorus accompany, with lamen- 

tations, Elektra bearing the libations to her father’s tomb. They 

speak of the queen, who has sent them, with hatred as an ‘im- 

pious woman,’ and lament the misery of the house. They strike 

the main note of the play at once by saying,‘ Nought can atone 

for blood once shed’ (48), and dwelling in a fine stanza (61-74) 

on the belief that Justice may linger, but she will come: she only 
waits till the cup is full. 

We feel from the first that the Crime is unatoned: and that 
Doom impends. 

In the scene which follows they act the part of the sympathetic 
advisers of Elektra. 

In the Kommos (306-478), they strike again the same note. 

The Doer must suffer (312). They take up Orestes’ first 

passionate lament with a reminder that the dead is still powerful 

(324), and isa great king below as he was on earth (354). They 

chide Elektra’s vain wishes by recalling her to the thought that 
Vengeance is at hand (375) and blood calls for blood (400): and stir 

the children’s wrath by telling the tale of Agamemnon’s horrible 

mutilation (440). All through they sympathize with their grief: 

but they will not suffer the mourners to forget the duty of 
Revenge. 

In the second song (585-651) the note is changed. The plot 

is arranged, the actors have gone off to prepare, and no further 

incitement is needed. The Chorus dwell on the strange power 

of human passion, especially the power of unholy love (améparos 

épas 600) on bold-hearted women. They tell of Althaia, who 
slew_her son; Skylla, who slew her father: another evil woman 
who slew ber lord: and the Lemnian women who slew their 

husbands. And in a magnificent climax they return to the key- 

note: ‘The sword of Justice pierces the heart ... the anvil of 

1 The phrase am’ dpyas Biov (79) seems perhaps hardly suitable to 
captives so recently taken as the Trojans; but we can have so little 
confidence in the reading (see notes) that no argument can be founded 
on it. 
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Justice is planted firm, Destiny forges the steel...the deep 

brooding Curse pays at last for the pollution:’ and lo, as they 

sing, the disguised Orestes enters to do the deed. The confi- 

dence of the Chorus in Justice is the same as ever: but the tone, 
we observe, is different. Before, it was faith in Justice, while 

misery and wrong were about them: here it is the confident 

vision of Justice in the retribution that is already prepared. 
The plot thickens. The dddo0s has succeeded: Aegisthos has 

been summoned to meet the supposed strangers. “The Chorus 

in the third song (783-835) fill the interval of suspense with 

prayer to Zeus, to Apollo, to Hermes, to help the conspirators. 

The song rises at the close to a note of triumph at the deliver- 

ance which is coming (820), and ends with a grand verse bidding 

Orestes drown her cry of ‘ Child’ with the cry of ‘ Father,’ and 
‘uplift the heart of Perseus’ to slay this accursed Medusa 

(830-2). 
The last stasimon is sung (955-972) after the murder of 

Aegisthos, when Orestes has just gone in driving Klytaemnestra 

before him to her death. It is, as we expect, a song of triumph 

over the accomplishment of Justice: Justice,‘the true daughter 

of Zeus,’ who came of old to Priam’s sons [as we, the Chorus, 
know to our cost] and has come now in these tao lions, twvo war- 
gods, to the house of Agamemnon: Justice whom Loxias has 

fetched back after long delay. The light has come, arise, ye 

fallen house ! 
At the close of all, when Orestes is driven forth before the 

approach of the Furies, the Chorus in the brief Exodos (1063- 
1076) commend him to the god’s care, and recall the memory of 

the ‘Three storms’ which have passed over the house. First, 

the horrible feast of Thyestes: secondly, the murder of Aga- 

memnon: now Orestes the third—shall I call him Saviour or 

Fate? how will it end? 

We see, from the above review, that the position of the Chorus 

here with relation to the actors is the same as in the Agamemnon; 
they are as it were the Voice of the General Conscience. The 

note they echo all through is Justice. 
At first Tyranny is triumphant: Wait, say the Chorus, the 
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shed blood has never flowed away. Then the Avenger returns, 
and his first duty is to lament over his father’s tomb: Cry aloud, 
say the Chorus, he will hear and help! Then the plot is pre- 

pared: It is coming! say the Chorus. Destiny is forging the 

sword on the anvil of Justice. And so, when all is over, we have 

the Triumph song of Justice, ¢uode pev Aika. 
Just as in the Agamemnon, the Chorus are, so to speak, the 

mouthpiece of the Moral Law: and if their utterances in the 

former play are more impressive, it is chiefly because here the 

situation is simpler, In the Agamemnon the dark foreboding 
of the Chorus is contrasted with the triumph; in the Choephoroi 

they have simply to encourage. In the Agamemnon the victim 

is himself bloodstained, there is a Fate awaiting the house: faith 

is obscured with perplexity: here, the sin is all on one side and 
sympathy is easy: it is Right, the Gods’ word, and Retribution 

against Tyranny, Usurpation, Adultery, and Bloodguiltiness. 

THE SOPHOKLEAN ORESTEIA. 

The same subject has been also treated by Sophokles and 
Euripides in the two plays named Elektra. The latter is a 
risqué and almost grotesque experiment in realism, representing 

Elektra as married to a small farmer: the staple of the play 
being rather second-rate moralising on the theme of ‘ Virtue in a 
Cottage.’ It contains the well-known satire on the Choephoroi, 

of which enough is said in the notes (line 205): but the point of 
view of the two poets is so different, that comparison with 

Aeschylus is useless. 

Sophokles’ work, on the other hand, is a masterpiece of the 
ideal and poetical drama, and a short comparison of the two 

treatments may be useful. It will perhaps tend to brevity and 

clearness to present the differences in a tabular form. 

In doth plays we have the return of Orestes: the lock on the 

tomb: the finding of the lock, and the hope raised of the brother’s 

return: the recognition: the ddXos of the Phokian traveller: the 

oracle of Apollo: the dream of Klytaemnestra, and her offer- 

ings: the plot and the murder of the two guilty ones. 
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The differences are as follow :— 

Choephorot. 

Orestes returns with prayer and 
mourning. 

The lock is found by Elektra. 

Elektra hopes it is zs lock. 

The 5dAos is concocted with Elektra. 

The oracle threatens penalties on 
negligence. 

The dream is of the suckled snake. 

The libations are carried by Elek- 
tra who prays, not. as bidden, for 
her mother but for vengeance. 

Aegisthos is slain first. 

The Chorus represent Conscience; 
they call for justice, urge the 
vengeance, encourage the actors, 
and keep the Deed to be done 
before the eyes of all. 

Elektra. 

Orestes returns cheerful and confi- 
dent amid the bright sounds and 
sights of daybreak. 

. . . by Chrysothemis a weaker 
sister whose nature is contrasted 
with the stern and_ faithful 
Elektra. 

Elektra is decived with news of his 
death. 

The 8dAos beguiles Elektra. 

The oracle prescribes simply that 
he should do the deed a/one. 

The dream is of Agamemnon’s 
staff which took root and over- 
shadowed the house, 

The libations are brought by Chry- 
sothemis, whom Elektra persuades 
to cast them away, and offer her 
own poor offerings instead. 

Klytaemnestra is slain first. 

The Chorus represent common- 
place prudence and consolation, 
finding fault at first with Elek- 
tra’s want of moderation, but 
gradually drawn more and more 
into sympathy. 

In a word, Sophokles’ play, not being written like the Choe- 

phoroi with close reference to a previous and a succeeding play, 

is a much more elaborate work. The conflict between Klytaem- 
nestra and Elektra, the Recognition, and the ddXos, are all much 
more fully worked out. There is much more presentment of 
character, a main point being the contrast beween the weak 
Chrysothemis, disposed to yield to the tyranny, and the faithful 
Elektra. And there is far more skilful elaboration of plot and 
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scenic detail: the terrible dramatic irony of the close being 
perhaps the finest example of this effect in Greek Drama. 

But the peculiar characteristics of the Aeschylean play, the 
bare simplicity of the plot: the moral elevation of the Chorus’ 
Faith in Justice: the delayed dénoument and the swift decision 

of the action when it comes: the hard yet grand figure of the 

‘evil woman :’ the shadow of madness at the close, suggesting 
that the end is not yet: all these things combine to give the 

Choephoroi a power and a greatness which even the comparison 
with Sophokles’ wonderful work does not impair. The styles 
are too different for either to suffer. 

And, apart from the handling, the Aeschylean style of diction 
and thought is fully as noticeable here as in the Agamemnon. 

We have his dramatic irony in Klytaemnestra’s welcome—every 

word having a terrible double meaning for the audience (668) : 
we have his loaded and imaginative phrasing’: we have his 

unapproachable grandeur and solemnity in speaking of Justice— 

in such phrases as Aikas 8 épeiderar mvOpnv, mpoyadkever & Aioa 

paoyavoupyés—or of atonement, as ti yap AU’Tpov wecdvTos aiparos 
meOor; we have his terse dignity in such scenes as Orestes’ short 

and sharp conflict with his mother: his concentrated passion in 

Elektra’s joy over the brother restored. On the bold but effec- 
tive use of homeliness in the motherly but incoherent old Nurse 
we have commented elsewhere. 

THE MANUSCRIPTS. 

The authorities for the text of the Choephoroi are nominally 

three Manuscripts and a recension by Robortelli. The MSS. 
are as follow :— 

1. M. the Medicean, in the library of Lorenzo dei Medici at 

Florence, written on parchment in the tenth or eleventh century. 

1 Thus murder is ‘old and bears no children; the house ‘looks out 

from its veil with friendly eyes; Orestes is a ‘colt yoked in the car 
woe; he ‘climbs the hill of bloodshed ;’ the snake is ‘anchored in 

swathing bands; Time sits within till he has swept away pollution ; 
chances are ‘dice with favouring faces ;’ the conspirators are ‘ two lions, 
two gods of war; and many more. 
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A facsimile of this was prepared by Merkel, and published by the 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1871. The beginning of the play is 

lost: the MS. begins at line 10, fragments of nine lines having 

been recovered from other sources. 
2. G. Guelferbytanus, at Wolfenbiittel, written on paper in the 

fifteenth century. It is merely a copy of M., and it is badly and 
ignorantly copied. It contains nearly all the mistakes of M. 

and several more of its own. 

3. Ma. Marcianus, once in the monastery of San Marco, now 

in the Laurentian library at Florence, written on silk in the 
fifteenth century, also merely a copy of M. 

Robortelli, who edited Aeschylus at Venice (1552), professes to 
have used for the Trilogy ‘a very old manuscript sent from 

Padua by Marianus Savellus.’ There is, however, no doubt that 
this old MS. was either the Medicean itself, or one very like it 

containing the same corruptions’, 
Of the other early editions, we know that 

The d/dine 1518 used only G. for the Choephoroi. 
Turnebus 1552 used the Aldine, 

Victorius 1557 used only the Medicean. 

Hence the only original Manuscript authority for the Choephoroi 
is M. 

THE SCHOLIA. 

Besides the MSS. there is another important source of evidence 
for the text in the Medicean Scholia, the value of which requires 

a few words of explanation. 
In the Medicean MS., besides the text, there are what are 

known as Scholia, or Greek comments on the text written at the 

side. They are written clearly in uncials (capitals), the text 
itself being in cursive (running hand, small letters)”. They are 

by a different hand to that which wrote the text ; and both their 

* See Moritz Haupt, pref. ad Herm. ed. 1852. 
* There is a good facsimile of a page of the Medicean MS. of Choe- 

phoroi in Dindorf’s edition of Aeschylus, vol. iii. p.140. A glance at 

this is better than pages of description. 
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date and authority areunknown. But their value consists in this: 

that as they often explain a different text to that which is by their 
side in the Medicean MS., they may, and frequently do, furnish 
evidence of an older and truer text than the MS. itself. In any 
case they are always worth considering. 

I have given in an Appendix a selected list of the main places 

where the Scholiast’s note shows evidence of a better text than 
Med. I will give here one instance. In line 262 the Med. has 

these words, dé opixpod Savapias péyav | Sopoy ..., where Savapias 

is rubbish: there is no such word. The Scholiast says divaca 
avoikoOopunoat, § you can raise up,’ a note which enabled Turnébe 

to restore & dy adpeas for davapias, making at once sense and 
metre. This is a good instance of a certain emendation. 

The Scholia often had the same corruptions as Med.: see 

Appendix for a list of these too. Their explanations are often 

wrong, and not unfrequently absurd, but sometimes they throw 

great light on difficulties. 

The fullest examination of the Medicean Scholia is that which 

has been made by J. J. Frey (Bonn, 1857). He points out that 

(1) they are mutilated: (2) they are from different hands (in 

many cases we have two, sometimes even three or four different 
explanations given without reference to each other): (3) that 

there are two main classes, those notes which quote, and those 

which do not quote, the words they are commenting on: and 

(4) that the latter are much the older and more valuable. 

His general conclusion is that the best of these Scholia contain, 
along with other matter, fragments of learning about Aeschylus 

which can be traced back to the early Alexandrine scholars, and 

even with some probability to Didymus (called, from his extra- 
ordinary capacity for work, by the elegant name of Xadkevrepos, 

or ‘ Copper-guts’), a great Alexandrine scholar of the first century 

B.C., of the school of Aristarchus. 

It is plain, even allowing for the uncertainty of conjectures, 

that the evidence of readings contained in the Scholia may be 

centuries older than the MS. itself. 

“~ 
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THE EDITIONS. 

XXV 

The following are the principal editions containing the Choe- 

phoroi, given with the abbreviations used in the critical notes :— 

Abbrev. 

Ald. 
Turn. 

Rob. 

Witct. 

Cant. 
Stanl. 

Pauw. 

Ask. 

Schiitz. 

Pors. 

Butl. 

Well. 
Blomf. 
Scholef. 
Both. 
D., Dind. 
Klaus. 
Peile 
Abr. 
Franz 

iPePal: 

H..Herm. 
Hart. 

Dey. 

Con. 
Weil 
Day. 
Kirch. 

Date. 

1847-79 
1852 
1852 

1856 

1857 
1860 
1862 
1880 

Name. 

Aldine. 
Turnebe 

Robortelli 

Victorius 

(Pietro Vettori) 

Canter 
Stanley 

Pauw 

Askew 

Schiitz 

Porson 
Butler 
Schafer 
Wellauer 
Blomfield 

Scholefield 
Bothe 
Dindorf 

Klausen 

Peile 
Ahrens 
Franz 

Paley 

Hermann 
Hartung 

De Jongh 

Conington 
Weil 
Davies 
Kirchoff 

Place. 

Venice 
Paris 

Paris. 

Paris 

Antwerp. 
London 

Hague 

Leyden. 
Halle, Ox- 

ford. 
Glasgow. 
Cambridge. 
Leipzig. 
Leipzig. 
Cambridge. 
Cambridge. 
Leipzig. 
Oxford, 
Gotha 
London 
Paris. 
Leipzig. 
Cambridge, 

London, 
Leipzig. 
Leipzig. 
Traj. ad 

Rhen. 
London. 
Giessen. 
London 
Berlin. 

Remarks. 

[In these Choe- 
phoroi is con- 
fused with Aga- 
memnon. | 

{Stephanus the 
printer, Victo- 
rius editor. ] 

{Canter’s text. | 
[Stanley’s edition, 

Pauw’s notes. | 

ft 

{Choephoroi. ] 

{Choeph. only.] 
{Choeph. only.]} 

{[Choeph. only. | 

[Choeph. only.] 

Besides these, the following scholars have helped to emend the 
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Choephoroi. I give the names in alphabetical order with the 
abbreviations used in my critical notes :— 

Abr. Abresch. Lob. Lobeck. 
Am. Arnald. Martin. 
Aur. Auratus. F. W. Newman. 
Bamb. Bamberger. | Port. Portus. 
Cas. Casaubon. Seal. Scaliger. 
Dobr. Dobree. | Seidler. 
Elms. Elmsley. Sophianus, 
Erf. Erfurdt. Tzetz. Tzetzes. 
Emp. Emper. | Tyrwhitt. 
Heath. Heath. | Valck. Valckenaer. 
Lachm. Lachmann. A. W.V. Verrall: 

I use L. S. for Liddell and Scott. 

The first really critical edition was Turnébe’s in 1552. This 

scholar did an immense deal to restore the true text of the 

Choephoroi. In recent times the greatest editor is of course 

Godfrey Hermann. The text is, however, in many places doubt- 

ful, and in some few perhaps hopeless. 

THE TEXT OF THIS EDITION. 

In the text I have given at the foot of the pages, the MS. 

reading of all the doubtful places, wherever one or all the 

MSS. are wrong, except where the correction is quite obvious 

and generally adopted; and even in these latter cases, where 

anybody could attach the least importance to the alteration. 
Where the reading adopted occurs in any MS., and any other 

MS. differs, the variation is given, if at all important or doubtful, 

in the critical note below, but there is no mark in the text. 

Thus line 36, text Bapts miztyav; Crit. note Bapv G., i.e. the 

MSS. read Bapis, except G., which has by a slip Bapv. 
Where the reading adopted is conjectural, it is marked with * 

in the text, the MSS. readings given below, with usually the 

corrector’s name added. 
Thus line 38, text *é€Aaxov: Crit. note €Aayov MSS. corr. 

Turn., i.e. the MSS. read édaxov, and the true reading €\akov 
was first given by Turneébe. 
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Where neither MSS. nor prepared corrections are satisfactory, 

the passage is marked with +. Thus line 130 } émolkreipoy 7, 
line 604 f daels ray fF. 

TRANSLATIONS. 

1 have consulted two translations, Miss Swanwick’s and Mr. 

E. D. A. Morshead’s. The latter is far the best, and I have 

occasionally quoted it with the abbreviation (Mors.). 
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Raretype 7X, alt Comacrmnmap (ie 

45. popév’ dmrdet M. popéva podrdet G. corr. Stanl. 47. €K- 
BadAew MSS. corr. Stanl. Avypdv MSS. corr. Cant. 54. ddduav- 
tov MSS. corr. H. 61. dicay MSS. corr. Turn. 62. Trois MSS. 
ri Turn. and many edd. 64. xpovifov7’ dyn Bpter M. xpovicovt’ 

Bpie G. Variously corrected. xpoviovr’ arvx7 H., omitting 
re xpovicovra Bpve D. xpovifovd’ acvxa Con. (and Pal fonnesaan 
text F. W. Newman and Pal. 66. éxno@éy MSS. corr. Schiitz. 
67. mennypévov G., text M. After 69, Tods 8 dxpavtos Exec vvg MSS. 

TOV atr.ov TAVAPKETAS vooov Bpvetv. “e. ee Aas 

a 

st 

er ne 

a me 

er a ene a a ct eames 

~ seen st: 

—— 
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, 3 y PF las ec / >) , 

Ovydvte. & ovTe vupdixav edwrAlwy aT. y. 7! 
” dO / c a 

Gkos, TOpoL TE TaYTES EK pLas dod 

+Batvovres Tov * yepopvon cae le eat 

ovov Kabatportes lodeay any. + Elouray uP 7% doalipa 

ae é€uol 0 ,(avayxay yap aupinrodw 2) émwdds. 75 

Jeol mpoonveykav’ €k yap olKwv 

atpwwv * dovAuy yp éoayov aicay’) TATPWOV Be y : 

_ 

~ ae 4 — “= 
Con Alads apyais =7ets Ev 7EAEL, lohug i 

TpeTOVT an’ epxes Blov,:sease Comme “j 

dikava Kal ei dtkata, 

Art, Gees. cote n 
Les 90 & seodeceBig pepoueror, aivéoa, * muKpov Gparey £0 

aa: Kpatotvon. daxptwo 0 tp ciwatev 

watalovar OeaTOTay tac LeQehees Fortine Gf n~y Bn (OL) y 

TUxais, Kpupatos wévOeolw Taxvovpery. 

HA. dual yuvatkes, doudtav evOnpoves, whee ath Phaaagd sie oval. 7 

émel TapEecTE THOSE TpOoTpOTHS Ejol 85 

eae ysiegde TOvdE GUpBovdror Bee Conall ord 

igo $6 X Con. * TL po Ke ouge Taabe KNdElovs xods ; 
* 

pats, funshe , Sheng Os eippov” elmo, Tos * kaTrevEmpat Tarpl ; 
an xeon ad , , A 

ToTepa A€yovta Tapa idns pirw dépeuy 

yuvaikos avodpl, Tis uns pntpos mapa ; 90 
a») > / / Id / na 

TOVO ov TapectL Bapaos, ovd EXw TL PO, 
/ , if 3 la , 

x€ovca TOvde TEAAVOY EV TUUBw TaTpos. 
s\ a / y+ c fe lal 

7 TovTO dacKkw ToUTOS, ws Vo-os BpoTois, 

*&cON advTiobvar Toto. Téumovew Tad¢€ 

orepn, ddow *ye TOV KakOy énagiay ; 95 
sid gS Pee “2 feline’ worthy ff hace wut Leecls 

WX. otyovTt MSS. corr. Scaliger. 73-74. Corrupt, see notes. 

73. xaipopvom MSS. corr. Pors. 77. dovAuoy és dyov MSS. éa@yov 
Rob. dovaArdy »# Con. 79. apxas MSS. corr. J. S. Frey, Weil, from 

schol. 80. m«xp@v MSS. corr. Rob. 82. decmétav MSS. corr. 
Stanl. 83. maxvovpernv MSS. corr. Stanl. 87. Tipe be xéovga 

MSS. Both have t¥p8w asa correction, text Weil. 88. xarevgopar 
MSS. corr. Turn. 94. €o7’ MSS. corr. Elmsl. tc’ Bamb., Weil. 
g5. Te MSS. ye Stanl. 49 Coe. 
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a a , 4 , | 
der pest ag LKOVOG TEVXOS aoTpopo.oww OMPQAOL } 1e0rcaeta chauce Zohind 

Baath kee 
te -2te, Jirnos, 

XO 

HA. 

xi: 

HA. 

XO. 

HA. 

XO. 

HA. 

XO. 

HA. 

XO. 

ELA. 

XO. 

HA. 

XO. 

HA. 

XO. 

HA 

97- 
This 
corr, 

XOH®OPOI. SS 

J 
prifl« spt I caer ae 
= ; 

7 any ariwas, Bo: ovv amdXeTo 

matnp, Tad exyéaca, yaTorov xvow, 
ateixo Kabdppad ws Tis exméuas modu 

THoO eote Bovdts, @ pirat, perairvar. 100 
\ \ 7 3 , 4 Kowwov yap €xdos év ddmors voulCouev. 

By Kev0er evdov Eapptcs poBo twos. 

TO pdpomoy yap Tév 7 eAevOepov péver | 
tele soe My srt ik 

kal Tov »mpos GAAns deomorotsevon XeEpes. . 

Aéyous dv, ef TL TOVd? ExoLs bTEpTEpor. 10 
b / ‘ x A , BY 

aidovpevn cot Bwapov os TUULBov TaTpos . 

AEEw, KeAevErs yap, TOV eK Ppevds AOdyor. 

on 

, / ” rw I 1 np seo sete pe eee eee 
Acyos av, womeEp nOETw Tapov Tatpos. Hoes Ciasbnaieees 

. , =], 

} 

be $ 
pbeyyou xéovea * Kedva’ Toto Evppoowy. Hes“ ore Pomty | 

! 
/ XN / lal lA / tivas d€ TovTOUS TOV PiAwy TpocEvVET ; 110 

a S c / BA yf a 

TpOTOV per avTHV, X@oTLs AtyioOoy orvyei. 
3 / \ \ aes 3 / / 

Hot TE Kal col Tap emevEouar Tade. } 
Levitt poe pee Def 

avTy ov Tadra pavOdvova’ 7dn Geueats 7 Tg 

tiv ovv ér addAov TiHdE mpooTL0e OTACEL ; / 
/ Dye) / > at 3 Pd tre peuyno “Opectov, Kei Ovpatos éoO Spas. 115 

{ 
a e/ ] 

ev TovTO, Kadpeévwoas ovX TKLoTa He 
Tots aitiois vov Tod Pdvov pepvynpwevy i 

LW Ga heescrite the fore G be “fl tl dG; dSldack ameipov Sep ouueu: otnerucal 1x pollpeoud evenness 

ehOeiy tw’ avtots dalyov 7 BpoTey Tiva 
, X\ BN , / : 

morepa duxaotyy 7 Siknpopov eyes ; 120 i 

Gm\@s Te ppagove’, Gatis avramokrevel. att fora Ge 

kal tadra povorly edoeB OeGv Tapa ; 4% sag fn fore th et 

mas 6 ov Tov exo pav eveguet a dat Kakots ; 

Knpv& peyote TOV Gvw TE Kal KaTo, } 
Prodi fee nee : 

| 

éxxéovoa MSS. corr. D. 109. gexva MSS, corr. Hart. 123. 
line in MSS. comes after 164. corr.. H. peyiotn MSS. 
Stanl. 
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c a 

* dpnéov, “Epyi xOdvie, xnpdéas esol, 
Tovs yns evepOe daipovas kdVew eyas 125 

Lait ; : 5 ee Suges Paki) whieh Cans river? esate 
evyas, TaTpYov SwpudTwY eTLTKOTOUS, | 

val aA ” 

Kal yatay avtiy, ) Ta mavta TiKTeTaL, 9A 

Opépaca 7 adOis TGvde Kiya AapBaver: <4 
Kay® xé€ovoa Tacde x€pviBas Bporois 

ttacts fartc“héyw kahodoa Tatép, témolxteipov T eve 130 
J b / n 3 ad ond od? Noy tT “Opeotnv, 7Os avaouev ddpors’ F 

, Mow that we® TeTpaevol yap Vvodv ye Tas GhopcOa % ~Kae% 

Tpos Ths Texovons, avdpa 6 avtndAdAd€éato 

AiyicOov, Sormep cod povov petairuos. 
>) SS Ss 3 , ) >] \ , 

Kady@ pev ayTioovdos* €k O€ XpnyaTwv 135 
/ 3 / 2 “4 ¢ 2) se , 

gevywv “Opeotns €otiv, ol 6 vTEpKOTws 

€y Tolar gots mOvoict xAlovow * péya, “Hk Gowland 

eMdeiy & Opéotny detpo ody rvxn Tul 

KaTtevxowat oor. Kal ov KAdOi pov, TaTEp’ 

aivTn TE por bs GwdPpovertépay TOAD 140 fi TE pou dds cwpp pay 4 
lal b) 

untpos yeveoOar xelpa T evoeBeorépay. 

Ge Fr nuiy ev edvyas Tacde’ Tots 6° évaytious 
€yw havival cov, mdatep, Tydopor, 

a nish ty a Aghlioud 
Kat ToUs KTavovtas avTiKarOavety * ten: FAG 

tet weads ids B Sie} 8) / ia -. %& vA . OR S 

(he. 6 Seis) map) TAVT EV MEOW TLL TIS “~ KAANS apas, 145 
C@ bar bir foraytly t , N N 5 Sree. 

2 uth-ues aa/KELVOLS NEyOvTAa THVOE THY KaKHY apav' TF 
wv Mexd rng foreyer, N Nery mS) Pen ¥ 
cnet, npty O€ Toumos toOt Tov EcOAGY Ava, 

\ 6 a \ fa \ él / 

guv Oeotor Kat yi) Kal dixn viKnpdpe. 
° , pire | > a) / ep] 5 / f 

Tolaiod «eT Evxals Tacd ETLOTEVOW XOAGS. 
Ce. > a > / , 

[dyads S& Kwxvrots éravOlCew vopos, I uw °o 

124. apntov Klaus. omit. MSS. 126. 8 éppyarev MSS. corr. 
Stanl. 130. Probably corrupt, see notes. MSS. read émoereipov7’. 
132. mempaypevot MSS. corr. Cas. 136. pevyev MSS. corr. Rob. 
137. peta MSS. corr. Turn. 144. aytikaktavely Scal. from cor- 
rected gloss., text MSS. a&i«nv MSS. corr. Scal. 145-146 sus- 
picious, see notes. axis MSS. corr. Schiitz. 
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) Cece prov? 

XO. 

a6 

HA. € 

XO. héyous dv? dpxeirar 5& Kapdla PdBo. 

HA. 6p6 Topatoy rovde Bootpvxov trade. 

HA, 

XO. 

HA. 

. Tolats BHAI; ; TodTO yap OeAw padetv. 175 

XOH®OPOI. 9 

maara Tod Oavdvros eLavdwpevas.] 2 Paley 

leve Sdkpv Kavaxés GAdpEvOY Aaleruny He 
b] / , : 

OAOMEVW SEoTOTA, | 
aal avid, wee | 

Tos Epupa TOsE KAK@Y KEeOvov T 155 | 

anérporoy eyos amedxeror, 

KEXUMEDOOY xoay. KAve SE pol, KAVE, Axe ? 

o¢Bas, @ déoT0r 1S duavpas ppevds IS, fers tha surl Op 

OToTOTOL, hao) tw, 728 Guy ae 

dopvobervis avrp, favor ddpav, 160 

* SevOucd 1 ey Xepoiy madivroy Fach. Leaning - aotaudoeg ofthah 

év épym Bédy “mimdAdAwv “Apns, | 
/ / > b) , n * / oxeded T avTékwnma vopov * éidy. | 

eXEL Mev 70 yamdTous Xoas marip,“% 2 4 “yg 

véov 6€ pwvOov Tovde KOLVwYHCaTE. 

rivos mot dvdpds, 7) Badudvov Képrs ; 

: ee ealoy 700 éorl mavrt bo€doau. 170 

T™@s ouv mada Tapa vewrTepas. pdbe ; ee 
whe & 

alaect . oUK €oTW boTIsTAHY euod-KelpalTo vu. = pee ae : es} 
Ab Ae Pte 

. €xOpol yap ois mpeetiiee Tmevonoa Tpixé. ep teas off ae 

. kat pny 60 €orl Kdpr idetv dudmrepos. ip hema fle l 
; H 

avrotow piv Kdpta mpoodepis idetv. . 

pav ody ’Opéctov KptBda SGpov * ap T06€ ; 
/ 

padior’ exetvov Bootptyous mpooelderat. 

156. ddyos MSS. corr. Vict. from schol. 158. oeBaow M. corr. 
Turn. 161. SxvOira7’ év M., ira being corrected to ns (Merkel) or 
ka (H.). SxvOns tar’ G. corr. A. 164. BéAn MSS. corr. Pauw. 
from schol. 165. dmérov MSS. corr. Turn. After this line MSS. 
read kfjpug peyiorn Tov dvw Te Kal KaTwW; see 123. 167. dvopxeirat 
MSS. corr. Turn. 172. €vos for énov Dobr. xelperd MSS., vety 

M. corr. Turn. 177. 9 M., 7 G. and edd. corr. Scholef. 

ee 
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XO. 

HA. 

xO: 

HA. 

180. kai tv MSS. corr. Vict. tatpés MSS., marpi Turn. and many 

edd, 

Cant. 
MSS. 

innumerable. 7 cap’ jv por Schiitz. «d cap’ jv 7 Well. 201-204. 
Transferred to Chor. H. 202. dixn G. Sinn M., but « written on 

erasure. diy schol. corr. Ald. 

"a >] >) / SN , 7 / a 

un e€ Oppatwv O€ OfLoL TimToVoL [LoL 185 

bs 4 a ‘ \ , 

-ayadpa TuyB0v TOvdE Kal TYLY TaTpds. 200 

AIZSXYAOYT 

\ a 3 ta) Lords SY 1) cal 
KOL TOS Exketvos Sedp ETOAUNTEV podely ; % fd 

emeue xaltny Kovpiunv xdpiw matpds. ——‘180 
b] e > ! / / / 

OvX }O00V EvVoaKpuTa jor AEyeELS TAdE, 

el rhode ydpas pijrote Watoe. tobdl, (Aone @ aed 
Kap0l TporeoTn Kapd!as KAVO@OVLOY co come een ome 

XoAns, éraicOnv & os diavtaim Bédev 

fg A / — / 

oTayoves abpaktor dvoxlwovu TAnppip os, 

TACKapov idovcn Tévde THs yap eATiocw 

doTév Tw ddXov Bie: decTroCety Pons ; 

aXN ovs€ pry viv 1H KTavoto’ éxelparo, 
vv Bat ficig Wille Poe Gee 

éun O€ prTnp, ovdapas EI OE ofcetthy, 190 

dpdvnua aol dvc0cov TeTapern. 
>] ‘\ ] ivf X ” =f 1 53 3% / ey® & bTws peéev avTikpus Tad’ aivéow, 

eivat TO ayddiopa por Tod iATatov 

Bpotév ’Opzatov—caivopa & im édridos. 
tS ’ ’ 

(ped.) €10 elxe hoviv evppov’ ayyédov Siknv, 195 
dTws Olppovtis ovoa pH *KIWVTO MND, =< rKeuae, & wanes. 

GN «bd * cadyver tévd anxomtboar mrAdKov,*- 44 
5 a a 

elmep y am e€xOpod Kpatos iv TeTpNLEVOS, 
x \ XK > a 3 la 7 Evyyevns av eixe cvptevdeiv euol, 

GAN eiddtas pev Tovs Oeovs Kahovpeba, 
¢ 3 an / / 

ototow Ev YELlL@ou vavTiAwy OiKnV 

IIE IR ei O€ xP? TUX Ely Tenis 

_opuxpod yévour ay omépparos peyas Tn a 

182. yaton G. 183. mpdceot:G. 184. émalOyv MSS. corr. 
194....voua. M. oa by different hand. 196. xnvucodpny 

corr. Turn. 197. gapyvn MSS., text Paley. Other suggestions 
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\ as 7 4 / 

Kal pry otiBou ye, SevTEepoy TEKuNpLor, 205 

TOOGV Gpolor TOls T epolow euepets. Zee { 
lal Hg 

Kal yap bv” eordyv TédE TEptypapa Todoty, ~~ 

avTod T €keivov Kal ouvveuTOpov TLVOs. 

Heel TTEpVAL tevovtov 0 troypapal peTpotpevat MKc merce of 
Ja 

es TQUTO ‘ovpBatvovar Tots €uois oriBo.s. oe 
a A; ae we sel, 

a dacacl favs, Tapeot. & wdls Kal ppevGv KatapOopa. bp iy atl eee 

OP. evxov Ta AouTd, Tots Beots Tehec@opiaes bay tb allan pucceas Jor be 
Filbert by fplftues? CZ 

EvX as era Nees TVYXAVELY KAAOS, Barer hack ciferecl tb “the jolt. 

HA, énel ti viv ExGru dayovev KupO ; | 

OP. eis dy Tres GvTep eEndxov Tadar.s26 dpv Mats 

HA. cat tiva otvou0d jor Kadovpevn Bpordr ; 

OP. ctvoid’ ’Opéornv TodAAA o° exaydovpevny. 

HA. kat mpos ri dqra Tvyxdvw Karevypdtov ; 

OP. 68° eiué pr pare’ €yod paddAov dirov. 24 — + 

HA. add’ 7} d0dov Tw’, @ Ee, Gut por mAEKEts ; 320 wee Pe 

OP. atrés kal’ airod Tapa pnxavoppapa. 

HA. aA ev kakotou Tots euots yeAav Oédews. 

OP. kav Tots euwots ap’, eimep Ev ye Totor cols. 

HA. @s v7’ ’Opéotny *o a0 eyo EoOGenUSTO 

OP. atrév pev * oby dpdca dvopabets Cue’ 4h, be ty at bavming 
o> een 

/ kouvpay 8 idodca THrd_ cafselov TPLXOS hee Coc <fPemrurmrenny acer | 

& ixvooxorobcd 1’ éy otiBowor Tots euots 
> , 27 ea Sars 2 aveTTep@Ons Kad0KELS Opay Eye 
*% / , tal , \ 

pee oKeYar Koun Tpocbetoa Baca pexey meEKes 

as wee gavtis adedpod, * Elypetpov TO TH Kapa,= ae ee 

~ 

! 

; 

> \, 
' 
; 

206, modav 5’ MSS. 217. éxmaryAouuéeyvns MSS. corr. Rob. 

219. paorev’ M. 224. Tad éyw oe mpovvvenw MSS. ade 0° eye | 
mpooevverw Arn., Well. I venture to suggest 0 5’. 225. wey viv | 
M. ovy altered to viv G. corr. Turn. dvcpab@s exes H., Franz., 
text MSS. Lines in MSS. come thus 226, 228, 227, 230, 229, 231 

corr. H. 229. akepaito pr) MSS. onébar roun Turn., text Hart. 
230. fuppeérpov MSS. corr. Schiitz. 
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idod 8’ thacpa Totro, ahs épyov xeEpos, 
6 Be Ls “yd omadns Te TAnyas ae Onpevov ypapiy. 

(3-268 ; § 186.Cu. CVOOV yevod, xapa S& py) ’KTAayTs ppévas* 

Tovs piATdrovs yap oda vov OvTas TLKpOUs. 

é eheritax WA, ® pittatov pee dépaci Tarpds, 235 

daxpuTos eATls oTEpparos Sormptet, saa: | foto 

any TeTOLOMS OGY GvaKTHOEL TATPOS. “fem. afew 
fr 

@ Tepmvov Cupa Téroapas Molpas EXOV «fer sfoO Foopeiow 

éol' mpocavday 8 €or dvayKalws éxov 
/ 

TaTépa TE, Kal TO pyTpos es GE OL peTEL —-240 
! G . , 3 , 

CPUS hove! d€ TAVYOLKMS ex0atp Tai 

ier, G Aerie Kal THs THOELoNS Ayo Opmoomdpov' 

muaTos 6 adeAdos WoO, enor wanes Pepowrss hay we Aegon? 
¢ OV 2 7 aa \ povoy Kpdaros te xat Aixn ow TO TpPITO 

* / , mdvtwv peylote Zvi cvyyevoitd * oot. 245, 
a a n / Lad 

OP. Zet Zed, Oewpds THE TpaypaTwy yEvou" 
3 a SS / K s ) ca) Px 
idod d€ yevvay™ EvyLY GETOU TATPOS, 

a / , et fhe 

Oavovtos év TAEKTaloL Kal OTELPAPATL Leeds Ome Fotks 

; dens exlovns. Tos O amappay a 
: See by han, pen J - id Messe hed by hearery Jounin VOT US meCer Aysds. OV yap * evTedets 7S. 250 

, / / 

Onpavy Tatpeav Tpoopepew oKNYH LAW. 
, y 

otra db& Kape THvde T, Hd€krpay A€yo, 

ideiy mapeoti cor, Tatpooteph yovov, “/4 of thew ert 
fh as tte outeneh fons) \ y N SEN , 
Pen Figen dupa pvyiy €xovTe THY avTnY Sopwv. 

an o las / HA. kal Tod Ovripos Kal oe Ti@vTos peya 2 5 
z a \ / >] ° / id 

TaTpos veoooous Tovad Gopi cts. amo0ev 

eEfeus cies XELpos s, <Wdowon yep YEPAS 5 _ 

232. eis 5¢ MSS. corr. Turn. Onpiov MSS. 233. pevov G. 

atAayin MSS. corr. Turn. 244. povos MSS. corr. Turn, 245- 

pot MSS. corr. Stanl. 247. yevvavw MSS. corr. Turn. 250. 
évredns MSS. corr. Pauw. 251. Ojpa marpga MSS. corr. Rob. from 
schol. 252. éyw MSS. Aéyw Ald. 254. €xovres G. 257. €00u- 
vov with o superscribed M. 
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237. Ae ay, Auge, CO, helo, Q@ leche. - Ske ta ftion on Che gbsic heap-wopec 
252. ‘ ile elle | Ono P6r ig 

a, _ , ovr’ detod yeveOd’ dropbelpas maw 
/ v \ fe 3 b) lal a 

méurew €xous av onyar evmOn Bporois, 
V2) 9 4 CAN eS N Ni N 
ovr dpxiKds oo. mas 00° avavdets. TVOpIY LY . 269 are 

Bopots apyée Bovddrows CD HULAO by, See acre de ae 
eras “7 vac cut ” ard. 

| 
| KOpLe’, a0 Fae 0 dy dpe.as we yaw Clacscwh tho wemzeok thee 
{ Lace ff ib fig t A low ee eed 

dduov, SoKobvTa KapPTA VOV TETTWKEVAL, 45 Aecee Was Hae seem detec 
a me foweme Le aed 

XO. ® maides, & cwripes Eatias TarTpds, 
en? 4 XN 7, la > i? 

ovyad’, dmws pr) TevoeTal Tis, @ TEKVA, 265 
‘ ive Fat thas , / BS / b >) / / 

a yyA@doons xapw S€ TavT amayyelAy Tad_e 

mpos Tovs KpatodvTas* ods tou eyd Tore 

Oavdvras év Kynkid. miconper pdAoyos. 

OP. ovro. mpoddcer Aoglov peyacderis 

xpnopos KeAevwv Tdévde Kivdvvoy TeEpar, 270 
thus the 2 LZ ga wi bopOidgon TONAM, Kal SVTXELMEPOUS 4.,.057 adh cheibe a a bruatig 

= 4 “2 wecfo a Fiat f~ 
dtas bd imap O<pyov ee 7 ae 

él }) PET ELL TOU TaTpos Tous aitious* geen hromy Jotten bleed 

fy Ahealapern TpOTov Toy avTOY ayTaTOKTEtvaL eyops, 

Meondive netmeohiroypnudatourt Cnulars Tavpovpevor" 275 a. ao, ye 
Sean > at TE a , 

avtov 0 épacke TH Pin Woxn Tade 
/ 3 oh \ a / 

Tice jt ExovTa TOAAG SvoTEpT] Kaka, 
X \ x ] Lo , * / 

Ta pev yap ek ys dvodporwv * pyvipata 

Bporois tidatoxwy eine, Tas 8 * aivev vdsovs, 

capxev énayBaripas ayplas yvabous 280 

Aetxjvas e€ecOovtas coe poow: 
oft 

AevKds 5€ Kdpoas To énavreXneuy $065" 

76 gurcer.€adhas* 7 _eddver TpocBoras *Epwiwr, 

€k TOY TaTpdav aipdatwv TeAovpévas, 

peAtypata MSS. corr.Lob. 279. 5¢ vv MSS. (vay M.) corr. H. ogouvs 
M.,textG. 281. Acyjvas MSS. corr.Blom. 282. émavréAAer vooax M. 
283. te pwvet MSS. corr. Aur.: ane 284 MSS. read 287, corr. H. 

Core, Attisirco REL. aAALer 

261. evnyacw MSS. 262. Savapias MSS. corr. Turn. 278. | 
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Gd yap cKorewdy tév eveprépwv Béedros Pp 285 
, / 

€K TpooTpoTaiwy ev yevel TETTOKOTWD, 

(épGvra Aapmpov ev TKOT® VOuavT dppdv 

KLVEL, Tapaooet,| Kal dtoKeoOar TOAEwS 

kal Tots To.ovToLs ovTE KpaTHpos fEpos 

eivar petacxeiv, od fitoondvdov AiBds, XY; & Cha Aee, 

Bopev T anelpyew ovx dpmpevnv Tatpos 

uw, béxecOar* 8 obre cvddvew Tid, 

TavTwy 0 atysov Kadirov OrnoKe xXpove, 295 

Kak@s Tapixevdévta TaypbdpT® pdpe. 

TOLOLGOE XpNopots Apa ypH TeTOLEvaL ; 

Kel yy) TéTOLWA, TOUpyov éoT epyacTEor. 

mohAot yap els ey ovptitvovow tpepor, ema 4 om eet 

Oeod 7 ederpal, Kal matpos TévOos peya, 300 

kal * mpos meer xpnudtrav aynvia, <-e2 

TO pt) ToAtTas evKAEETTATOVs BpoTy, 

Tpotas dvactaripas evddg pert, 

dvoty yuvatkoiy @d wmynKdovs TéAELY. 

aS) (eo) or Ojreva yap ppnv' et 6€ py, Tax EloeTaL. 

XO. GAN ® peyaddrar Moipa, Ardbev 

THOE TeAEUTAY, 

) TO Oikaoy peraBaiver. 

avtt pev exOpas yAdoons exOpa 

yAdooa TedelcIw* Toideopevov 310 

mpacoovoa * dikn yey airtel" 

289. Simxerar Rob., Tum., H., text MSS. 291. xparepds MSS. 
corr. Rob., Turn. 294. piv b€éxec@a’ . . ovre MSS. corr. Schiitz. 
297. apa MSS. corr. Stanl. 299. oupninrovot MSS. corr. Turn. 
301. mpoomecec MSS. corr, Abresch. 306. potpe M., ae superscr. 
311. dienvy péyautt. M. (acc. Merkel: H. reads it SinapeyavTi, a 

after dixn erased). ola: péy aire? on margin of M. dixns yey dire G. 
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advtt be axa govias poviar 

Sides TIWETO, dpdcavtt Tadeip, aeseherae 

eeyene? ido TA0E Pwvel, enc4 of Ke Lencten of thie Mice loll Cale 
we a tteoa 

OP. TaTEp * atvonabés, Tl ool OTp. Gel 315 

papevos 7 Ti pegas 

TUX OU. av ExdOev ovploas, Her afat 

évOa o €éxovow evval, 
, / * 3 / 

_oKOT@ aos * avriporp- 
/ 

\ ov; xdpites & 6potws 320 
/ / 2) \ 

yt KEKAnVTaL yoos €vKAE?)S 
hy 

¢ mpooboddopots *Atpetdars; 
x a / 

XO. réxvov, ppdvnpa Tod Oardvtos ov dayager orp. f’. 

Tupos poliepe SS (udAa) Aleorg, free, covom ner 

paiver & torepov dpyas* 

ptewelee OtToTuceTat 5 6 OricKwr, 

avapatverar 8 6 BAaTTwv. 
/ matépwv Te Kal TEKOVTWY 

| |ydos €vdlkos parever 330 

28 fact) € pearouy’ dupira pas “one as 
#2 Palliat’ gheowe 4 , 

HA, KAd0i vuv, & wdaTep, ev péper avT. a. 

Tohvodkputa TEV}. 

dimats * Tol o emiTdp Bios 

Ophvos avacrevacen. 335 
tapos & tkéras d€dek- he supplant (Gl) aceat Hs exccke (Or) 

have alike found dhtlliir at top 
Tat puydoas 0 dpoiws. Mepisttalors. 

/ n lal 

Ti TOVO &d, TLE OS GrEp KakOr ; 

315. aivénatep MSS. corr. Hart. from schol. 317. dy cabev M., 
€ superscript. 319. icoriwoipoy MSS. corr. H. 321. wéxAnra G, 
325.7 wadepa MSS. corr. Pors. 331. 70. nav M., 70 way G., foray H.., 
moway Schiitz, tdow’ Bothe, tapov A. W. Verrall. 334. Before 
this line MSS. mark new speaker (Orestes). Tots émtupB.dio:s MSS. 
Tot ao Schiitz, émurdpBios Hy, 5é o 68 émvpBros H,. 338. d.. 
altered to drep M. dr’ &v G. 
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OUK Bap iakces OTE ts 
These. wacky 

XO. ad’ ér av ex TévdE eds xpridov at Kee gears 

Dein Kerddovs evpOoyyorepous? ra<< wee heer sok Gee 
> \\ XN / b] / 

avtt O€ Opyvev éeTiTvpBidier 

—— fp luuwph ue ®* Garay pehdOpors ev Bacrrelous 

plabee o cate foal? veoxpata didov * xoutoesev. 
’ XX Ce ye) / / 

OP. ef yap tr “hi OTP: Vie) Bae 

mpos twos Avkiwy, mdTep, 

SoA TTS Katnvaptodns, 
ley (tre al, 

Lindy dv ebxrevay ev Soporee 

Texvoay *7 év KeAevOoLs emLaTpenmTOV * al@ ~~ 350 
, , x 2 3 ray Larron 

kticas ToAvXwortov dv Elyes ph Abd 
f / oe 

Tapoy d.aTovtiov yas 

ddpaow evpdpytov. 

XO. Piros didoror rots Exe? KadOs Oavodor, advt. f’. 

Kata XOovds eumpeTov veo on tn 

TELVOTLLOS AVAKTHP, 

mpoToos TE TOV peyloTwu 

XOoviwy exet Tupdvvav’ 
Bactrev’s yap jv, opp &Cy, 

pdpysoy AdXos TiTAGVTOV \ 360 

| xElpoty TevoBpdrov Te Baxtpov. 

HA, pd id Tpwias dvt. y’. 

seve ban vie mo. Telxeot POlwevos, TATED, 

FA Foivet ae > “per GhAwv Sovpikpite haw 365 

Ba heg the BArar-tlnw Tapa. Skapdvopov Tmopov teOddbat, 

“gapos 8 of xravdvres vw obtws dapfhva 

343. matwv MSS. corr. Blom. 344. kopitee MSS. corr. Pors. 
350. Te MSS. corr. Well. ai@va xticoas MSS. corr. H. 352. Tas 
MSS. corr. Turn. 359. 7v,s superscr. M., 7s G., é(ns MSS. corr. 
Hi. 361. xepoty MSS., yep! A. W. V. 366. ré@ava: MSS. corr. 
H. L. Ahrens from schol. 
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; fel a 
* pido Oavarnddpov aicayv 
; , X / > SA 
(Tpocm Twa TuvOaverOat 270 

Wire 

KO). 

oy HA 

Afrcs Cees 

(oom Shute O\hvpEvas’ Th yap Kev- 
peg F; % 

evos * oloy € alos ee eee BTS fet TF res 

“7 ToTatar; Tapoilev 5€ Tpwpas 390 

dpysvs antar * kpadias 

| dupds, ee CMU Y OS 9 yy aE fits ethan” ae Co ~ 
Cy — OP. Kal mor’ dy dypiadrs Peace ee our. 8. 

XO. 

369. v— wanting in MSS. ido Con. 374. pwvet ddvvaca: MSS, 
corr. H. 375. Hapayyns MSS. corr. Rob. 380. ws MSS., ots 

Schiitz. 385. mevenévr’ MSS. corr. D. 387. Ouwédpevor, -ee superscr. 
G, 
H, Sorud, aera G, 394. mor’ MSS., mé7’ Stanl. 

» TOUTO diapTrEpes 

TOVOE TOVWY GTELpoV. 

TADTA MEV, W Tal, Kpelooova xpuTod, 
i X 4 ‘ id / peyddns S€ Tbyns Kal bTEepBopeov 

pelCova * hwveis* dSvvacat yap. 

GAG diTAjs yap Thode papayvys eo = or 

dodmos ikvetran’ Tov pev apwyol ~« + ose: 

Kata yns 70n' TGv d& KparovyTwy 

XE€pes ovx Sola oTvyepSv TovTwY, Pat 

maiot 6€ paddov yeyevntar. om 7AEeK DEK 

* ots Agami¢ tar, 2, OTp. a. 380 

ike? dimep Te Bédos. 
Zed Zed, katodev aytéwrwv 

voTEpOTolvoy aTav 

BporGv tAjpov. Kat Tavotpy siete: 

xelpt,—Tokedor 6 Sums redelrau. ME wy 

epupvnocar yevowtd pow * muKd- GTp. €. 385 

evt OdoAvypov avdpos 

Geivouevov, yuvarkds 7° 

re2 | inte DLA 
Zevs emt xelpa Baro, vid 2 eae 

389. Gefov MSS. corr. H. éunaM. 391. «apdias MSS, corr. 

Cc 
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ped hed, xdpava baikas 3 Loe Wo path, heats 

dixay © e€ ddikwv arate. 

k\tre 6€ Ta yOoviwv te Tipat. 

XO. GAA vopos pev hovias oraydvas 400 
/ I] / By tal 

Xvupevas €s Tedov GAO TpocaiTety 

aiua. Boa yap *Xoryos ’Epudv. oY 
“napa TOv TpdoTepoy POevwy arnv 

étépayv emayovoay em arn. 4 § F 
HA. * root 84 veprépwv tupavvldes’? , OTP. OT. 405 

Were moAvKpateis dpal * reOuperwry 

Yeo >Atpedav ta dolw’ - IXGVOS atl that 2 Bf f Aho 

€xovTa kal dwpatwv Ca ee aon eae 

dria. 7a tis Tpamour av, @ Zed ; 

XO. wémadrau 8 adré por pidov Kéap = avT. €. 410 

TOVvOE KAVOVOaY OLKTOV. 
\ , ss -, 

Kal TOTE WEY OvVTEATLS, 
, a omhayxva S€ por KeAaLvod- 

Tal pos eos KAvovoa. 

dtav 6 adr * én aAKns emapyn we 415 . 

*2rals, amégracey axos : 

* tpoapavelod pot Kad@s. 
OP. ri & ay davres riyomer; 7) TaTEp avr. of’. : 

/ * , a / 5 
mabouev * axea TOS ye TOV TEKOPEVOD ; 

399. Ta _xOoviwy TeTipat (-ev over pat superscr.) M. retipévae G, 
corr. Ahrens, Franz. 400. add’ dvopos MSS. corr. Turn. 402. 
Aovyov ’Epwis MSS. corr. Turn. 405. wot mot67 MSS. corr. P., Bamb. 
te inserted Pal. 406. pOpévov MSS (-e over -« M.), reOupévaw H. 
Dav. reads POipéevwy here, ToKEwy 419. 408, éxovTa G. 409. 
metis Tpamo.ravy M., emended in marg. 415-417. 67 av 8 avr’ | 
émadkes Opapéaméotacey axos mpds TO pavetaOal por kaA@s MSS. én’ ‘ 

adxis émapyn Pal. pw Con. éAnis Blomf. 418. mavres MSS. corr. 
Bothe, Bamberg. 419. @x8ea MSS. corr. Lachm., Blomf. 
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mapeott caivew, Ta 8 ovri OeAyerau 420 
#2 SS v4 bd) > , 

AvKOS yap WoT wMpodpary 

as doavtos é€k patpds €or. Oupos. 

XO. €xowa koupov *”Apiov &y te Kiooias orp. C. 

had ios yal vowos indewrotpias, 2 Scr. ey 

/* ampryddmAnkta ToAvTAdvyTa 8 jv ideiv 425 

| €maccvtepotpiBn Ta XEpods opeypara 
i of Seay? , G) EI a 
| advwdev avexader, xtiTmm 8 emippobet 
. Nee orc \ } ! KpotnTov ayov Kat mavdbAvov Kapa. 

HA. io data oTp. 7. 

TavToApe parep, datas ev exgopais ° 43 

dvev ToAuray GvakT, 
BA XN ii 
avev o€ TevOnuatwv 

évhas avotpaxtov avdpa Oayat_ 
why STImwel alate 

OP. * rapas driwovs eAe€as, oipor. oTp. 0. *e 

matpos 6 ativwouw apa tio Azy ’ p p. p AIOE F 435 
EKATL Mev Oayoven, 

Exar. 6 away xepov. 

émeit eyo voodioas * ddoipav. 
XO, euacxariocbn * dé y ws 70d’ ‘eidns, avr. 0. 

ww 3) / e / 
émpacoe 6 anep viv wde OanTeL, 440 

cote & tun. MOpOV * KTioaL pPopEeva 
i ae a. In ° 

ssf feratle ay al@VL oo. 

4 *kdvers TaTpwovs dvas drisovs. 
Po AGA 

gf 

423. “Apecoy MSS. corr. H. from schol. meporxdv. etre Kiooias 
_ MSS. corr. Rob., H. 424. vopororAeyuotpias MSS. corr. H. from 
Hesych. "InAeworpias’ Opnvnrpias. 425. ampvyktomAnkTa MSS. 
corr. Blomf. moAumdAayxta: div M. moAvTAayxta Syy G. corr. Lachm., 
Blomf. 434. 70 may drivws MSS. tapdy aripov A, W. Verrall. 
I have slightly modified this. 435. dpa MSS. corr. Heath. 438. 
éAoiway MSS. corr. Turn. 439. €uacxadiabns 5é TwaTooretdns 
MSS. ws 768 eins Pauw. S€y H. 441. xretv...-vacM. xkreivar 
G. v in M. over erasure. corr. Stanl. 443. Avec MSS. corr. 
Tum. dveartipvous MSS. corr. Stanl. ee wince 

C2 

, ; 
wv baat 
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HA. 

OP. 

HA. 

XO. 

AIZXYTAOY 

a , e oJ \ > 2) / Aéyets TatpOov jdpov' eyo O ameotarovy, 444 

arisos, ovdev agta, . [avr. ¢’. 
A > Srn~04 batts nec deter 

*uvy@ 0 ahepxtos Torvoiwods Kuvds dikav 
ETOLOTEPA yeAwTos avepepov NIBH, »Fer, 7. 09-47% 
* yéovoa Trohvdakpuy yoov KEekpuppeva. 

TotadT akovwy ev ppeciv ypapov, * mdTep. 450 
ey, \ ; > U 

du @Tay b€ cUV- QvT. 1. 
ager 

t 9% io hy t , ’ 
TpETEL O AKAMTTM [EVEL KONKEL. dececuntire oe 455 

t L a J , . 7 
gé ToL Aeyw, Evyyevod, Tarep, pidois. OTp.l. 

eyo 0 éemupbeyyouar KekAavpeva. 
, XS / dy) 9 lal 

aTaois O€ TayKoLWos Gd emippodel, 
A b) / iA 
akovooy €s daos podor, 

‘\ S a \ b] , ftv b€ yevod pds exOpovs. 

OP. "Apns “Aper €upiBarei, Alka Alka. dut.u. 461 

HA. 

XO. 

CEG EE 

> <a ; io Oeoi, Kpaiver’ evdikas _* dikas. rm rpibrwenter Hee<cte 
, 3 Cu. iphyy € IL / >’ , . 

Tpomos fh vpeptet KAVovTay evypaTav. 
/ / 

TO pOpolmov evel TAAL, 
J x 

evxowevoirs 6 av edAOou. 
Gy / b] / : / i] pie pita @ MOVOS EYYEVNS, “gborm Brmotrsx » OTP. ld. 466 F: 

\ t ¥ x ‘ 

KQL TApPAwovgos aTas 4 ant, thoode Atroke eZ perce 2 
€ , / : e v4 ' oe 

alwatoecoa TAaya. § 
b » rs 

ia dvoTtoy adepta Kydn’ : 
BS t y i i@ dvoKaTaTavoTey adyos. 470 : 

that will wot be plage? 

447. puxov MSS. corr. Stanl. moAuaivouv G. -owovs M., but s ob- 
literated. 449. xaipovoa MSS., but -a- over erasure in M, corr. 
Dobr. 

Scal. 

450. marep wanting in MSS. 454. opye MSS. corr. 
456. pidowse MSS. corr. Pors. 461. ovpBdrAdrde MSS. 

corr. Pauw. 462. dikas H. wanting in MSS, 466. i& MSS. 
corr. H, 
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, x 3 é 
O@pacly E-.joTov QVT. wa. { 

TOvd’ dkos, 0vd’ an dddrAwv / 

éxto0ev, GAN am avTov 
¥ 5d y ¢ l L@KELV epi aipwarnpav. 

a a Ta b) 
beGv * Tv Kata yas 68° Buvos. 475 

GAG KAvovTes, pdKapes yOdvi0L, 

THOoE KATEVXNS TéuTET. Mpayny 
Se thet rclory Fe? 4d, a Flt Re 

Taroly Tpoppdvas emt * viKn, af xox face 
D . : : : . OP. warep, Tpdnotow ob TupavyiKots OaVeD, 1 unkoiod mse 

%*.? fd 50 , a a 5 , 8 airoupevm jor ds Kpdtos TOV coy Sopwr. 480 
! OHA. kayé, marep, * rordvde cov xpelav exo, 

guyeiy péeyay Tpocbcicay AiyicOw * POépov. 
nm a (. bivokowismny pbat teh OP. obra yap av cou daires Evvomor BpotGy “2 emery Ot fhe 

j ’ , J J fee ol 
ieriCotar” ei d€ py, map’ evdelmvors ErEL Kr tonrwreel ac Moe 

. trend ~ Of seers? tt Betty if 7 

arysos * eunvpoure kvicwtois xOovds. 2. 485 

HA! Kayo xods cou THs euns TaYKANPlAS rome sy whole povlcore 
oicw Tatpdwov ex dduwv yapyndtovs 
Tmavtwv b€ mpaTov Tovde TpEeTBevow TAdov. 

OP. ® yai’, dves jror marep’ emomtedoat payny. 
HA. ® lepoépacca, 56s 5€ * 7 edpopdov Kpdros. 490 

OP. péuvynco ovtpGv ois evoodicOys, TaTep. 

HA. peurnoo & dupiBrAnotpov @ o° exaivicar. i] 

OP. wédas 8 dyadkedvrois eOnpevOns, maTep. 

HA. aicypGs te Bovdevroiow ev Kadvppacuw. ) 

OP. ap e&eyeiper toicd’ dveldeow, marep ; 495 

HA, Gp’ dp0dv aipers pidrarov rd ody Kkdpa; (] 

OP. ijrou diknv tare ctppaxov pidrois, 

e 

472. eas MSS. corr. Schiitz. 474, aiwpavaipev MSS, (-etv G.) 
corr. H. 475. Tov om. MSS., ins. H. 478. vienv MSS. corr. 

Port. 480. airovpevés por corr. Turn. 481. Toade M. Tota 
de G. corr. Turn. 482. u- om. MSS. ¢$@dpov H., pépoy Turn. 
485. €v mupotot MSS. corr. Aurat. 490. 7’ MSS. corr. H. 
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7} Tas Opolas avtidos *AaBas AaBeiv, 
¥ , 3: ¥9 a , tad Uy feorec oy Fae clory d 

eimep KpatnOeis y avtiiknoa Odes. 

HA, xai tHo® akovoov Aowbiov Bors, warep, 500 
25% \ BENDA 9 ies ! id@v veoocovs Tovcd edyuevovs Tape’ 
wy a v , e id a * / 

olepetpe OnAvY Gpreues O00 ™ yoov 

Bett KGL i “gakehyns onéppa TleAom0Gy Tdde. 

oUt yap ov TeOvynKas ovde TEp Barer: 
lal Ni > \ , 4 

Tatdes yap avdpt KAndoves owTnpLoL 505 

Oavovtt’ peddol 0 ” Os diyovot Ha 

Tov €x Bvdod k KA@orhpa BOOuS Kivov. ww bes ¢ 
4 
a 

Thc? , Gud . 

nw 
€4 

dikouv, Umep cov ToLdd ear oddvpuara. 

sete tates 8k oo er TOVdE ie Aoyov. 

XO. kal piv dpeupn tévd erewarnv Adyov, 510 

Tina TUuBov THs avou.@KTov TUxNS. 

Ta 8 GAA’, emeLd7) Spay KatdpIaca dpevi, 
” EN ” / , = Pas 7 
Epdots Gv On, SAlpwovos TELPOPLEVOS, Ay for ne Z Be pooesh 

OP. éotau' TvPécAar 8 ovdév ear Ew Spdpov, 

700ev _Xoas SUS AE! €x Tivos Adyou 515 
Loo 4 

peOvaTepov TYLGT aviKeoTov TaAOos ; 

Oavovtt 8 ov dpovodytt dSevata yapis @ verry Fencur 
seus, Sen 285 ” YEN ey 728 
eTEeUTET* OVK EXO Gy elkdoal TOE 

\ fal * , I 3 \ Led c / 

Ta dele ee 6 €oTl THS apaptias. 

‘Ta TavTa yap Tis eKXEaS avd? aiwaros 520 

évds, matnv 6 poxOos* 6d oe Aoyos. 

kao O€dovTt 6, ElmEp oic8’, oe Vine Ta0E, 
*% 

XO. 018’, @ Téxvov, mapny éx T dveipatwv 
| emia) 

Kal ee Xdykrov™ deyatov TETAA MELT 

498. BAdBas MSS. corr. Cant. 502. yoveyv MSS. corr. Bamb. 
507. Aivov MSS. (M' has Aivov acc. H. Awov acc. Merkel). corr. 
Rob. 510. dpuopupnroy 5€ twa Tov M. corr. H. 516. ped” torepov 
MSS. corr. Vict. 518. rabeG. 519. weow MSS. corr. Turn. 
522. oicdeuo, a written over €, MSS. 523. mapee MSS. corr. 
Pors. (M. has been altered). 

sheet 
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\ 7 4 / / 
Xoas emeue Tacde dvcbcos yur. 525 
a \ / y oe ? b] a I Kat TeTVCO€ Tovvap, wot OpOGs ppacat ; 

texeiy Spdkovt dogev, ws avtn A€ye. 
Kal_Tot TeAevTG Kal Kapayodrar Adyos ; 

€y omapydvoto. Tatoos dpploar diknv. 
, a 1C * s Py f 6 tivos Bopas xpyovtTa, “veoyeves ddkos ; 530 si 
DEEN ! x 3 > , eho gee Wax avTi Tpooeoxe pacdy ey Tavelpati, ~ewhere facta p 

a y S \ 

Kal TOs Atpwrov *ovdap jv v7 eas. tha Lonthly thine, 
oo She 3, / , oe Got ev yddaktt OpouBov aiyaros ondoat. 
y / b>) Q wy / 

OUTOL MaTaLOY avdpos OWavoy TEAEL. 
€ b) 5] iA * 4 3 / n © e& tavov *kéxpayev emronpevn. Eas 

Todo 0 *avnOov, extuprAwbevtes TKOTHO, muffled ue glen 

AapTTHpes ev Soporor Seototvyns xdpwv* 

TeUTEL T eTELTA TdodE KNdElovs xoUs 
7 Ta) D) / / ey, a , ve om 
Gkos Touatoy cATicaga TMHaAT@V, F A7AME cure For Aan anete 
, ’ yy Los oa A \ / aAX cUXomat Yi THOE KAL TaTpOs TAPw 540 
TOUVELPOV eivar TOUT a Nee 2 bLchiol im eect, A 

Kpivw O€ Tol vi date *ovyKdAAas Eye. cmlnaige Se manag eee we x 
2 ENG O Ee D e) * éxAuTov ote 

* ovis €olor oTapyavois wmAicero* 
? ms PY iC rewtlect tht breatl tal austteriat, 

kal pactoy ayupexack eov Opentnpior, 545 

OpépBo 8 euikev aluaros pirov yada, 

7 SD *dpupi tdpBer rod em@pwkev TaOeL, 

det Tot viv, ws EOpeev Exmaydov Tépas, 

530. veopevés MSS. corr. Turn, 532. od xapuv MSS. corr. Pauw. 
atuyos MSS. corr. Schutz from schol. 535. xexdayev MSS. corr. 
Rob. 536. avnjdA@ov MSS. corr. Valck. (on Hdt. 4.145). 542. 
avoKdAws (second A superscr.) M. dvaxdAdAws (ovo superscr.) G. : 
corr. Vict. 543. €xAeirwv MSS. corr. Blomf. 544. ovpecena- 
caonapyavnmAcicero MSS, oqus te maow onapyavors omAifero Turn. 

So Vict. restoring @mAifero, ovqus én” Gud onapyav’ 45 ind i¢ero KI. 
én apa om. hpmadi¢ero Franz. ovdis te mais &s onapyavas wn. 
Butl., text Pors. 545. waodov MSS. corr. Blomf. 547. Guoi- 

tapBitwd MSS. corr. Pors. 
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Baveivy Biaiws’ exdpaxovrabels 8 eye 

KTELVH VLV, @S TOVVELpOV evveTEL TOOE. 550 

TEpackOTOy O&€ THVSE o& alpodmar Tépt. 

XO. yevorro & ottws. Tddda 8 e€nyod diroais, 
* \ / o \ XN / a / TOUS EV TL Toleiv, Tovs d€ pH TL Spav Eeywv. 

OP. amAots 6 pdOos’ THvde pev oretxew eow" Sein, go tome init 

agen S charge aK GIYG F& KpUTTEW Tarde TUVOHKAS eds, 555 
y a al 7 « x , x , yy , ; 

ws av d0AM *KTELVaYTES Gvdpa TiLLOY cre 

spuewe A te Babe tet 

*SdAouce Kal Ne are €v TAUT® BpoxX@ 

davovtes, 7 Kal ees epnuroer, 
Fp aK ir et 3 ee fotae 

dvaé “Amé\Awv, paves dyrevdis a) mptv- 

€évm yap «ikés, Tavtehf) odyny exov, 560 
e \ >) \ Lanne) %> 3 c i? tA jéo ov avdpl Tod *ed’ Epxelovs mvAaS 

IIvAdin, E€vos te Kat dopvEevos ddpwr. 

apow b€ hovav *hoopev Tapryynctéa, 
yrdoons aithv Pawxidos pyovpéeva. end o/the PH Gogue 

Kai07 Ovpwpdv ovtis dv padpa pevi 565 

*deEair’, emrevd) Sapova dSdpuos Kakots. 

Mevodpev otTws wot emetkacew TLva 
¥ad : , IN) Ce 7 : duovs Tapactelxyovta Kal Tadd’ evvéTew 
Cee , Nee ere, > , tt i) moAaLoL Tov ikérny ametpyerar 
Aly.obos, eimep oldev evdnpos Taper ;’ 570 

x la is ei 8° ody duetyw Baddv épxetwy TvAGy Aer, 7 Tarechebat. 
lal , 

Kakelvov ev Opdvoiow etpyow TaTpos, 
x \ \ o / > / 7 Kal poopy emErTa por KaTa oTOua 

553: Tous 5 év 1 moe’y M. évrimoetv G. corr. Stanl. 554. ori- 
xew MSS. corr. Pors. 556. «reivavras MSS. corr. Rob. 557- 
5éAw re kat MSS. 56Aw ye Pauw, text Hart. 561. epepxious MSS. 
corr. Turn. 563. otaovey MSS. corr. Turn. 566. Aeéar7v’ MSS. 
corr. Turn, Saipoy aiédpos M. Saipovat Sduos G. corr. Turn. 567. 
wsdvén-G. 568. ddéuos MSS. corr. H., Boissonade. 569, ameipyere 
(altered to -a:) G., text M. 

Ce De NS ae re 
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a b) a 

*apel, cad tobi, kal car’ ddOarports * Barde?, 

mpw avrov elmeiv, modamos 6 E€vos; vexpov 575 
wilh, Lhe Ojow, TodeKEL TEpLBarcav Karner, tn tar ose) 

|. htt GF Thzceler 

&kpatov aiva mietar tpitny Tdow 2. Afrmemnen . ue i TplTyy CMa Wa one. 
viv ov ob pev pidacoe Tay oikw Kados, 

govov 8 *Epwis ody treomavicpevy 

ey, att, Lit the bare 

dtws dv aptikohAa ovupBaivy Tad 45 580 

tiv & emawd yAGooav c’pnuov epery, 
2 3) ey ah \ J \ , ovyav @ Orov bet Kal A€yew Ta Katpia. 

Ta & GAda TovTw dedp emoTTEdDoTaL Eye, 
ei 

Evpnopovs sau 6pOecavTi pot. 

XOv TOAAA pev * ya TpEeder oTp. a. 585 

dewa deyuatwoy ayn, 

movtvat me ee KVMOEAwWY Meernotee 
aerclon vovor’ Kypereere 

OL Tov GL Qeol 7tES8- aeeT— 

Lraddouns! Ka TEOALy [LOL 

Monmddes’ *meddopot, pu 4 - 590 
%* x / \mtava Te kal med0Bayor *av dvenoevTwv 

_ aiyliwy ppdcat Kérov. 
* GX’ tréprodpov dv- dvt. a. 

dpos ppdvnpa tis A€you 595 
Kal yuvaixGy peoly thypdvev 

TavTOAmovs epwtas 
dravot ouvvdpous Bpotav ; 

Eviyous 8 duavaAlas 
ARM Uricern 

574. épet MSS. corr. Bamberg. Badrety MSS. corr. Rob., Tam. 
579. ody ow M. ov ovr G. corr. Blom. 585. yap MSS. corr. 
Schiitz, Pors. 588-589. dvtaiwy Bpototo: mAdAovor. BAacTovor 
MSS., text H., the reading of MSS. accepted by Kl., Dav., Peile, 
Con, 590. medapuapo. MSS. corr. Stanl. 591. medoBapova 
«ave. MSS, corr. Franz. Perhaps medoBapova & ave. Paley, is 
right. 596. ppecoty MSS. 597. kat before mavréApous MSS, 
del. H. mavrédpos G, 

EO 
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bre ce 2 wer lory 

OndvKparis ss 39205 épws Tapavika ~ 600 

Kvmoddoy Te Kal Bporav. 
yy > v4 > id , if 

ioT@ O OOTLS OVX UTOTTEPOS O7p. 9. 

dpovriow tT daets, 

Tay +a TadoAvpas 

TdAawa Ocotias pynocato 605 
* a f TupoayTw Tmpovo.ar, 

bers foaciken *Katal0ovca Taidos dadoudv 

a fect ly 10, 

daddy TAtk’, evel porwr 

patpodev KeAddnCE, 

fvppetpov Te * dial Biov 610 

renee ou €s 7jpap. 
ee A of will. Co 5 1 

*dAXNav Sel Tw’ ev Aoyous oTvyetv avt. B. 

gowtay SxvAXap, 

ar exOpav tra. par’ 615 

amohecev pidov Kpyrixots 

*ypucokuntoiow Sppors ear ¥ wrengee goo 

TmuOncaca Seporor Miva, 

Niooy aOavaras Tpixos 
{f 2 ~ 

voopicaa aTpoBovAws — «nermete 1s pLead, 620 
* \_ 7 Pi, , or 
mvelovd a Kvvodpwv UmVe. 

/ / c a 

Kliyxavet d€ puv Epps. 
3 \ 2 %2 ! > / Mf 
emeL O “ETEUYNTAapNVY. apEeldiyov oTp. y- 

, ’ la X\ SS / 

P  TOvav, Takaipws d€ dvodires yaun- 

eum’ amevxeTov Sdpors 625 

603. Saels, Trav d MSS. tay Sacto’ a H. ray daels av Pal. 606. 
mupdan tiva MSS. corr. H. 607. «’ ai®ovca M. xaidovaa G. corr. 
Cant. 610. da MSS. corr. Cant. 612. potpoxpayTosd (v over 
o) M. popoxpaytoed’ G. corr. Cant. 613. adda 67 uv’ MSS. 
adAdav Cant. dec Turn., text H. 617. xpuoeodunroow MSS. corr. 
He 618. wencaca MSS, corr. Abresch. peivw MSS. corr. Rob. 
621. mvéov@’ MSS. corr, Heath. 623. emenvjoapev MSS. corr. 
Heath. 

ab — 
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PERU Te pntioas ppevOv 

‘em dvopt TSUN ea Ons 
P “> 

[én dvdpl ddous emiKdT@ céBas,t Axes 
i 
i 

S7ELAOTEAS. 7: 

fp 

Tio & dbéppavtoy éotiay dSopov 

\ yovarketay a&ToApov aaa 630 
/ 

\kakGv d& mpecBeverar TO Aruviov avT. y. 

Adyw" yoarar 5% 6) * aaOos Kard- 

ae feast TVOTOV. yKacey O€ TLS 

fer ra Lara dewov ad Anuviovcr mHyaow. 
% 2 deootvynto & * aye 635 

n / 
Bpotav atysmbev oixerat yevos. 

oeBer yap ovTis TO dvaoires OEots. ear Me See oF Fewer 
/ lal > > 21 / ° lA 

TL T@VO OUK EVOLKMS GyELPH ; 

TO 8 dyxe Tverpdvan Lipos oTp. 8. 
: SR ARMOR x 

ben forked duvavtatav® bLunevKes * odtG 640 
SRT ¢ 

/ \ > diat Aikas. t 7d pi O€uts yap [od| 

|AGE * réd0u Tarovpevov, TO Tav Atos 

o€Bas TwapexBdavtes * ov OeutoTas. F 645 

Aixas 8 épelderar mvOpnv’ avt. 0. 

mpoxadkever 6° Aloa haryavoupyds’ 
Téxvov 6° émevapeper * ddporow 

en Wf a 5 coh , es yy Z 
aiwatwv tadaiTepwv ess peas re i a a 

, XX , 

xpove kAvTa Bvocodpwv “Epuvts. 

OP. wai mat, Ovpas dkovoov Epketas KTvTov. 

tis évoov, ® mat, mai, pad’ avis, ev ddpors ; 
tpitov 70d’ ex7épaya Swpatav Kado, 655 

coming atk of 

627. This line is omitted but added afterwards in MSS. 628. 
corrupt: see Notes. 629. tiwy MSS. corr. Stanl. 632. model 
MSS., text H. 635. axec MSS. corr. Aurat. 639. TAEvpdvev 
MSS. corr. Rob. 640. covta MSS. corr. H. 643-645. cor- 
rupt: see Notes and Appendix V. 644. méSov MSS. corr. H. 645. 
abepiotws MSS. (abepiotws M.,acc. Merkel: ot@epicTws acc. Herm.) 

corr. H. 649. Sipacedwpatwy MSS. Sdépo.o.w from schol. corr. 
Weil. aipvaray Canter. 650. teivec MSS. corr. Turn. 
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, cimep piidger éotly Aiylodov suai, 

OI. ciev, dxovw' Todas 6 évos ; TdOEv ; 

OP. adyyedAe Toict Kuptoror Smpator, 
\ e e \ / \ , 

TpOS OVoTEP KW Kal Hepw Kalvous AOyous. 
Gait > c \ \ el ’ >) 7 

Taxuve 6, WS Kal VUKTOS Gp emeEtyeTaL 660 
, of ie , / 

oKoTeLvov, @pa 6 epmopovs pedrevar 

dykvpav év ddporot mavddkois E€vwv) 

eeAPeTw Tis Swpatwv TeAerpdpos | 

yur TOTapxos, avdpa O edmpeTéecTepor" . 

aides yap év AexOeiow ovK eapyepovs 665 
Y Pp Xx SUES NAT AOTE 7 

Adyous TiOnow' etme Oaponoas avnp 
BN + b) / > S / Tpos avdpa, Kaonunvev eaves TéKpap. 

KA. E€vou, A€your dv ef Tu bet’ Tapeott yap 
lal al 5 

OmotaTep Odporot Totcd €meLKOTa, 

Kal Oeppa Aovtpa Kal Twovav OeAKTnpia 670 

aX otpwpry, dikaiwy 7 dupaTov Tapovola. me Areenes of hontal eysd 

ei 0 GAAO mpakar det TL Bovdrérepor, 
° los LAS ee) rm ya eo /, = avopav 70d éotly epyov, ois Kowecopev. 

OP. &évos pév eius Aavdrreds ek Pawxéwr" 

atetxovta 8 adtdépoptov * oixela cayn 675 
nan) 

cis “Apyos, dotep bebp' ameyny mdbas, 
pd \ X\ > Gy 2) a \ Jao ayvos Tpos ayvdr eine crpBadrorv ayvijp 
2) / \ 7 c ie eEiotopnoas Kal cadynvicas oddr, 

Utpopios 6 Pawxeds’ TevOowar yap év Adyo' 

émeimep GAAws, @ Eev’, els "Apyos kilets, 680 
, y 

TpOS TOUS TEKOVTAS TAVOLKWS [LEMVNLEVOS = 7er7 os 
n a / 

TeOvedt “Opeortny eime, pndapas aby. 

eit’ ovv Kopicew d0€a vikyjoer pirwr, 
y 3 > / 3 \ fX Sipe / elt oty peéro.kov, es TO Tay ae E€vor, 

656. Bia Rob, Biay H. giddgevos us. . Bia Elmsl. 661. wpa, 

MSS. corr. Rob., Turn. 670. GeAxtHpia MSS. corr. H. 675. 
oixias ayn MSS. corr, Turn. 681. peuynpevws M. by a slip. 
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is 

Oanrew, epetuas Taode TépOuevcov TadAL>. 

av = pov yap A€BynTos xaAkéov TAEYPepaTa 
A r >) \ » , 

omodov Kéxevev avdpos ev KEekAavpeEvov. 

Tooabr aKxovoas elvov. ef 6& TUYXaVM 

Tois Kuploiot Kal TpoonKovow Eeywv 
3 S \ / bp) ea 3 / 

ovk olda, Tov TekdvTa 6 eikos eldevat. 
* C Wed , 5 c , KA. ot “yo, kat’ adkpas * eizas ws Topbovpeda. 

> / a / Paws 
® OvoTaAatoTe TOVOE SwpaTwY apa, 

tou fon a 
pes. os TIAN eTwTas KaKTOOoY ed KElweva, gs he's 

We ws pay “5. Or) » 

29 

685 

690 

& , b] , / al Q - tet Krust henrytOCOLs TpdTwOEY ELTKOTOLS YELPOULEDH Of enertong am 
af Mit Lie ra) 

ret afar nee Pidwy amowiAois pe TY TavabdAlav. 
2th asm arenes = |, , 3 N 9 Dvd) sah 

2 kat viv “Opeorns—iv yap «vBovrAws Exwr, 

éfw * xouilwv ddrcOpiov mndod 7dda— 

viv * 6’ imep ev dodpovot Baxyelas Kadjs , ~ 

larpos eAmis qv, + tapodcay éyypapent 
OP. éy@ peéev otv E€voiow 6d evdaipoor 

. cal e If x ot 

KedvOV ExaTL TpaypaTwv av 70edov 

Bx vooros yeverOar kat LevwOnvar' ri ya ‘i Jeetk 2. fle 
eslé, whore He, Tae Ta, Bey. 5) b) t 
watt bue, v EVV E€vololy Ect EvpEveoTEpoD ; 
malty phe cout, ; —— 

fe “Tpos dvoceBeias-* 6 Hv euol Tod ev peo 

KA, otro. kupjoers peiov * dkiov oébev, 
SIND) ON , ie la 

ovd yooov av yevoro dapacw didos. 

dAdos 5’ dpmotws AOev dy rdd’ ayyedGv. 

aN’ Eo 6 Kaipos tpepevovtas ~€vovs 

Makpas KeAevOou Tvyxdvew TA TpdTpopa. aha Lrn rset 

691. €yzaa’ MSS. corr. Bamberg. 693. émwmais MSS. 697. 

695 

~I 

LOSS 
, o XN na i cy 

TOLOVOE TPAYMA fA47) KAPAVACAL iro Migthat 
Agee Ce ules Rede AN Ded peUES ta. Shes ch 46 

\ 77 5 Z 
KaTawecavtTa Kat KaTe€evopevov. ~ LB: <e 2 otics. <7 Alaon®, | 

710 

VO[L- 
(av MSS. corr. Rob., Turn. from scholia. 698-699. dmep MSS. 
Baxxtas MSS. mapotoay éyypape is corrupt. Perhaps mecotcay 
eyypape. See Notes. 704. 6 omit. MSS. corr. Pauw. 707. 
MSS. corr, Pauw. 

agics 
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es: I= NX an 

dy avrov eis avdpdvas ev&évovs ddépar, 
* > , , ‘ / 

émicOdrouv_ TE Tovde Kal EvvéwTopoy" 

Kakel KupovvT@y déuacw Ta Tpdadopa, fv. 669. 

“irevdive rdde. 715 
7A \ / € 

aivO O€ TpacceEL ws 
« lal lal lal nan 

nuets O€ Tavta Tols KpaTovor dopatwv 

Kolvaoouev TE KOV oTaviCovTes Pidwv 
, a ~ , 

Bovdevooperba THodE ovudopas TeEpL. 

XO. elev, Pidrvar duwldes olkwr, 
/ more Of) TTOMAT@D 720 

b] 

delLouev ioxiv em ’Opeorn ; 
oe 4 SS \ , 2° 3 N 
@® TOTVLa XO@v Kal TOTVL GKT? 

a a \ XepaTos, 1) viv emt vavapxo 
, o a , 

coOpaT. Keloal TO Baclrelo, 

vov éndxovoor, vov émapnéov' 725 

vov yap axpacer Tee * doAtay 

évyxataBjvat, xOoriov 0 “Epuny 

[kal rov vixiov] Toicd epodedoa 

@ Heewne) Edodnrjtow ayGow. 
” < xX c &é / , c ‘s 

éoixevy Gvnp 6 E€vos TevXELY KAKOV 730 
> n 

Mectde tpopov & “Opecrov tivd 6pd KEKAQUMLEDND. 
? / 7 . : 

mot oy mateis, Kitiooa, dwpatwv mvAas 3 8 O 
5X , S ” fa) , > / & / = ee commetacte. 
vm GipuoOds eat cor EVVEUTOPOS. mmcaghd conrdan nn, 

TP. AtyucOov 7» Kpatotoa * trois E€vois Kadety 
0 / 

btws TaxLoT dywyev, ws capeotepov 735 
3 \ Pa b] ° \ ‘\ if / 

avip am avdpos tiv veayyeATov arti 

Ov TVUOnTaL THVvdE, Tpos pev oiKEeTas 

712-714. omitted in MSS., but restored in the margin : the copyist’s 
eye slipping from 7d mpéopopa (711) to the same words (714). 
713. dmaOdrous 5¢ Tovade Kai fvveundpovs MSS. corr. Pauw. 715. 
érevouvw MSS. corr. Turn. 718. BovAevopeba MSS. corr. Cant. 
719. gidia G. 726, Sodta MSS. corr. Cant. 728. xal Tov v¥xtov 
probably spurious. 734. Tods gévous MSS. corr, Pauw. 

lf. @ew 
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Ly 

2 fice of adres. 

* déroonvi pony Gris 3 OMpdtov yeAwy 

KevOovo em epyous Baier KaA@s 

Keivy,, Sduous d& Tolode TayKdKws EXELY, 740 

heer tp ns tyyeAay ot E€vor Topas, 
' 8d) KAvov * exelvos ed’ppavel voov, 90“ 

ett adv mvOnTtar poOov. @ Tddaw’ eyo’ 

@s pow Ta pey Tada ovyKeKpapeva. 

ddAyn dvco.cta Toicd ev “Atpéws doors 745 
, ? SEN + x / / TUXOVT , Emijy HAyvvev Ev ocTEpvors pera. 

>] > x , fave} >] / 

GAN ovTt TH TOLOVdE THU averxounv. 
\ S X oy , oy fre 

Ta pev yap adda TAnpovws nvTAOVY KaKa 

girov & ?Opéotnv, tis uns Woxis TpLpnv, 

ov e€€Ope wa pntpodev dSedeypern, 750 
X¥ * * 

kal ToAAG Kal poxOyp dvwdednt €yol 

thdon’ Td pa) ppovoty yap wotepel Bordy 79(Serxa) Zeaet 

Tpepeww avaykn, TOs yap ov; TpdTH HpEVds. (erstel : 

ov yap TL pavel mais ér dv ev omapyavous, 755 
xX }) Ads, 7) Sin Tis, 7) Auoupla 
v7 / XS \ 9 / / 
Exel, vea O€ vyndus avTapKns TEKV@DV. 

TOUTWY TpopavTLs OVTA, TOAAG 8, OlomaL, 
n Si / 4 

Wevobeioa traidos onapyavev padpuvTpia, 

kvahevs * tpopets te Tavrov cixérny TéAos. 760 

éy® dumAas b& Tdode yelpwvakias Aanainerk 

éxovo’ ’Opéorny e&edeEdynv marpt. 
, SS n / / 

TeOvynKoTos 6€ viv Tadawva TevOopat. 

atelyw 8° én’ dvdpa TOvde AvpavTHpLoV 

olkwv, O€Awy 5 *Tovde TEevaeTaL *Aédyov. 765 

738. 9€ro cxvOpwrdovy MSS. oxvOpwray Vict., text Erfurdt. 742. 
exeivoy MSS. corr. Rob. 751. probably something omitted. 
760. orpopeds MSS. corr. Rob., Turn. 762. marpi G., marpi, -ds 
superscr. M. 764. oreixav M. 765. Tavde Adywv MSS. corr. 
Blom. 

os 
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XO. mds obv KeAever viv podeiy eoTadpevon ; 

TP. 7 més; A€y’ adOis, Os pabw caéotepor. . 

XO. * ei Ev Aoylras, cite Kal povooTiBH, Aer: eae 
y , , > / ; v dpous 6 : TEP. oy ag S, beep pous me ovas cease 

XO. pi vey od Tadt GyyedAe beoTOTOV oTbyel’ 770 

GAN abrov eOeiv, ws ddemavTws KAUN, q 

avoxd’ 6cov Taxiora tee ppevi. 
a 9 sus " KIT TOS, ‘tic the bat 

ey ayyéA@ yap KpuTtos * dpOotrar Adyos.7Ae mes? a vere yap kp p OS. fhe wooed a 
TP. GAN 7 ppovets ed Totor viv tyyeApevois ; 

XO. GAN ef tporatay Zevs KaxGy Ojoer wore. 775 

TP. xat mGs; Opeorns eAtis olxerar ddpwr. 

XO. ot" Kakds ye pavtis dv yvoin Tdde. 
, phe Caley a ! Red's 

TP. ti dns; Exes TL TOV AEAeypevan bixa; 

XO. dyyeaAr lotcoa, tpacce TaTecTadpeEva. 

perer Oeoiow avmep dy medyn Tépr. 4S. 447585 780 

TP. GAA’ ety Kal cots Tatra wetcouar Adyors. 
yevoito © ws apiota civ OeGy BOTEL. S Aeancnefoce, 

XO, vi g 1 ; XO. viv mapatroupéva por, TaTep OTp. a. 

Zed Ocdv ’OdvyTlor, 
dos Tyas *ed TuYXElY KUpl@S eeurly Aoppom wELB5 

\ & , ? lo / id val ia ae. ie PS eee. Ta *oddpov ed paropevois ety. dec Am 

* Kad Olkav Gamay €mos 

édaxov, *& Zed: ot viv pvdaccors. 
x lal , €€, mpd O€ 67) ’xOpav aTp. B. 

*roy éowbev pehdbpwv, Zed, 790 

768. 7 MSS. corr. Turn., Vict. 772. ayabovon MSS., yabovon 
Turn., text Pauw. 773. dp80vcn ppevi MSS. corr. Porson. 779. 
taneraapeva M. rametAaypéva G. corr. Vict. 780. pedAe... 
HéAAN MSS. corr. Ald. 785. tuxety 5€ wou MSS. corr. H. 786. 
cwppocvvevpaopevas M., cwppocvy evparopevais G. corr. H. 787. 
diadieacat MSS., 6a dicas Pauw, and most edd., text H. from schol. 

mav MSS., dnav Weil. 788. Zed, ot 5€ vv MSS, corr. H. 790. 

TaV Eow peAGOpwy @ Zed MSS. text H. 
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Oés, emet viv peyav apas, 

dfovpa Kal TpiTAa 

_Tadipmowa Oédwv dyeier. 

*toxe 8 dvdpds pirov mGXov €b- dvt. a’. 

vw vyevr ev appacu 795 
/ 3 , >. 

THMATMV, EV Opoum TpooTiOEs 
/ , oN , c \ 

METpoy. Tis Av cm opevoy pvOjuov 

tovr *idou bua médov 

|| dvopévev Bnudtwv opeypa; 
Fee) ee on 7 ! , 9 
ol T *€ow Swmatav OoTp. y. 800 

movtoyabn pvydv *évicere 

*kdore, otudpoves Oeoi. 
BA lat A J 
ayeTe, TOV Tadat | rempaypever | 

Nvoacd aiwa mporpdrors dikars. 
* * % * x 

/ , 73 b} , / yepwv povos pynKer ev ddpous TEKoL. 805 
iy \ be AO * 7 ~ / / 50 70 6€ KahGs “KTimevoy @ péeya valwy pEerwods. 

, > \ 2 tal , >) , 

oTopLoy €V dos avidety douov avdpos, 

kal viv * érevdeplas 

*\aumpov ldetv didrtous 810 

| dupaciww *eéx dvodepas KadvaTpas. 

- €vdAdAdBo 0 evdixas avT. y’. 

mats 0 Maias émupopéraros 

mpakw ovpiayv Oédov. 

*ra 8 add dpdavel 815 
, 

*ypon(wv. doxotov 8 émos A€ywv 

791. puv MSS. 794. tg: MSS. corr. Pauw. 795. adppyare 
MSS. corr. H. from schol. 798. idety S4re50v MSS. corr. Blom. 
800. éow6e MSS. corr. H. Sor. vouitere MSS. corr. H. 802. 
xAvere MSS. corr. D. 803-804. Text MSS. H. omits mezp. 
and supposes a line lost after 804. 806. xrayevoy MSS. corr. 
Bamb. 809-810. édevOepiws Aapmpas MSS. corr. Bamb. 
811. dppact Svopepds MSS... ée H. 815-816. moAAad 5 GAda 

gavel xpni{wy punta MSS, text H. 

D 



34 AIZXYAOY 

, , ib) 4 , / vUKTAa Tpd T Gupdtwy oKOTOY Héepet, 
€ 

Ka’ ijuepay 6 ovdev euavéorepos. 
\ > x N 

Tkat tor *7dn *KAvTov oTp. 0. 

dwpdtwv uTNpLor, 820 
67 > t yAvY ovpLosTatar, 

Omovd Kpextov *yoa- 

Tay vouov peOnooper® 

TOAEL TAO’ Ed, 
>) \ , 

€ov €uov Képdos aekerar 70d, a- 825 

ta 6 admootarel pidwv. 
\ \ na 0 Uy » ov 6€ Oapody, Stay ijkn pépos Epywv, av. ’. 

3 ek a 
émavcas |natpos épy,| Opootoa 

\ 

T™pos o€, TEKVOY, TaTpos avody, 

*repalvey eriuouov drav* 830 

Tlepoéws 7 ev dpeoiv av. 6 

Kapotay * dvacy eer, 

tots 8 $76 xOoveds Pidrors, 

Tots Tt dveodev Tpompdoowv 

*yadpitas dpyas *Avypas, evdobev 835 
/ BA * / 

dowlay aray *ridet, 

Tov atrioy 6 e€aToAAvs * popov.t 
a ‘ of 2 

Al. ijkw wey odk akAntos, GAN trayyeXos’ 27. £7 

véav pati & TevOouar Eye TLVaS 
f , 2) a >) / E€vovs podrdvtas ovdapyas edipepor, 840 

bopov 6 ?Opéarovs Kal 760° apdepery Sdpors 
/ x x yw XS / yevoit av axdos dematoorayes hove 

819. tore 54 MSS. corr. H. mdAovrov MSS. 822. yonTwr 
MSS., yoarav H. 824. réAe* 7a 8 ed M., text Blomf. 828. marpds 
épyw MSS. om. H. and others. 830. «al mepaivwy MSS. corr. H. 
émipoupay M.corr. Rob., Turn. 831. ppecoiy MSS. corr. Ald. 832. 
oxedeiv MSS. corr. Rankin. 833. 5 MSS., 6 Rob. @iAorow MSS. 
835. xdpiros MSS. corr. Schiitz, H. Aumpds MSS. corr. Blom., H. 836. 
Tieis MSS., Ti0ec Davies. 837. popoy MSS. corr. Turn. 840. épnpepov 

orig. inM. corrected 2nd hand. 842. demarooray és MSS. corr. Vict. 



XOH®OPOI. 35 
74 

To Tpdcbev * EXxaivovor kal * Sednypevots. danre 

TOs TatT GAnOn Kal BrAémovta dokdcow ; 

i] Tpds yuvatkGy deyszatovpevor AOyoL 845 
| sol. or Ser. Zor xa7-TEOUPTLOL OpwoKoval, OvATKOVTES MATHY 3 he cnet comce G monsht 

ti TOvd’ dv eltois Gore SnAdoa ppevi; 

XO. nKovoapev jév, TuvOdvov d& Tav &évav 

ciow TapeA\dey' oddev ayyéAwv o€vos, 

wpecee with os *adtov abtav dvipa Tev0ecOar *mdpa. 850 

Al. ideiv edéy£ar 7 ad Ow Tov ayyedor, 
eit’ adtos * hv OvjoKxovtos éyyv0ev Tapav 
cir €& dywavpas Kdnddvos A€yer pabev. 

ovto. ppev *ay KrACperev Oppatoperny. 

XO. Zed Zed, ti Neyo, TIOEv AapEopat, 855 

th proyyr ove TAO eTTEVXOMEVN * KaTBEd (OUT, Genveke the pods apacuet ff 
ee oe CEN 5 5 : 

vmT0 0 eEvvotas 

m@s tcov eitotc avicapa; 

vov yap péAdovor piavOetoa de = A pfeath / Fao q 

es TELpAl KOTaVaY dVvdpodatkTwv 866 | 

07K tifa) Thve Ohoew ’Ayapeuvovioy 

otkav CAcOpov bia TavTds, 

}) mop Kal pas em edevdepia 

@toré daiwy apxds te Todvocovdpous 

*marépav 0 e£er péyay odor. 865 

toudvde maAnv pdros dy epedpos e4au-Aew 

duroots pedrer * Oeios “Opéorns 

else dew. ein 8 ent vixn. 

Al. é€, drororot. 

843. EAxaivoyr: . . de5nypevw MSS. corr. Bamb., Weil. 850. 

: avtds a’tov MSS. corr. Schiitz, Pors. mépe MSS. corr. H. 852. 

je, v superscr. M., ev G. corr. Tum. 854. ¢peva MSS. Gy ins. 
Elmsl. 856. «dm80d¢ouvc’ MSS. corr. Schiitz, Blom. 865. efet 
matépwv MSS., text Weil. 867. @eious MSS. corr. Turn. 

D2 



36 AISXTAOY 

XO. é€a éa pada’ 
rn ” : an / , . fie ZY, = 

TOS EXEL; TWS KEKPAVTAL ddpous ; 7 pee ti 

870 

a anootabGyev Tpaypatos Tedovpevov, 

OT7ws SoK@pev TOVO dvatTiar KaKoV 
* Z ! \ . / , eivat' paxns yap 6) Kex¥pwrat Tédos. 

* TeTAnypevov" 875 OI. otpor wavoipou deamdrov 

olwor par adOis ev tpitors tpoopbéypacw. 

AltytoOos otk &r éativ. add’ avotfare 

OTwHS TAaXLOTA, Kal yuvatketovs Tas 
fal la) ’ n lal untaz  yoyhois xadate’ Kal pdr’ AGvTos de bei, 

ox * dor apiga. * diavetpaypéve’ ti ydp; 880 
CBN pe be 7A tal aed \ / / iov lov. Kkwhots avTo@ kal Kabevdovo. patnv 

axpavta Baw. wot KAvraiyyotpa; ti dpa; | 
a a n 5) = 2 5 

€ouxe viv *av tHod *emuenvou TéAas 4% eaceeedorce + thock, 

avxjny TmecetcOar Tpos Oikny TeTANypLEVOS. 

KA, ri 6 éotl xphya; tiva Bony torns dopo; 885 

OI. rov G6vta xatvew Tovs TeOvnKoTas €yo. 

KA. ot ’yé. Evvixa tobmos e& aiviypdrwv. 
/ > , 3 ¢ ~ 2 Ie 

ddAots OAOUpEO, GoTEp Ov ExTElvapeV. 
Pe Woita% - 2 

doin Tis avdpokpyta méAEKUY OS TAYXOS 2) wan oA A, 
n Xx an * 

eldGuev 7) vikGpev, 7) viKOpeda. 890 
5 nn X \ AO) b) / n 

evTab0a yap 67 Tovd adikouny KaKod. 

OP. cé kal paretw' Tobe 8 apko’vTws yet. 

KA. ot yo. TéOvnkas, pidrar Aiyicdov Bia. 

OP. dircis Tov avdpa; Toryap ev TatTe Tadw 

( Oavovra & ovTL pr) Tpodws Tore 895 Keioel. Oavovta Hi] Tpodws OTE. 95 

KA. énioyes, ® mai, Tévde *8 atdeoat, Téxvov, 

actov, Tpos *w ov TOAAA 67 BplCov aya 
‘ea > p t 

dhizfo 

872. dro orabapev M., dmocra@® pev G. corr. Rob. 875. 
teroupevov MSS. corr. Schiitz. 880. ws 6’ MSS. corr. Pors. 
d:amempaypevey MSS. corr. Turn. from schol. 883. av7qjs MSS. 

corr. Martin. ém upod MSS. corr. Abresch. 884. mpds dixn M., text G. 
896. dnoera MSS. corr.Sophianus, Rob. 897. wi MSS. corr. Rob. 



OP. 

Ir. 

OP. 

Or. 

KA, 

OP: 

go8. viv MSS. corr. Auratus. 917. gov MSS. corr. Cant. 
gis. Ay aX MSS. corr. H. 927. a” épite. MSS. corr, Elmsl., 

G4 ae eoTeY aT epge pee Fo opr ee bx Sowrete 

\ g / a 3 ° , , 

. kat TOvde Totvuy Motp éemopovvev jcpov. l 
> / . ovdey veBiCer yeveOAtovs apas, TEKVOD ; 

- ovro. o ameppiy és ddmovs dopvéevovs. % Gee fe 

(v4 / x b] , 4 

. pa, piragar pytpos eyKdrous Kdbvas. 

XOH®OPOI. 37 
GL, feet on ; 

ovAovow e€nwed€as evtpades yada. | 
? a val 

IIvAdin, ti dpacw; pntép aidecO6 Kraveip ; 
a X\ XX Ss / / 

mod 81) Ta AowTa Aogiov pavTedvpara 900 
‘ 4 ‘ ? 2) v Ta mvOdypnota, TioTa 8 evopKepaTa. ; 

e > \ n a € na , dmavtas €xOpovs Tov OeGv Hyod mAeEov. 

Kpivw o& viKav, Kal Tapawvels por Kadds. 

€zov, mpos adrov Tévde oe ofpdgar Oédw.. 
Kal (GvtTa yap viv Kpelooov yynow TaTpds* 905 

toT@ Oavodca Evyxabevd* emel ireis 
X + a A +k hk] ips cal a 

Tov dvdpa TovTov, ov 6 Expryy didreiv otvyeis. 

ey © pepa, *ovv d€ ynptva Oedo. yrpofecnsir Oaxe 
cal / 

Tatpoktovovoa yap Evvoxjoers epol ; 
cr > / 

7» Moipa Tovtwv, ® TéKvov, Tapaitia. gre 

a ! Sa] > \ s : 
TEKOvTa yap fh eEppiyas €s TO dvaTUXES. | 

a b) J Xx > J , 
dix@s Eempabyv, @v EAevOcpov TarTpos. gts 

a any 6 al 4 eho) IY mov 670 6 Tivos Oyti advTedeEdynv 5 
> te / x a4 > id na aicytvonat “oo. Tovr dvevdicar capds. 

¥ar clip’ dpolws Kal matpos Tod c0b paTAs.foLes, fancky 
pay “Aeyxe Tov TovodvT €ow KaOnpevn. 
BA \ Nah of , dAyos yuvaigiv avdpos elpyerOat, TEKvoV. 920 

/ / b] oe \ 4 € f 7 

Tpeper O€ y avdpos poxXOos Hyevas Eow. 
fal > / 

KTEVELY EOLKAS, @ TEKVOV, THY pNTEpa. 

aU TOL GEauTHY, OUK €y@, KaTaKTeveEls. 

‘ na A XN cal , ‘ / 

Tas TOU TaTpos 6€ TOs Piyw, Tapels TAdE 3 925 
7 tal n BN YA / 
€OLKG Ga (6oa ae TUMBOV MaTnDv. 

marpos yap atoa tovde * codpicer pdpov. 

7p s ret 70. 4 vv. 



38 AISXTAOT 

KA. ot ’y@ rexotoa tévd di eOpeyrayny. 

OP. 7 Kdpra pdvtis ob€ dveipdtov pdBos. 
Ky A > Os \ \ X\ ‘ f éxaves Ov ov xpiv, Kat TO pr) xpeav Tae. 930 

XO. orévo pey ody Kal TOvde cuupopay duTdijv. 

énel S& ToAAGY aludtwy ennkpise “AeA He 1D 
4 > / an «& e Pace Fe ; 

TAnpev “Opeatyns, TOO Gyuws aipotvpcba, 

dpOarpov otkwv pn TavddOpov Teceiv. 

ad 

éuorke prev dika TI prauidars ypove, otp. a. 935 

Bapvd.xos Towa" 

Zuore 6 és Sduov rov ’Ayapepvovos 

. dumAads A€wv, SiTAODS ”Apys. Le ee T ie ae 
axe , Arcouead ® Ehage & és TH Tay Gore FP. 
op FAY te A 7 fen. ence: a 
ued hie wt «8 * TUVoXpnoTos duyas 940 

Hetty Pots, He SOey * &} ppadaicw a@pun-evos. 

> : / 

* épokohvEat @ SeoTootvav dépuov atp. B. 
i nm - ae Pi agg avapuyas KakGy Kal KTedvay tpLBas 
KGentauth, 7 foe e 

ofkeed @ fans  azetoke, 

dvoolwov TUXaS. 945 

bey & @ perder xpuTtadiov paxas aut. a’. 

doAuppav Towa. 

peux Wiye *8 &y paya xEpds erfropos 
Avs xépa—Aikav d€ vw 

Tpocayopevomev 50 

930. kdvesy’ M., waves’ G., éxaves H. 939. Edaxe MSS. eAaxe 
Schiitz, text schol. 940. mu@o0xpnarats M. n written over -at-, rvOo- 
xpnoras G. corr. Butl. 941. edppadatow M. (acc. H.), &v ppadatow 
M. (acc. Merkel), edppaéatow G. corr, H. 942. émodoAvgara 
MSS. corr. Seidler. 943. 7ptBas MSS. corr. Stanl. 944. So.0tr M, 
ind MSS. corr.H. 948. 52 paxas M., 58 paxa G. corr, Pauw. 



XOH®OPOI. 39 

Bporol tvxdvtTes KaAGs— 
bA€Opiov mvéove’ ev ExOpois KOTOY" 

+*ravrep 6 Aogias 6 seins oTp. y'. 

péeyav exwv puxov xOoves * éropOid- or il ae oe tft of 

Cav * adddots dddoLs wsohws Soddav ite ORS 

BAarTopevay * xpovirbetoav SI as aa 

eee parcirat *d€ mas TO Oeiov TO pH 
vecker ol Cony tae /\ 
exce the euctS. YT OUPYELY KAKOLS. 

>) XX / 

*d&a_d° ovpavodyor apyav o€Beww. 960 
/ \ a 3) ° 

Tapa TO pas ldetv. 
Sf, = the free he A herded Kea shall 6 pi Me j 

tat ru he aaae - By Soeh saccc ac = tec atée, ; 
Seed oye) L f % Let, eigtte , i 
péya T apnpeOnv artov * oikéwv" GiT. 5B. | 

ava ye pay, dopor' Todd ayay xpdvov 
% ral yy Sk Diy. 2 , 
Xamartetets ExetoO adel, ~4+—U— 

agg ee rdya dé TayTEAs Xpdvos aueltperar dvt. y’. 965 

mpodvpa dwpdtwr, Stay ad éotias 

pboos may ™ KAvon 
* lal SL ies 3 , 

kadappotow aray édarnpiots. 

*rbyar & e’rpotwmoKoira TO Tay 

idety [axodca| * mpevpevels fem, pipers 970 
LEEK OL. 

953. Tawep MSS. corr. H. MWapvaoros MSS. corr. Pal. 954. 
én 6xGe atey MSS. corr. Pal. 955. addAws Sodias MSS. corr. 

Weil. 956. &v xpdvas Oetcay MSS. corr. H. 958. 5¢ H. omit 
MSS. apa 76 wu?) MSS.. om. mapa H, 960. dfiov & MSS. corr. 
12 962. péyav 7 MSS. corr. Pors. otxwy MSS. I suggest 
oixewv, Mostedd.oixer@v. 963. dvayepdy Sdpos MSS. Sdpor H. 
ava ye pay Blom. 964. xapamereice Keio aici MSS, c. Blom. 
966. aud’ M., ay’ G. 967. may é\doe, n superscr. M., éAdon G. 
Perhaps kAvon. 968. xadappots anav édatnpov MSS., arav 
éXarnpios Schiitz. kabappotow H. 969, Tuxa 8 ednpoowmw Koira 
MSS. (koira G.), tuxa * simpoowmoxoira H., text Franz. 979. 
axovoa: MSS. omit Pg MSS., text Pal. 



40 AIZXYTAOYT 

* , , cal , 

peToikots Sopywv TecovvTar Tadw. 

mdpa TO pas ideiv. 

OP. tdecbe xoépas tiv dumAHv Tupavvida 

matpokTovous Te Swudtwy TopOnTopas- 
\ X\ > >] , ‘fy? ec geuvol pev joav ev Opdvors TOO FEvot, 975 

pido. Te Kal viv, ws emELKdoaL TAO 

mapeotiv, Opkos T eupever TieTOpact, 

Evvepocay pev Odvatov * d0Al@ Tarpl 
\ fal \ 459 OVE 7 

kat €vvOaveicOa. Kal Tad evdpKws Exel. 

iecbe 0 adre, TGVO EmNKOOL KAaKOY, 980 
\ / \ b) / / 

TO Mnxavnpa, Secpov GOALm TaTpl, 

n> fattors Tedas TE hoo Kal modoiv Evvapida. 

[re viv Tpoceimw, Kav TUXM pad’ evoToUeY ; [997] 

“Eypevpa Onpos, } vEeKpod TOdEVOUTOY Law eves he Feet 

opetms Rarmarsua a; ; Slkrvov pev ovr, y85 
* dpxuv *T ay elmows Kal TodLoTHpas TETAOVS. [1000 p Tip pa lnccol ae 

* rowodrov ay KTicaito * pyAntys avip,’ aA24 fence, 

&€vov amawAnpa, Kapyupooteph @ 

Blov * vouidov, TOdE T Gv SoA@paTt 

ToAAOVs avaipGv TOAAG Oeppatvor pevt.) [1004] ggo 
>] 

éxretvar * 
EEN \ / \ 

avTO Kal KUKA@ TapacTadoy 

tort, wrapeor. oTéyacTpoy avopos delEa, ws tdn TaTip, 
b) ¢ / , , c / oh) , / 

ovx ovuos, GAN O TavT eTOTTEVwWY TAdE [985] 

mhoty Foucivrot’ Hhios, dvayva pntpos épya THs eis, 
os dy Tapy por paptus év Oikn Tore, 995 
c / > > N CI >) / / 

ws TOVO €y@ peTHAGoY EvdtKws Popov 
x / 5 3 / X\ > % / 4 5 

Tov pytpos’ Alytcdov yap ov ™Acyw jLopov 

Q71. peToxodépwv MSS., pérouxor Scal., text Schiitz. 978. d@Alws 
MSS. corr. Port., Stanl. 983-990. MSS. after 1004. Herm. here. 
986. & MSS., 7’ H. 987. Towod70 pay MSS. corr. Turn. gidqrns 
MSS. corr.Scal. 989. vopitw MSS. corr.Turn. 991. aitov MSS. 
corr. Aurat. écrewa 7 G. 992. avdp@v .. to G., text M., and 

G, corrected. 997. Yeyw MSS. corr. Turn. from schol. 

> 



XOH®#OPOI. 41 

* yer yap alcxuvtnpos, ws * vduos, dixynv’ [990] 
isd > 5 > ° \ aA_y 3 / / 

ytis 6 €m avdpl TovT EuNnoaTO oTVYos, 

*e& ot Téxvwy *iveyx’ bd Cdvnv Bapos. 1000 
4 / lal , 3 / c iA , 

girov Tews, viv 6 €xOpov, ws aiver, KaKov, 

tt cou Ooxet ; ppawa y * ir’ eudv epv, “KY 

one Ovyoto av ddAov, od dednypyévov, — [995] 

TOAuNs Exate * Kakdikov ppovnparos. 
Lae) > \ 7 >] , X\ 

Toad’ ewol Evvoixos ev Sdpoice par} 1005 
/ os PJ / , > lol x yevoit* ddolunv mpdcbev ex Oedv arrats. 

XO. aiat aiat pedewv epywv" 

oTvyep® Oavatw dvempax Ons. 
elit ye X \ / 3 c €€, piuvovte 6€ kal mados avOei. 

iaccpeemmennanner~al 

OP. edpacev 7) ov« eSpace ; papTupel b€ por Iolo 

papos 760’, as EBawev Aiyicbov Eidos: 

pdvov d€ kykls Ev xpove EvpBdaddrAcrar, 

TodAas Badas Pbelpovea Tod Torkidpwaros. 

vov avrov aivd, viv aod la taper, 
Z J acktlutg 5) a 

Ys Hot cc TaTpoKtovoy 0 tphacua tporpavey Tdd€ ‘1015 
4. ee S tue 

“FF AYO pev epya Kal TAaDos yévos TE Tar, 
wee ere Ania vikns tod exov pidopara. 

eC bd an 7 aroperoXQ), ottis pepdTav down Blotov Ace fou Hc 

* dia mavros t drysos * dweter 
Kos , chads \ Se FD c 2 ker 

€€, pdxdos 8 6 pev atriy’, 6 8 He. 1020 

OP. *GAX’, ws ay eldjT’, ob yap oid’ brn Feder 
aotep Etv inmous *jvi0ctpopS Spdpov 

eLwreépw* pepovot yap viKkdpevov 
998. vépov MSS. corr. Port. 1000. é* cod MSS. corr. Rob. fv 

éxn MSS. corr. Turn. 1002. 7 47,7 superscr. M., y #7’ G. corr. 

Blom. 1004, kavdixov MSS., «adixov Turn., text Ahrens. 1006, 
mpco@ MSS. corr. Turn. 1007. at ai, MSS. corr. Bothe. 1017. 
vinas G., text M. é€xyw M., text G. I01g. da mav7’ MSS. corr. 
Heath. dpeiferac MSS. corr. Erfurdt. [Perhaps for dripos read 
avartos.| 1020, és MSS, é€. 1021. aAAos ay ei 51) TOUT’ dp’ 015° 
M. (and G. also correcting accents) corr, Pal., Emper, Martin. 
1022. mveooTpopov MSS. corr. Stanl. 



; a 0 eccale 
een eee ,kal pidtpa ToApNs THaOE waster apical Bfent a 
ace 

AIZXYTAOY 

ppeves SvaapKTor’ Tpds € Kapdia Hoos 
La e be e cal , é 

Ge ETOULOS 6 UVTopXEetoOaL KOTH 1025 

ws *8’ er eudpwv elu, knptoow didors, 
a ff ih >) 2) oo / 

KTavely TE ye MNTEp OvVK avev OiKys, 

TaTpoKTOvoy placa Kal Oe@v aTvyos, 

, / , y 

Tov mvOcpavti Ao€iav, ypnoavt epot 1030 

mpagavte pev tadr extos aitlas Kakijs 
e / ») by oy rn \ / A 

cival, TapevTa 6’ —ovK €p@ tiv Cyplav 
, \ y+ / 7 

Tow yap ovTis THUdTwY TpootgeTaL. 
a ° / By 

kal viv 6paTé pp, os TaperKevacpevos 

pocng olive thee Eby TOE OAA® Kal oTéper TpoT(Eopar 1035 

pecdupardy 0 pupa, Aokiov médov, 42 SSen- a Cage 

mupos Te péyyos apOitov KexAnp€vor, 

pevtywv 70d’ aipa Kowdy' odd * ep’ Eotiay 

adAnv sae Aogias épiero. rap core, 6 ago 

Kal BE TIPSD Mev os eTopotvOn KaKa 1040 

Tad éy xpdvw por Tavtas “Apyelovs déya. 

* hevyw 8 adntns Thode ys and€evos, 

(Gv Kal TeOvnkos Tacd€ KAnddvas LiTdy— 

XO. dad’ * ed y’ expakas, pnd? = Thee ie TOMA 

OP. aa 

= ace, 

* dypats Ttovnpais pnd etryAwooO Kaka, “T045 

€devdepwoas Tacav ’Apyelav méduw,, 

dvoly SpakdvTow evmETOS TEUwY Kapa. 

: tin i oe Ay 
dpooat ye gicess aide aEyeHey diKNV 

alo iTwWVES Kal TETNEKTAV EVAL athe , 
p X TA EKTOVI MEDAL Lo te tt farce ct _ (Pare. / 

1026. 5€ 7+ MSS. corr. Rob. 1032. mapovra G, text M., 
mapevte Turn. 1033. Tofev G., text M. 1038. épéotiov MSS, 

A corr. Turn. 1040. paprupeiy por MevéAews MSS. corr. Blom. 
1041. comes in MSS. before 1040: corr. Blom. 1042. éyw MSS. 

pevyw Weil. 1044. eb Te mpagas corr. Tyrwhitt. émedxOn MSS. 
corr. Heath. 1045. pnpuat tovnpat MSS. corr, Aurat. 



XOH®OPOI. 43 

a / H STE (PN , 1.3 oP 
TuKvols dSpakovoly” OVKET “GV PeElVal EY. 1050 

XO. tives oe b0fa1, Pirtar avOpdtev Tarpl, 

otpoodow ; toxe, py * PdBov_viKGy TOA. Son 
a / c 4 OP. ovk eiol dd€ar TGvde THUdTOV eyol? <K+. | 

an XV ec XN o 4 capes yap aide pntpds EyKorou Kives. 
, tas : ) tlasd Fu tls Laced, 5 XO. woraiviov yap atud oo. yxepoty éru “~~ Ons 2 ae 

€x TGVOE ToL Tapaypos és ppévas TitveL. 

OP. dva€ *AtodAXov, aide TANnOVovor Sn, 

Kaé Gupdarev oTracovol aia dvodirés. 

XO. *els col xadapyds' * Aokias b& mpocdtyev 
b} / la lal / / 

eheVOepov TE TOVOE THATwY KTICEL. 1060 

OP. tpeis pev ody dpate taod’*, éya 8 dpar 
b) / Nes Sees) 1K la ae: {2 
ehavvowar S€ KOUKET Gy Elva Eyo. 

bl 

XO. Grd’ edtuxoins, Kal o éexonmtevay Tpddpev 

Oeds dvAdooot Katplovor ovpdopais. 

bd€ Tor peAdOpois Tots BactActlors 1065, 

tpitos av Xelmov 
* tA 7 b] / 

Tvevoas yovias eteheoOn. 
* , XN 46 ¢ Led 

matsdBopo. pev TpGTov bmHp&av 

poxor tddavés [te Ovécrov' | 

devTepov avdpds Bacidera wdOn° 1070 

Novtpoddixros 6 dade’ *AXarev 

Tohewapxos avip. 
na tA 

vov 6 ad tplros AGE TOE” cwTHp, 
s\ 

2) MOpov Etta ; 
val na al fal / 

mot OfTa Kpavel, Tot KaTadnéer 1075 

peTakoiuobey pevos atns ; 

1050. dupeivorw’ M., dueivorw’ G. corr. Tzetz., Turn. 1032. poBot 
vue@v MSS. corr. Pors. 1057. wAn@vovcae MSS. corr. Turn. 
1059. eiao’ 6 xaSapyos MSS. corr. Erfurdt, Ahrens. Aogiou MSS. 
corr. Aurat. 1062, dupetva M., dupeiBop G. 1067. mveovaas 
MSS. corr. Scal., Pors. 1068, ma:ddpopor MSS., corr. Aurat. 
1069. Te @véotou MSS. prob. a gloss, 
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INYO. TeE:S: 

THE opening of the play is unfortunately not in the MSS., the Medi- 
cean being mutilated before the others which have the Choephoroi 
were copied from it. The MSS. begin line 10 ri yphya Acdaow; It 
is, of course, impossible to say how much is lost. 

Three fragments, however, have been recovered, all to be referred with 

certainty (or very high probability) to the prologue. 
Lines 1-5 come from Ar. Ran. 1126, 1172. [Herm. thinks they do 

not come consecutively, and would interpolate lost lines between 3 and 
4; but the supposition is needless. They are suitable as they stand: 
and mépave €repov, Ran, 1170, means ‘ go on with another,’i. e. ‘continue 

the next line,’ like Aéy’ eT cpov T15I. J 

chose with the words One gn: TD vA alias which pete? 
point to this speech at the tomb. 

ll. 8-9 are from a Scholiast on Eur. Alc, 784, who quotes the lines 
expressly as from the Choephoroi. 

PROLOGUE. The scene is the tomb of Agamemnon in Argos. The 

back of the scene is the palace, with statues of Zeus, Apollo, and Hermes. 
Enter Orestes and Pylades from exile. Orestes prays at the tomb, 
addressing first the statue of Hermes :— 

ll. 1-21. ‘Hermes, save me and help: I lay here a lock of hair in 
mourning for my father. Ha! what is this gathering of women in black 
robes? And Elektra my sister, too! let us stand apart and see.’ 

l. 1. x@ovee. The deities who had to do with the underworld were 
called y@dvi01, such as Ge, Pluto, Eumenides, Hermes, etc., the latter as 

the conductor of the Dead to the nether regions. The adj. y@dvios is used 
for ‘under-ground,’ just as we say ‘zz the earth,’ ‘zz the ground,’ as 

well as ‘under.’ 
TaTp®’ éromtTevwv Kpdty May mean ‘ guarding my father’s power,’ 

i.e. as the helper of the dead protecting the interests and palace of Aga- 
memnon: so Con., Schiitz., Butl., etc.; or it may mean ‘that watchest 
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over thy father’s power, i.e. that hast power’ among the dead given 
thee by Zeus. So Klaus., Peile, Bothe, Kock (on Aristoph. 1. c.). 

The second is the best: for matpéa naturally refers to ‘Epu#; and so 
Aeschylus himself’ interprets it in Aristophanes, Ran. 1144. 

1. 3. This line is in Aristophanes the subject of comment. Euripides 
objects to it as repetition: but Aeschylus points out (Ran. 1163) that 
«to come’ may be said by a citizen: but katépxopar only by an exile. 

kateAQeiv, lit. ‘to come down,’ came to mean ‘to return from exile,’ 

no doubt because of its nautical meaning ‘to come to land:” for all 
Greek exiles went across the sea. 

1. 5. KAvew, dkotoat, ‘to hear, to hearken,’ a common Greek rheto- 

rical repetition. Euripides again (Ar. Ran. 1173) attacks this for 
tautology, Tov’ Erepov avOs (read ad dis) Aéyer: but this time Dionysos 
gives a burlesque defence of it, ‘ He was speaking to the dead, you rascal, 
and even thrice-repeated words cannot reach them.’ 

ll. 6-9. The general sense of these fragments is clear: ‘I come with 
a lock of hair to offer to Inachos, and another in mourning for my father : 
for at his burial I was far away and could not mourn.’ 

Inachos, river and river-god of Argos. 
1. 6. Eustathius (Archbishop of Thessalonica and Byzantine scholar 

of the 12th century, A.D.) tells us, in his comment on Iliad 2, that ‘the 
Greeks shaved their hair 27 ¢ime of griefand also on reaching manhood 
-.. this was the mAésapos Operrppios of Aeschylus, and the other mevOn- 
Thptos. So the one is ‘the lock of nurture,’ the other ‘the lock of 
mourning.’ The first is offered to Inachos, according to the custom of 
offering hair to rivers (as the life-giving powers). So Achilles to Sper- 
cheios, Iliad 23. 146. 

8pemrnptos is therefore best takennotas passive, ‘cherished, for Inachos, 
but as describing vaguely the connection of the offering with the Tpopy 
or ‘nurture’ of the youth. It is clearly an adjective. 

1. 7. Here Orestes lays the lock upon the tomb. 

1. 9. ob’ e€éretva xetp’, ‘nor did I stretch out my hand,’ in the atti- 
tude of mourning, as Eur. Alc. 768 shows, od8 égérewa yelp’ drorpdh tov. 
The reading é7 éxpopay is therefore rightly corrected by Dind. to ém’ 
éxpopa, at the burial, not fo. 

Here a procession is seen approaching the tomb, consisting of the 
princess Elektra, and the Chorus of captive women, dressed in black and 
bearing urns for libation. Their cheeks are torn, and their garments 
vent in sign of grief. 

‘It is Aeschylus, not Dionysos, for the latter always interrupts with 
burlesque; and moreover é¢qyapres in the next line makes it more likely 
that Aeschylus is the speaker. 

I 
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1. 12, mpémovea, ‘conspicuous,’ a favourite word of Aeschylus, of any- 
thing that thrusts itself upon the senses ; usually the szgh¢ (cf. 18, 24), but 
also the hearing, oiwat Boty mperew Ag. 321, and even the sme//, arpos 
donep x tapov mpemer Ag. 1311. 

troia Evpdopa mpocetkaow ; ‘to what sorrow shall I liken it?’ an 
abridged but unmistakable expression: he means, ‘What woe can I 
guess to be the cause of this mourning ?’” 

1. 14. émekdoas TUX, ‘shall I rightly surmise?’ (lit. ‘shall I be right 
in conjecturing? shall I hit the mark?’), a common sense of Tvyxdvw, 

kupéw, etc. So ri vv Kkadovoa Ttvxop av; Ag.1232. See below, 418. 
Tvxw is the deliberative subjunctive. 

1.15. veprépots petAlypara, ‘ to soothe the powers below,’ i e. the dead, 
whose anger brings woe on the living. This excellent correction, pecA‘y- 

Hata for peaAtypacw (the MSS. reading due to obvious confusion) is 
confirmed by Pers. 610, where the same idea occurs, Xoas ... vexpotor 

petAcKTH pia. 

1. 18. mpémovoav, here of demeanour and expression rather than of 
dress, ‘with signs of bitter grief.’ 

The rise here to indignant prayer for vengeance is caused by the sight 
of his dear sister overwhelmed with woe. 

1. 21. mpoorpomn, ‘supplication,’ is abstract for concrete : ‘suppliant 
throng.’ 

Orestes and Pylades draw aside out of view. The Chorus, now fully 
entered, group round the tomb (which is probably the OujeAn or central 

altar of the orchestra) and sing. 

PARODOS 22-83. 
‘IT come with libations and lament (strophe1). There has been a ter- 

rible vision; the seers say the dead are wroth (ant. 1). The impious 

queen sends this vain offering. Alas for the fated house! (str. 2). Our 
old reverence is gone, and now men fear the powerful: Justice waits 
(ant. 2). The shed blood on the earth is uneffaced (str. 3). Maiden- 

hood and life once lost are lost for ever (ant. 3). I have the hard fate of 

a slave, to see the ill, and curb my hate, and mourn in secret (epode).’ 

yap: xods Tporroptés, ‘escorting the libations,’ acc. after the adjec- 
tive, like like dmérpomov dyos 155, moAAa fuvictopa Ag. 1090, airopa TO plLos 

Prom. 904, cé pvgipos Soph. Antig. 786, where, as here, the adj. is verbal 
or quasi-verbal. There is therefore no need to read xoav, with Cas., 

Scholef., and others. 
dfvxerpt odv KTUT@ must mean ‘ with sharp ring of hands,’ i.e. they 

beat their breasts with sharp sound. [The word occurs again, 415, in 
the same sense, and there is no need to read «émw, with Pauw, Kirch., 
and others. ] 

: 
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1. 24, mpérret, ‘is scarred.’ Observe the double dat., two slightly dif- 
ferent uses of the instrumental, both quite natural, ‘is scored with fresh 
furrow by the bloody rendings of my nail.’ 

1. 28. AaktSes may be either ‘ the rendings’ (abstract) or ‘the tatters’ 
(concrete). If we take the first, eroApot will be in a kind of loose ap- 
position : literally, ‘And from grief the rendings of garments destroying 
the tissue have burst aloud, the folds of my robes before my breast,’ ete., 
ise My garments are rent aloud, the woven fabric is torn, the folds,’ ete. 

If we take the second, AtwwopOdpor Aakides bh. must mean ‘the rent 
tatters of linen robes,’ a possible, but rather harsh use of the adj., so that 
the first is better. Moreover in Aesch. Aaxis is usually abstract, Pers. 
125, Supp. 120, 903. 
[ Herm. and Pal. and Weil, following the Scholiast, take oroApot subj., 

Aakides predic. ‘The folds... burst 27/0 tatters,’ but the order of the 
words is strong against this artificial interpretation. ] 

1. 31. ‘Struck with woeful calamities,’ a phrase properly applicable 
to the persons, is boldly and effectively transferred to the vodes: as though 
the blow of the hand rending the robe was the blow of fate which caused 
the grief. 

1. 32. ‘ For bristling Terror, clear prophet of dreams to the eee 
uttered a cry from milena in the dead of night,’ a splendid Aeschylean 
personification. The dream really came to Klytaemnestra, and it was 
her waking cry of terror: but the poet finely makes Terror himself 

cry out. 

1.34. &pBoapa, Epic syncope of avd, like the Homeric dyxadéw, 
adrEfa, ayénpaivw, etc. So Aesch. has éraytetAacay Ag. 27, Cho. 282, 

dvdaiw Ag. 305, duminre ib. 1599, auméprav Cho, 382, émapBarnp ib. 

280. 
1. 35. mept poe, ‘in fear’ (cause of the cry). So mept rapBe Pers. 

696; and Pind. has mepi deipatt, wept tiuag. The comm. are exercised 

about @dBos followed by wept pdBw; but Wordsw. quotes Alc. 50. 
@avartos is said Pavatov éuBadretvy: and Con. well adds Milton, Ode on 

Nativ., where ‘ Peace . . . strikes a universal peace.’ 
1. 36. mitvev év, ‘ falling on,’ Epic use of év after verbs of motion, like 

évt ornbecow opovoas. So Aesch. has dépova’ ev nuiy Ag. 1450. 

1. 38. iméyyvor, ‘pledged’ to the truth: it is better so than to take 
Oed0ev jnéyyvo, ‘ warranted by the gods’ (Peile, Kl., Pal., Weil), a 
meaning which tméyyvor will hardly bear. The Schol. impartially 
gives both. 

1. 39. péppecOar, not uncommonly with dative (Theb. 560, Pr. 63): 

but the want of case is not felt here because of rots xravovor which 
follows with éy«otetv. ous, the plural is due to a euphemism; it is a 

vaguer way of speaking of what is fearful. So 53. 
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1. 42. If the MSS. dydpw be kept here, dwétpotov must have the 
second syllable long. The comm. quote Eur. Phoen. 586 7avd" dmérpo- 
mo. kax@y, but Eur. is hardly a guide for Aesch. in metrical usage. 

I prefer Elmsley’s axapitov. The fact that Aesch. uses xdapiy dxapw 
Ag. 1545, Prom. 545, may be used as an argument for aydpiTov, as it 

accounts for a scribe who knew Aesch. altering the reading here. More- 
over dxdprov makes the correspondence not only of metre but of syl- 

lables exact. 
The ‘unwelcome offering to avert ill’ is Klytaemnestra’s libation, 

unwelcome because the murderess offers it. 
1. 44. id yata pata, ‘O mother earth!’ an exclamation of horror at the 

impious attempt of the murderess to avert wrath by sacrifice. So @ yata 

patep Hipp. 6or. 
1. 45. pwpeva, ‘desiring,’ to offer successfully, that is. 
1. 47. éros 768’ must refer to something not yet said, else it would be 

éxBadodca ; and the common view is probably right, that ‘the word’ 
which the Chorus fear to utter is the prayer (which had to accom- 
pany the libations) that all might be well. (Schol. refer it to dva8eos 
yuva, which they suppose to be said sotto voce: a hardly probable 

view.) 
1. 48. Avrpov (certain emendation of Canter for meaningless Avypor), 

‘release,’ i.e. for the guilty, from wrath and defilement. 
1. 51. ‘Sunless gloom, amid the curses of all men, overshadows the 

house.’ Aesch. is particularly powerful‘in depicting (or suggesting) 

fear and guilt and impending doom. 
1. 53. @avdrovor, dat. of cause. So Tvxais 83. 
1. 54. o€Bas, ‘majesty, i.e.of Agamemnon. There was no resistance to 

Agamemnon, but this was due to reverence for his majesty, ‘unconquerable, 

resistless, invincible.’ Neither do they resist Aegisthos: but this is due 
to ‘Fear,’ because of his wealth and power. The Schol. explains it 
fully and rightly. 

1. 58. mepaivov, intrans., not merely ‘ passing through,’ which is weak, 

but ‘ working,’ lit. ‘accomplishing’ its will. 
1. 59. Ts,‘ men’ are afraid ; tis is a generalizing word, like French ov, 

Germ. man. So Dem. 42. 8 proce? 71s éxetvov, * people hate him.” jacdv 
ms (ytioe, ‘people will be less disposed to seek,’ Thuc. 3.67. The 

* prosperity” spoken of is clearly that of Aegisthos. 
ll. 61-65. The interpretation of this fine but difficult passage depends 

on the reading of 64. The MSS. read xpoviovr’ dyn (edxn G.) Bpvet. 
The last word is clearly an error; unknown to the Scholiast, it crept in 
from 67. [evx7 of G. is a careless misreading of ayn of M.] 

Much the simplest emendation is that of F. W. Newman, adopted now 
(1870) by Paley, pévee xpovifovras dyn, which has the advantage of 

E 
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making all three classes that are opposed to each other masculine plurals, 
i.e. all persons, rods pev ... xpoviCovras .. . Tods 5é. 

The sense will then be: ‘ Justice is sure, though it visits men differently, 
some with swift vengeance in the daylight (i.e. early); some in the 
twilight, after long waiting, suffer at last ; some are “ wrapt in ineffectual 
night,” i.e. die unpunished [det justice is only delayed, and falls on their 
house at last’). j 

[It is tempting to find a reference (as Con., J/ors., H., Bamberg.) to 
Aegisthos, Orestes, and Agamemnon: but (1) this can only be done by 
changing the important word ayy, which is not justifiable ; (2) it involves 
an awkward and unlikely change in the kind of justice meant, which 
would be punishment in the first, and reparation or restitution in the 
two others. ] 

1. 61. powd, ‘the turn’ of Justice, literally ‘the turn of the scale:’ 
with perhaps a half suggestion to the Greek ear of the ‘ Descent of the 
Stroke’ of Justice. The rapid succession of metaphors (the ‘scale,’ 
porn, the ‘eye,’ émoxome’) is quite Aeschylean. So we have dows and 
chariots, Ag. 786 ; wool-winding and fire-stirring, Ag. 1031; a bride, a 
wind, a dog, and a revel, Ag. 1178. 

1. 62. The'MSS rots (read also by Schol.) would be possible as a dat, 
of general reference, émisxowe? being absolute. ‘The scale of Justice is 
on the watch, swiftly for some in the daylight.” But émoxkomet means 

really ‘visits,’ and in that sense is always with the acc. Aesch. always 
so uses it, Supp. 381, 402, Eum. 296, and pass. Ag. 13, It is best to 
read tovs therefore, and suppose 7ois an old error. 

1. 63. ‘ The borderland of the Dark ;’ a splendid picturesque expression, 
suggesting the idea of Night and Day as two foes eternally at war: for 
peratxuov is strictly ‘the space between two armies.’ 

oxérov, according to Greek usage which mentions only one of the 
two limits, instead of saying oxoTov kat paous. So Ar. Avy. 187 &v péeow 
dnp tom yas, Ach. 434 petagd Tay "Ivois, O. C. 291 peragd Tov7ov. 

1.64. The reading here is doubtful; but, as mentioned above, I take 

xpovifovtas dyn (Newman, adopted by Paley). 

1. 65. No need to change the splendid imaginative word dkpavrtos, 
‘the ineffectual night,’ ‘without fulfilment,’ which seems to involve a 
failure of justice, though it does not and shall not. 

ll. 66-67. The aipara and the dévos are the same, in different 

aspects, the one as shed, the other as calling for vengeance. 
1, 67. ‘The vengeful blood lies clotted, flowing not away;’ apparently 

involving the old superstition that the stain of murder did not pass 
away till avenged. The imaginative poet does not stoop to harmonize 
the fine pictures of the ‘nurturing earth drinking the blood’ andthe 
clotted gore flowing not away.’ 

ee ae 
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ll. 68-74 are again very corrupt. The MSS, read— 
diadyins ara diapéper 68 
Tov aitiov mavapkeras vocou Bpver, 
[rods 8 axpavtos éxee vvé.] 70 
otyovTt & ote vuppixay eSwriwy 
Gkos, Topor TE TaVTES Ex pas 6500 
+ Baivovres tov X€ponuay 
povov vov Kabatpovres iovoay arny +. 

The following corrections are clear: line 70 is to be struck out, being 
repeated from 65, and here spoiling sense and metre. In line 69 read 
Oyovere for oiyév7 (@ for o, Scaliger’s excellent correction; a better 
word, and a pure iambic metre like 66). The last word is doubtless 
patnv. The sense will then be: ‘Long-torturing calamity delays (see 
note on 68) the guilty man, till he be full (lit. to be full) of utter disease : 

but as when a man has defiled the bridal chamber there is no cure, so all 
the fountains flowing together vainly purge the stain of murder.’ 

In the last two lines the general meaning is clear, though the actual 
words are to a great extent irrecoverable. aivoyres is corrupt: it is an 
unlikely word of water, and it is metrically defective; possibly, as P. 
suggests, ka@aipovres belongs here, or Hermann’s d:aivoytes is still more 
ingenious. The last word is almost certainly paryy, which gives the 
clue to the sense; and the word before is probably the verb; I venture 
to suggest €xAvcav, We should then have :— 

Siaivovres TOY XEpopvoqn 

povov .... ekAvoay parny. 
In the rest of the passage d:aAyns and mavapxéras are both suspicious, 
the latter especially, as it is rare to find such a compound of three 
terminations. But under the circumstances it is best to leave them. 

1.68. Siahépe., The Schol., followed by Con., Schiitz, translate ‘tear 

in pieces,’ a possible meaning, but wholly unsuitable to the words that 
follow. Herm. is probably right in translating ‘ d/ffer?,’ i. e. lit. ‘ carries 
on’ the guilty man, i.e. puts off his punishment. This sense of diapépec 
cannot be exactly paralleled, but it is not a great strain to put on the 
word, Still the use adds another doubt to a dubious passage. 

1. 70. mavapkéras, the word is most likely corrupt though read by 
Schol. The meaning required is something like ‘utter,’ ‘complete.’ 
Con. quotes evpiAnrav Theb. 107, mepixAvora Pers. 596,for fem. term. of 
compound adj. in Aesch. 

1. 71. It is a mistake to find here (as Pal.) an allusion to Aegisthos’ 
adultery. The point is a mere comparison between Virginity and Life ; 
the loss of each is zrrevocable, ovtt dos. 

ll. 75-81. Again a difficult and probably corrupt passage. The 
general sense is, however, perfectly clear; and the difficulty is much re- 
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duced by recognising that mpémovra is the main predicate, and governs 
évoi: and that from avayray yap to afoay is an explanatory parenthesis. 

The main sense is then, ‘ But to me (for I am forced by being a slave) 
tis fitting to put up with the deeds right or wrong of my masters, and 
keep down my resentment.’ 

1. 75. advaykav apdtirroAv, ‘constraint environing my city,’ a gra- 
phic phrase, denoting the slavery, but suggesting the beleaguering host 
that brought it about. 

1. 77. MSS. give BovAvoy és ayov, early corrected to écayorv; but Con. 
suggested the insertion of »’, mending sense and metre very neatly. 

l. 79. This is the most corrupt line. MSS. give mpémov7 dpyxas Biov, 
which will not give any sense that can be called satisfactory. The Scho- 
liasts read da cpxas Biov, a much more likely metre, and a fairly easy 
sense: ‘forme... the right and wrong (deeds of my lords) are befitting to 
be content with from the beginning of my life (from my childhood when 
I was made captive) though they act violently (lit. are borne along); 
i. e. I have to be content with, to put up with, their violent deeds, right 
or wrong, being a slave, and control my hatred.’ 

But ‘from the beginning of life’ is an unlikely expression in the 
mouths of the female captives to mean ‘since my captivity.’ Probably 
apx4s contains or conceals some word describing ‘the rulers ;’ though 
the old correction dpxais (adopted by many) makes no satisfatory sense. 
I therefore take provisionally the Scholiast’s reading, though I do not 
believe it to be right. It is also adopted by Weil. ; 

1. 81. kpatrovon, ‘mastering,’ with its secondary construction of the 
accus., a construction as old as Pindar (éxpatnce “EAAava otparov Nem. 
10. 46) and used by Aesch. again, macav aiav kpat@ Supp. 255, ov kparet 

oraxvy ib. 761. 
1.83. tUxats, dat. of occasion or cause, as 53. 

maxvoupevny, ‘chilled,’ an Epic word, aAaipov Arop maxvotTra Iliad 
17.112. ‘Cold’ is a common Greek metaphor for ‘miserable ;’ Antig. 
86, Alc. 354, etc. 

ll. 84-151. SCENE 1, Parti. 
Elektra asks the Chorus how to act and speak in offering the liba- 

tions; the Chorus in the dialogue bid her pray for her father’s friends, 
i.e. herself, the Chorus, and Orestes, and invoke death on the mur- 

derers. . Elektra, accordingly, prays to Hermes to help her by making 
her prayers heard by the Earth and those below, and then prays to her 
father that he may pity her, and Orestes may return, and vengeance 
befall their foes. 

1. 84. evOfpoves, ‘setting in order ;’ from the common use ed 0éa0a, 
1. 87. For MSS. tugw (usually corrected to r¥pBw) I take the aearer 
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and better ti_ oo (H. L. Ahrens). kySetous, ‘mourning’ or ‘funeral’ 
(from «jéos, ‘ grief,’ one of its older senses: doy nat Kndea Avypa Il. 5. 
156; so «ndevw, ‘to mourn,’ xndenwv, ‘one who attends the dead’); 

so 538. 
1. 88. The MSS. «a7revéopxa would stand; but the deliberative is far 

more likely. 
i. 92. méAavos, ‘ stuff,’ ‘cake,’ ‘paste,’ is used of many liquids or half- 

liquids, as oil, honey, blood, foam, gum; and particularly of the stuff 
for sacrifice, made of honey, oil, and meal: ‘everything offered is méAa- 

vos, says Schol. 
1. 94. oO’ dvriSodvat, ‘that he should give blessings in return, .. . 

the question’ is ironical, as is, of course, also the still more bitter next 
line. [Bamberger’s io’ for é00\’ (MSS. €o7’) is possible: it suits the 
next line: but in the cazstomary prayer (vipos) toa is not so likely a 

word as éa6Aa.] 
avrSotvar is the ordinary inf. of oblique petition, depending on the 

general sense of @ackw Tovmos. ‘Shall I speak these words, as men are 
wont, [bidding him] return ?’ etc. 

l. 95. After this line Weil puts 91-92; it makes the sense a little 
smoother, but one does not in that case see how the lines should ever 

have got displaced; and it is not necessary. 

1. 96. Somep ovv, bitterly again, ‘as indeed he died. So Ag 1171 
wonep ovv Exe, ib. 607 olavmep ov éXexTrE, 

1.97. yarorov xvovy, ‘a draught for earth to drink,’ J/ors. 
Il. 98-99. ‘Shall I hurl away the vessel and go back and look not 

behind, as one who casts out pollution?’ The Schol. says that when a 
man purified his house he took the filth to the cross-roads in an earthen 
vessel, threw vessel and all away, and returned without looking behind 

him. So in the lustral rite, O.C. 490, the order is ett’ adpépmew aorpopos. 
1. 101. Kowdv €x8os vopifopev, ‘we hold a common hate.’ voyifew in 

its special idiomatic sense of a recognised or regular opinion or usage. 
Somewhat similar Biov vopiwy 1003, ‘practising;’ and again somewhat 

like it in another way, Oeovs vopifey, ‘to recognise. A similar use is 
the Attic vopi€w, with dative, of such words as /anguage, coinage, 

qualities, festivals, etc. 
ll. 102-104. Elektra adduces rather a common-place consolation. 

‘Speak your mind, fear not; you cannot suffer more than is fated.’ 
1, 105. €xous, MSS., exes, Jacobs., Blomf., H., Pal., Bothe, etc. It is 

not easy to choose, as €xe:s is more natural and would easily be altered ; 

€xots is quite good Greek and a little more subtle. This being so, it is 
best to keep the MSS. reading. ‘You may tell me, if you should have 
anything further,’ both Aéyous av and éxous being delicate forms of speech; 
Aeyos av a mild imperative and €xots putting it as a mere possibility. 

’ 
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1. 106. wot shows the reference to Elektra of the whole passage, the 
aidws. the TUuBos, the rarnp, and the Aégw. In English it would give it 
sufficiently to say ‘the tomb of ¢/y father.’ 

1. 109. The MS. reading. ceva, can only be construed as follows: ‘As 
thou pourest, utter holy words for those who love him,’ #Oéyyou cepva 
being then explained as a strained expression for émedxeoOat, which is 
substituted for it, 112. But there is no trace of ceuva used in this sense, 
and J have taken Hartung’s keSva (very near ceurd in uncials), adopted 
by Weil, and strongly supported by the Schol. evar aya6a. 

L111. atrHv for cavtyy as often in Trag.: pdpov Tov abrijs oio6a Ag. 
1297, dvipa Tov abtris 1543. So Alc. 461, O. C. 853, 930, and even 
prose, Plat. Prot. 312 A, and comedy, Ar. Eq. 504, Lysistr. 1070. 

1, 113. ‘Consider this now thyself (think who Agamemnon’s friends 

are yourself, don’t ask me), for thou understandest.’ 
1.114. ordoe, ‘company,’ ‘band;’ so ordois mayKovos ade 458, 

oraois dua Eum. 311. 
1. 116. *’Tis well, and right wisely hast thou warned me.’ The line 

is much better read thus as two clauses. 
1, 1¢9. ‘ Judge, or avenger?’ 

povorty, the regular crasis for po-éoriv. So covori pidos Ar. Ach. 
339, ov yap povoTiv add’ axovoréa Ran. 1180, 

1. 122. tadra, ‘this prayer.’ 
1. 123. This line is found in the MSS. a‘ter 164, where it is absolutely 

unmeaning. Hermann discovered that it belongs here, where it explains 
the otherwise obscure «npvéas. 

1.124. This line is defective in the MSS., the word before ‘Epp being 
lost. Klausen suggested dpyfoy, generally adopted; it is the natural 
word in prayer, Theb. 119, 179, Soph. El. 115. 

‘Help me, Hermes, proclaiming, that the powers should hear,’ etc. 
Saipovas «Avew is the oblique petition after knpvgas. 

1.126. [MSS. 8 dpparev, for which Swpatev is the obvious cor- 
rection. Others (Ahr., H., D.) aiparwy; not so natural with ém- 

oKOTrOUs. | 
1,128. ‘And having reared them, received again their fruit.’ dpa, 

from «v-, properly ‘ the thing contained in the hollow,’ so of the child 
in the womb commonly, hence xvéw. xv- is a fertile stem, describing 

the notion of ‘hollow,’ ‘bulgy,’ ‘rounded,’ and so ‘covering,’ ‘con- 

taining,’ (cavus, cumulus, caelum, kotXos, KvAL, KUTOS, etc.). 

1. 129. xépv-Bas, properly, ‘lustral water’ for cleansing the hands in 
feasts and sacrifices and religious rites ; here apparently used by a figure 
for the ‘libations,’ which were ‘ purifying’ in a different way. 

Bportois, ‘to mortal men,’ a poetical euphemism for the ‘dead,’ 
meaning Agamemnon. If Aesch, wrote Pé@rois, ‘the dead’, as Herm., 
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TDind. think, it is hard to see why any copyist should have altered it, or 
the Schol. explained it by vespors. 

ll. 130-131. As it stands, if the text is not corrupt, €mol«tetpov 7’, not 
€roixrepovt must be read, and the meaning must be: ‘Pity me and the 
dear Orestes,—as to how we shall rule the house,’ i, e. ‘Pity and help 
us to tule.’ [Dat. common in Hom, with évdcow,] But the construc- 
tion is very abrupt and unnatural, and there is most probably cor- 
ruption. There are three main lines of suggestion ;— 

(1) If we read émo:xrefpovr’ with MSS., then the run of the line sug- 
gests, ‘I call on my father to pity me and Orestes and to do something, 
i.e. an infinitive is wanted and something is lost. So Hermann. 

(2) dvakopev, ‘we shall bring back,’ Klaus., Dind., Pal., H., is to be re- 
jected because (a) Elektra would have no hand in it, (4) it would be 
Katafopev, (c) it would probably be és déuous. 

(3) Pal. suggests, but does not adopt, ws dvafwper, ‘that we may 
tule;’ Schneidewin, pas 7’ dvaoy év Sdpos. The latter is very in- 

genious, but hardly to be accepted. 
In default of anything satisfactory it is best to keep the text as it 

stands and construe as aboye, provisionally. The displacement of the 
Te is common in all Greek. 

1.132. tmempapevot, ‘sold’ (Casaubon’s necessary correction of the 
meaningless mempayyévor), an expressive and contemptuous metaphor, 
‘she has got rid of us and imported Aegisthos.’ [The comm. quote 
éfnumdAnua KakTepdpticpa Antig. 1036; but there Kreon is really 
complaining of having been betrayed for money by Teiresias.] 

1, 133. mpds, one of the common poetic variations of ind, ‘ by ;” so amo 
and é« and even mapa are used. So again mpdés twos Avkiwy 3.46. 

1.135. dvtiSovAos, lit. ‘in place of a slave,’ i.e. ‘no better than a 
slave.’ Aesch. is fond of these rather strange compounds, where the 
proposition avri governs, not a word outside as usual, but (so to speak) 
the substantive with which it is compounded. So dyrimas Eum. 38, 

dytixevtpov ib. 131, avtipepvov Ag. 406, dvrqvwp ib. 443. 
ék xpnpdatov with pevyor, ‘ banished from his wealth, 

1. 137. mévovor, ‘labours,’ i.e. produce of his labour; the kingdom 
and the wealth. So mAovrou mévos Pers. 751, otros Gras mévos (‘this is 
all they get’) Theocr. 21. 14, eaAdv ef te rovady Pindar O. 6. 17. 

[péeya must be read for pera; the same mistake in Ag. 1270.] 
1, 140. oadppov is the quality opposed to all excess or indulgence; 

here accordingly she is thinking of Klytaemnestra’s adultery, and means 
‘ purer.’ 

1. 143. A€yw, ‘I ask.’ So «for is used regularly for ‘they bade.’ 
1. 144. MSS. have 6ixnv, ‘in retribution,’ a kind of acc. in apposition 

to the act. This is possible in itself, but dé«yv, standing alone without 
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adj. or defining gen., is harsh and unlikely. I therefore take Scaliger’s 
Sicy. 

[As both the MSS have glosses suggesting the unmetrical av7iKaTak- 
Tavety in place « of adyriuxatOavety, Scaliger also adopts this, correcting it 
to avtiucakraveiy, a syncopated form. This is tempting, as it avoids the 
change of subject ; and Aeschylus does use syncopated forms, see 34. 
But where, as here, corruption is possible both ways, either of glosses 
or of MSS., it is better to follow the MSS.] 

1]. 145-146. These lines are suspicions, as (1) there is very little in 
them, (2) dpa in tragedy always means ‘curse;’ but if they are not 
spurious, we must at least read kahfjs for xaxjs in 145. Kady would 
then almost justify the special use of dpa, especially as dpaopa in Ep. 
and Trag. is often ‘to pray for good things.’ 

Still on the whole the lines are probably not genuine. 
1.150. Kwkutots érav0ifew, ‘crown them with flowers of lamenta- 

tion,’ the acc. after the verb being either the ‘libations’ or the « prayers,’ 
as it spoils the run of the lines to take maava after émav@iCev, and is 
further not such good sense. ; 

Observe the rare absence of caesura, which causes some editors to 

suspect also these lines; but the sense is good and the diction 
Aeschylean. We have the same rhythm 493. 

1.151. mratdv is properly a joy// hymn, here and Ag.645 used of lament, 
by a kind of poetic freedom or audacity. So Eur. Tro. 126, where, how- 
ever, oruyvos justifies the use, as also €x@pds nady “Aida Theb. 868. 

Elektra pours out the libations, while the Chorus sing thetr short 
song. In doing so, she finds the lock of hair that Orestes has laid on 

the tomb. 

ll. 152-163, short Choric song. ‘Shed the tear for the king; hear 
me, my lord! O let the Preserver come!’ 

1,152. d\dépevov dAopev, ‘fallen for our fallen lord’ A poetical 
conceit, but imaginative and not without pathos. 

ll. 154-156. Another difficult piece, very variously explained, and too 
arbitrarily emended. Herm., for example, completely changes 154 (read- 
ing mpos Eppa yas Tdb€ Kebvdv" kaxG@y 5). and alters 7’ év xepoty 160, to TE 

xepi, merely to get strophe and antistrophe in the song. The piece is 
mainly dochmiac ; but it cannot be made metrically complete without 
rewriting. It seems better, with Con., to make what sense we can with 
the minimum of alteration: reading dyos (certain correction for aA-yos of 
the MSS., as it is found in the Schol.), we get:—[‘let fall the tear. . .] 
on this barrier against good and ill, to avert the cursed pollution, now 
that the Thagere are poured out.’ 

The Schol., except dyos, has the same reading as MSS. 
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The ‘barrier of good and ill’ is a fine imaginative phrase for the 
tomb: the earthen mound seeming, in spite of all belief, to be a sense- 
less bar to love and hate alike. 

The gen. after €pupa may be supported by épuya merod Call. Fr. 
142, €puua todepias xepos Med, 1322. 

amétpoTrov ayos, ‘ averting pollution,’ construction as in 23. amér- 
AN _ potrov agrees with daxpv. 

~._ The Chorus might mean (as Con: takes it) ‘to avert the Aollution of 
the libations, the offerings of the murderess being in themselves horrible. 
But it is unlikely that the Chorus, who describe themselves as ‘mastering 
the bitter hate of their heart’ (81), would be so much more violent 
than Elektra herself, who has been content to pray for vengeance, and 
has abstained from all denunciations of her mother; and, moreover, this 

lament is formal, and has been asked for by Elektra as part of the cere- 
mony (vdpos) ; so that it would be out of place to call the libations just 
poured ‘a cursed pollution.’ 

I take dyos, therefore, more ore naturally as referring to the dream, and 
Xoav, gen. abs. 

[It is perhaps, however, possible that there is a double entendre, the 

simpler meaning to reach the ear, the bitterer one the hearts of the 

audience. Such double meanings are part of the irony of tragedy; see 

Ag. 67, 69 ] 
1,157. pot, dat. unusual after eAvew, but not unnatural: ‘hear my 

prayer :’ the pronoun has the same relation to the verb in ed 6€ of éxAvev 

apys Od. 4. 767, though ‘ prayer’ is here unexpressed. 
1.158. céBas, voc., ‘august _king,’ as Eur. I. A. 633 @ oéBas épot 

péeylorov “Ayapépvey ava€. 
1.159. tis, i.e. ‘who [will be found ?],’ equivalent to a wish: the 

sense goes on :—whether human champion (av7jp) or god of war (“Apys), 

with bow or sword. 
1.161. év py, ‘in the fray.’ So we say ‘ in action.’ 
1.163. ‘And thrusting in close combat his sword right to the hilt.’ 

avTékwma used, according to Aeschylus’ custom, for aitq 7TH Kwrn, 
like airéroxos Ag. 137, av7éxOovos ib. 536, avtémpepvos Kum. got. The 
phrase is not a mere turgid expression for ‘ hilted’ (Pal.): it describes 
the closeness of the conflict. 

Elektra here comes forward excitedly, 

ll. 164-305. SCENE I, Pavt2z. Elektra hasseen the lock, and asks the 
Chorus, the Chorus suggest it is Orestes’. She hesitates, excited between 
hope and misgivings. Orestes and Pylades appear just as she has found 
and identified his footstep. She still hesitates to recognise him, but is 
convinced by his showing her a piece of embroidery she had made for 

‘= 
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him when a child. Orestes, after an impassioned prayer to Zeus, reveals 
the oracle which threatened plagues to those who failed to avenge a 
father’s death: and concludes with a resolve to obey. 

1.167. Her manner makes the Chorus see there is something strange 
which has happened. 

1.168. tap@, ‘on the tomb.’ Epic use of local dat. as 87. 
Elektra here produces the lock of hair. 
1.171. ‘ Howshall I hear it?’ is only a more gentle way of suggesting 

‘let me hear it.’ Greek is full of such delicacies, 
1.172. For the optative see Appendix I. 

mAwv €p00 of the MSS. has been changed by Dobree and Dindorf into 
mAny évds: but this spoils the sense, as it declares at once that Elektra 

identifies the lock as Orestes ;’ the very thing she is avoiding, and waiting 
for the Chorus to suggest. 

vv must be the ‘lock,’ not Agamemnon, as Linw. and Con. take it; 
for (1) there is no example of «eipeodai Tiva, ‘to cut hair off 7 mourning 

for a person :’ (2) there is no mention of Agamemnon for ww to refer 
to: (3) Kelpec@a Kduny is the regular constr. both in Homer (Od. 4. 198, 
24. 46) and Trag. (Eur. Tro. 1183. Phoen. 326). 

This instantaneous conviction of Elektra that it is Orestes, checked by 
the desire to lead the Chorus to mention his name first, is what has 

made this short dialogue at first sight obscure, though in reality it 
is highly dramatic. The drift of it is as follows :— 

£/. ‘J have found a lock here.’ 
Cho. ‘What man’s, or maiden’s, hair ?’ 

El. (impulsively]. ‘That is easy to guess.’ 170 
Cho. ‘Then tell me.’ 
El, [becoming reticent]. ‘There is no one to offer a lock but me: (so 

who can it be?)’ 

Cho. ‘True; for his family hate him.’ 
El. ‘Look, the hair is like!’ 
Cho, ‘Like whose?’ 
El. ‘Mine!’ 
Cho. * Could it be Orestes’ ?’ 
1.173. mpoo‘fjke, ‘it belonged,’ as his kin, i.e. Aegisthos and Klytaem- 

nestra, 

1.174. kat pyy, ‘behold!’ as often. 
6pomrepos by a natural metaphor for hair. Aeschylus is fond of 

the metaphor of‘ wings: so épémrepo vaes Pers. 559, mévov ravrov 
mTepov Supp. 328. 

1.176. avrotow jpiv, masc., according to the well-known idiom when 
a woman speaks of herself in the plural. 
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Observe fptv (by abridged comparison) for #uerépats : a common idiom 
in Greek, e.g. Képar Kapitecow Spo: so Ag. 894 mAciw (Kaka) Tov 
éuvevdovtos xpévov: and below, 230, ovppetpoy TO o@ Kapa. 

1.177. MSS. and most edd, read pay 7 ; ‘can it be ? which is possible. 
But Paley seems right in saying that pay jv; ‘was it?’ is much more 
natural Greek. And M. has 7 without iota subscript. 

1.178. eiSopat, ‘to be like,’ is Homeric, II. 3. 280, etc. 
1.179. Kat ws; ‘and how?’ is (like the English) incredulous: so e.g. 

Ag. 280, Soph. O. C. 73, 606, 1173, etc. 

1.180. MSS. read tratpés, which Turn. (followed by H., Bothe, Schiitz, 
D.) changed to marpi, which might have been miswritten into the genitive 
from the influence of xapw. But just as we have Ag. 1387 Swrjpos 

evxTaiav xapiv, ‘a votive gift to’ (lit. ‘of,’ ‘belonging to’ the saviour), 

it is better to keep matpds here in the same sense and structure. 
€mepe in this line emphatic : ‘he has but sez¢ a mourning lock for 

his sire.” 7 
1.183. kapStas may be, of course, gen. with kAvSaviov xoAfjs, ‘a wrath- 

billow of the heart ;’ but it is more likely the Epic gen. of place used to 
indicate the vegzon rather than the sfof, as Il 9. 219 i(ev toixov Tod 
éréporo, Od. 1.23 of pev Svcopévou “Tmepiovos, of & dvidvros, 12. 27 7 
GOs 7) ém yjs: and the common xoviovres mediow, So Ag. 1056 éotnkev 
éotias, Cho. 389 ppevds morara. 

1.185. Why should the ‘drops unchecked of the tempestuous flood ’ 
(as she calls her violent burst of tears) be Stor, ‘thirsty?’ The comm. 

give every conceivable answer: ‘draining dry’ (Wordsworth and Pal.): 
‘thirsty’ for Orestes (H.): ‘making thirsty,’ ‘ salt’ (Kiausen, Peile): read 
diwpioy (Schiitz): Swiw (Pauw): S&yia (Blom., Both.): ‘longed for,’ 
“long untasted.’ (Schol.). 
We cannot alter the reading ; and the most likely suggestion is one of 

the Scholiast’s, ‘long dry.’ Strictly, of course, the drops could not ever be 
said to be dry; but such transferences are common in all poetry, and 
Greek particularly, and above all in Aeschylus. 

1,187. €Amtow used very much like the English ‘expect’ (colloquial), 
meaning ‘expect to find.” There is clearly not any idea of hope. 

1,188. Notice the quaint artificial phrase SeoméLlerv poBys, ‘is lord of 
this leafage,’ i.e. ‘owns this lock.’ 

1, 189. adAA’ ode pHy, ‘ but neither indeed ;’ used in adding an em- 
phatic negative to a previous statement. Thus Theb. 89, ‘they are 
dead... and indeed not doubtfully slain, 008 dppirextas yyy KaTeom0by- 
pevor: Eum. 471,‘this matter is too great... 20r indeed is it lawful for me, 
ovde pry éuol Gems, viv is again ‘the hair,’ as 172. 

1. 190, ovSapas érrdvupov, i. e. ‘nowise like a mother.’ 
1. 192. ‘How confidently to affirm .,. —[I know not]:’ the principal 
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verb is omitted, or perhaps given by a pause and a gesture, as might be 
done easily on the stage. Such interruption of sentences is called dmoow- 
mots, Cf. Ag. 498, 567, 1109. 

1.193. &yAdiopa, ‘adornment,’ a quaint pretty word for the lock, 
which Soph. adopts El. 903 of the same thing. 

1.194. oatvopat, ‘I am flattered: the word is used Ag. 726 of a lion- 
cub, 798 of a false friend. 

Observe that by the use of i720, Hope is practically personified: else ~ 
€ATidu. 

1. 195. evdpov’, ‘kindly,’ ‘gracious’ (the regular meaning of this 
common word in Aesch.), a beautiful word for ‘human,’ Auratus’ 

éuppov’, which H. adopts, is far less poetic, and indeed hardly appropriate. 

1.196. 6mws py “Kivucodpyy, the regular final use of the indic.: the 
Greeks say ‘in order that I did, tee we say ‘in order that I might 

have done.’ See Appendix III. ke 
1.197. ‘But that it might plainly(have told) me to tast away the lock 
. or ifakin have shared my grief.’ It is surprising that any one can 

fave found difficulty in this beautiful and touching passage. She con- 
ceives the lock, become human, either telling her to cast away the hair, 

if a foe’s, or sympathising with her grief. 
I take Paley’s excellent correction, ‘cadqvet, impf. of capyvew, for MSS. 

cagnvy. The verb is not known (which would account for the corrup- 

tion), but d&:acapynvéw is found; also d:acapéw: and the formation from 
capnvys is just like evoeBetv, evrvxeiy, dvaTvxelv. 

[Wellaner’s ed cad’ jv 7, which Peile adopts, and Schiitz’ 7 oa’ jv pot, 

adopted by Dind., involve the impossible Greek aq’ jv for ‘it was clear.’ 
Moreover Paley’s correction has this advantage over all the others, that 
it keeps the same subject. | 

1, 200. dyaApa and tipyy, acc. in apposition to the ac/zom, a common 
construction, e.g. Ag. 225 €rAa Ourip yevéoOar . . . ToAELwY Apwyday. 

ll. 201-4. Herm. transfers these to the Chorus; but neither the plural 
kadovpeOa nor the change of tone-—from sadness to pious cheerfulness— 

is at all unnatural in Elektra: indeed Elektra’s sadness is half dramatic, 

as she is really certain it is Orestes who has come and placed the lock 
there. 

[Paley half approves of transferring to the Chorus, urging that «at phy, 

205, ought to be the beginning of a new speech. But xal pny comes 
where it is wanted, i. e. where a new point occurs to the speaker; and 
it is in the middle of speeches Prom. 459, Pers. 406, Ag. 1188.] 

1. 202. otovor depends on eiSétas. The gods’ knowledge of their woe 
is a ground for asking help. 

l. 203. xp, ‘we are to,’ i.e. ‘if it is our destiny.’ 

1. 204. yévout’ Gv orréppatos, ‘might grow from a seed,’ gen. of origin, 
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like pntpds répuxa. Metaphorical, of course, for great prosperity from a 
small beginning. 

ll. 205-210. This recognition by the footmarks has been attacked as 

unworthy of Aeschylus, and consequently suspected as spurious, by Schiitz. 
The question of its absurdity is one thing, that of its genuineness a wholly 
different one; and the fact that it is genuine is placed beyond doubt by 
the singular and well-known attack on the whole scene by Euripides in 
the Elektra 515-545. 

There an old slave finds the hair and bids her compare it with her 
own. She replies, ‘ How can the hair be like?’ The one @ man’s, trained 
in the wrestling schools, the other effeminate with combing.’ The slave 
then bids her measure her foot in his footstep; and she replies, ‘ How 

can there be a footprint in the rocky ground? and if there is, a man’s 

foot is larger than a woman’s.’ Finally, the slave asks if Orestes has not 

some robe woven by her: she replies, ‘I was too young to weave; and 
if I had not been, he would have outgrown his baby-clothes.’ 

This attack, which, follows Aeschylus point by point, proves the 
genuineness of the whole passage. 

As to its absurdity, the resemblance of hair is a perfectly legitimate 
and natural point in the tale; while Euripides’ remark about the 

palaestra is a laughable anachronism. ‘The resemblance of the foot- 
marks is certainly not reasonable; but the improbability is not a point 
for surprise in a poet to whom certainly no one would attribute realistic 
detail. Possibly too the three signs may have been regular points in the 
story as told in Aeschylus’ day. The broidered robe Euripides himself, 
with strange inconsistency, uses as the main and conclusive sign of 
identity in the Iphigeneia in Tauris, line 812 sqq. 

1, 206. toSav with oriBor. Gporot, ‘like his ;’ else the rest of the 
line is a somewhat flat repetition. 

1.207. kat yap, ‘for:’ what does this ‘for’ mean? ask the critics.| 
Perhaps with Con. we may suppose the thought to be, ‘ Yes, they are| 
like, for there are others here not like, probably a companion's:’ i.e. the 
difference of these others shows the likeness of these. Or perhaps more 
simply, ‘Yes, it is he, for here are his companion’s footsteps,’ i.e. he is 
likely to have come with a companion. 

Flere she puts her foot into Orestes footprints. 
1. 209. The suddenness of this line (no particle) may perhaps be due 

to her rapid action. The abruptness of the whole passage, which has 
partly given rise to the suspicions of it, is really dramatic. tévovres are 
clearly the ball of the foot, so called because above the sinews are the 
prominent feature. 

Orestes appears from his hiding-place, accompanied by Pylades. 

1, 212, ‘Pray that henceforth thou mayest offer the gods prayers as 

i 

' 

J 
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well fulfilled (as this), and prosperously obtain thy wish,’ a formal and 
rather overloaded way of saying, ‘Pray henceforth to be as successful in 
prayer as now.’ 

The meaning is certain, from the answer in the next line. 
1, 214. é€met continues the line before, ‘Since I now win from the 

gods—what?’ In English we should say, ‘Why, what dol.... yap 
is used in an exactly similar way. 

€kati, not in its usual Attic sense ‘for the sake of,’ or ‘as far 

as concerns,’ either being out of place here; but in its Homeric and 
original sense ‘by will of, like Avs éxnm, ‘Eppeiao exnm, etc. Se 
below 436. 

1. 216. ‘Whom dost thou know I was invoking?’ When Orestes is 
before her, she can scarcely believe it is he. 

Notice the two constructions of ovvoida, one following ody, the other 

the common construction of of6a. 
1, 217. €kmayAoupevyy, ‘sore troubled for ;? the word implies violent 

emotion, like the old English ‘astonied.’ 
1,218. mpos tt; ‘in what?’ lit. ‘as regards what?’ 

Observe kat in the incredulous or impatient question, as 179. 
1. 219. 68° eipt, ‘I am here;’ he has no need to say who he is. 
1, 220. &AX’ 4, of surprise, see below, 774. 
1, 221. atrot for éuavrov; so O.C. 965, O. T. 138, Phaedo 91 C; 

and in the plural Eur, Bacch. 723, Heracl. 143, Thuc. 1. 82 7a abt7av 
éxtropt(wpeba, See lit. 

1,222. év kakotov. . . yeAdv, for the ordinary éyyeAav; the Greeks 
said ‘laugh in,’ where we say ‘laugh at.’ So Soph, Ant. 551 ei yeAwr’ 
év got YeAw. 

1, 224. MSS. have 7a8’ éyw oe mpotvvérw; which will not scan. 
Moreover mpotvvérw means ‘to proclaim,’ ‘to announce’ (Eum. 98, 852); 
the very last thing Elektra would do if she was assured it was Orestes. 
The word is clearly mpocewvérrw, ‘ to address.’ The simplest alteration is 
that of Arnald and Wellauer, 7a5e o° éya mpocevvénw; ‘am I to address 
you so?’ but 7dade is unusual, and the metre too, and I believe o && 
éyw mpocevvérw may have been the original reading, CQA becoming 
TAA. [Weil's 7a5€ Aéyw ce mpovvvérey is ingenious and possible. | 

1, 225. attov €pé go together, ‘Then when thou seest my very self 
thou doubtest.’ 

ll. 226-230. The MSS. have these lines in wrong* order, placing 
ixvookototca .. . €pots next before cautijs...kdpa. It is clear that 
fuppérpov TS o@ xepa must refer to the hair, and I have therefore fol- 
lowed H., Dind. and most edd. in the necessary rearrangement. See 230. 

[Using the numbers of the text, we will give the MSS. order, which is 
as follows: 226, 228, 227, 230, 229, 231. ‘Those who keep this order 

wht te eee ee i) er 
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svete 

(Klaus., Peile., Con.), are obliged to translate fuyperpov 7G _o@ Kapa, ‘ re- 
sembling thee in his proportions,’ ‘of your height or stature,’ a new and 
irrelevant improbability, and «dpa a most unhappy and confusing * 
word] 

1.229. Most edd. read ropf, ‘ the cutting,’ i.e. the place whence it 

was cut: ‘lay now this ringlet whence ’twas shorn,’ J/o7vs. But the fact 
that the hair had been cut from the head of the man before her would 
not prove he was Orestes; hence I follow Hartung in reading képy: © 

‘put the ringlet to thy locks’ and compare. This was the point all 
through ; and so Eurip, El. 512 oxépar 6& xairny mpootidetca of Képn. 

1. 230. The MSS. (and Scholiasts’) reading Euppérpov 76 o@ xKapa, 
‘like to thine head,’ would naturally refer to rprxés as far as sense goes,~o4 afaZF 
but the intervening ddeApod makes it a little awkward. I have there- 
fore taken Schiitz’s EUppetpov, agreeing with Boorpuxoy. The near aded- 
gov would easily corrupt ¢vpuperpor into the genitive. 

Note the abridged comparison, ‘ head’ for ‘hair of head ;’ see 176, 
Evppetpos is objected to as an unfit word, when the likeness is of 

colour, not size; it is mo doubt used rather loosely. We have other uses 
similarly loose in ¢vpperpov émos, ‘a fitting word,’ Eum. 531, é¥uperpor 
movo, ‘moderate labours,’ Isocr. 4C. Besides, the resemblance of hair 

might be in shape of curl, manner of growth, etc.; and this would suit 

Opomtepos, mpoceidera above. 

1, 231. Orestes shows her his embroidered mantle. 
1. 232. MSS. read eis 5& 0. yp., plainly wrong‘as it stands. Either 

suppose a line lost (H., Well., Pal.) or better read 48€ (Turn., Dind.) 
onan, ‘batten,’ a flat piece of wood to drive the threads close in 

weaving. 
O@npetov ypadyv. It was common to embroider beasts on cloth or 

tapestry. Odysseus had a cloak with a dog hunting a fawn worked on 
it, Od. 19.27. Herodotus mentions a cuirass (3. 47) of flax, ‘with beasts 

woven in.’ In Eur. I. T. 812 Iphigeneia has worked a picture of Atreus 
and Thyestes quarrelling about the golden ram, etc. 

Elektra here spreads her arms and embraces him in a transport of 

19. 
agagiat. evdov, 1. oeauris, ‘refrain thyself ;’ the opposite idea we have 

in the word écaraais, and our phrase ‘beside oneself.’ Also in éemAjoow, 
as here. a pere 

1. 234. ptAtdrous, bitterly, ‘our dearest’ as they ought to be by 
blood, 

1. 236. He was looked for with tears; he was the only hope of the 
house, both as the one son of Agamemnon and as its deliverer and 
avenger ; and all this is given in this powerful and splendid line in four 
words, ‘Thou long-wept hope, heir and deliverer,’ 
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1. 238. tésoapas potpas, ‘fourfold love,’ A/ors., lit. ‘four parts or 
shares’ of love. He is (as Schiitz suggests) clearly adapting most 
happily the idea of Andromache’s touching appeal to Hektor in 
Iliad 6. 429 :— 

“Extop, atap ov pot eco. marip Kal méTvLa pnp, 
He Kactyvntos, ov 5é por Oadepos Tapaxoirns. 

{Herm.’s change of the beautiful @ tepmvdv Oupa, ‘O face beloved,’ to 
évoya, does not seem an improvement. dpa is natural enough, Ag. 977, 

Alc. 733-] 
1. 240. warépa te, ‘both father’ and mother, she was going to say; 

but the idea is developed; ‘My love for mother falls to thee.’ 
1, 242. There is no second sister Chrysothemis, as in Sophokles’ 

Elektra. Iphigeneia dead, Elektra is alone. : 
1, 244. pévov, ‘only,’ is much less abrupt and harsh than pévos: xpatos 

ze of the MSS. especially as M. has a colon after céBas pépwr. 
1. 245. Lalso read wor for pos (with Stanl., Schiitz, H., Pal.); it is far 

more likely Elektra would pray for her brother than herself, especially 
as she prays for Might and Justice, i.e. the successful murder of Kly- 
taemnestra. 

1. 247. yévvav etvev, ‘the orphan brood,’ splendid and certain emenda- 
tions of Turnebe for the corrupt yévvarv of the MSS. 

The ‘eagle’ is rightly taken as a reference to the sign of the ‘two 
eagles and the hare’ (Agamemnon and Menelaos destroying Troy) 
given in the first chorus of the Agamemnon. 

1. 249. ext8vys. So Kassandra calls Klytaemnestra (Ag. 1232) ‘an 
evil beast, a basilisk, a Scylla,’ etc. 

l. 250. ‘ For they are not full grown, to bring to the nest the father’s 
spoil,’ i.e. such as he bore. 

The MSS. év7eA7s has been corrupted from évteXets to suit the other 
corruption @jpa matpwa. [The Schol. has ot# €or yévva évreAns, WOTE, 
showing that he too had the corrupt évreAjs before him. } 

1. 254. Gow, for Elektra was as lonely and miserable as an exile; so 
she herself says 133 mempapeévor.. . aAwpeba, 

ll. 255-257. Observe the natural primitive superstition of an appeal 
to the self-interest of the divine being to save the pious offspring of a 
wealthy house. Somewhat comparable, though less grossly material, is 
the spirit of the cry, ‘The dead praise not thee, O Lord, neither all they 
that go down into silence.’ 

ll. 258-261. The accumulation of images is characteristic; but the 
thought is the same in all; ‘if you let us perish, you will lose our 
service.’ 

1. 262. Kopifw, in its original Epic use, ‘tend,’ ‘take care of;’ Kémuoce 
5€ Mnvedorea Od, 18. 322, evducews ExduuCe ib. 17, 113. 
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1, 265. Stws (pH) with the future in Attic is regularly used with 
fearing verbs, and verbs of precaution (Spa, napackeva(w, émped od par, 
etc.). It is, however, occasionally, as here, employed in the strictly final 
use (which is closely connected with the other two; as is obvious 

when we consider that originally émws c. fut. means ‘ how he shall,’ 
émws c. subj. ‘how he may:’ and when we compare the English use of 
zn order that not, lest, for fear lest). 

Instances are dmws pip vdé Eotar Andoc. Myst. 1. 6. 38, dmws Bacand 
Ar. Ran. 1120, émes gaynoe Vesp. 528, dmws Oowacdpecba Eur. 

El. 836. 
Here the sentence being final naturally reverts to the subjunctive. 
1. 266. yA@oons xaptv, an expressive phrase, ‘for the sake of tale- 

telling,’ ‘for love of babbling.’ The phrase is something like the Latin 
animi causa in its form. 

1, 267. dmayyetAn mpés, common pregnant construction of verb of 
rest with prep. of motion, ‘go and tell the rulers.’ 

]. 268. ‘Dead _in the pitchy ooze of the funeral-fire;’ the graphic 
detail expresses well the hate which gloats over the vivid picture of 
their dead foe. The ‘pitch’ comes from the pine, regularly used in the 
funeral pyre. 

1. 270. mepGv, ‘to pass through,’ i.e. ‘to meet,’ ‘ to undergo.’ 
]. 271. ‘ Wintry woes in my hot heart;” the adjectives involve a com- 

mon Greek metaphor, and are, of course, intentionally antithetic. So 

Soph. Oepyiy éni yYvxpotor Kapdiav Exes. Note that the prep. to 
depends on the subst. dras, a rare licence in Greek. 

te bl A€yov, ‘bidding,’ as often. 
2 (pe seeted by loss that robs me of my own.’ doxpyparos, 

a tanec adjective, ‘removing wealth,” ‘robbing of wealth.’ 
1. 276. ‘(Else) with my own life he said I should pay for it,’ for 

leaving his commands undone, that is. i 

gides in its Epic use, applied to a mzan’s own body or soul; pidrov 
HTOp, pidros Oupds, Pida youvata. Pidrov armor, etc. 

ll. 278-296. The general sense of this fine but difficult passage is 
quite plain; it is the plagues and terrors that come on those who fail to 
avenge a murdered father. It is, however, as Con. has shown, clear 

from 291~296 (where the infinitives are all present and the negatives ov) 
that Apollo is issuing the oracle generally, of all people in Orestes’ 
position ; compare Tois TowovTos 291, 5é€xecPar ovTE ovAAVEW, which. if 
it were Orestes alone who was being debarred from human intercourse, 
would be pyre. It is a general statement, not a particular order. 

This explains the difficult Bporots 279. The duty (of avenging a 
father) is proclaimed by Apollo ‘to all mortals,’ and Bporots is governed, 
as it surely must be, by mpavcnwy ei ze, 

F 
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Again y@v_in the same line is certainly wrong. Indeed, whatever 
view we take of the passage, y@v is wrong. It is clearly wrong if the 
oracle is geveral, as we do not want then a specifying pronoun. But it 

is no less wrong if the oracle (as usually taken) is special; for then it 
would be por or €voi. Elektra has nothing to do with it; the order is 

given to Orestes; cf. mérerpr 273, adtdév pe 275, €f wr) TEéTOL0a 298,—all 
singular. 

Having cleared the ground we proceed to comment in detail. 
ll. 278, 279. Svodpovwv peiAvyyara, the MSS. reading, is variously 

taken, ‘woes such as to rejoice enemies,’ Schol., Klaus., Both.; ‘suf- 

ferings sent to appease the furies,’ Schiitz, Weil.; and various in- 
genious renderings contrasting ‘mortals’ who don't suffer with ‘us’ 
who w7//, Con., Peile., Pal., Dav. 

But all these are really forced and incredible. Aeschylus in the phrase 
is plainly speaking of ev/ things, and some direct expression, not a cir- 
cuitous enigma, is wanted. The best proposed is Lobeck’s, adopted by 
Herm., pyvipata, very near the MSS. 

In the next line, 299, I again adopt Herm.’s very ingenious and 
simple tas 8 aiv@v vécous: no mistake being commoner in MSS. than 
the confusion of « and a', and M. having here suggestively yay with 
no iota. 

aivGv, in its original sense ‘telling,’ as Ag. 99, 1482, Frag. 290, 
Soph. P] Phil. 1380. The meaning is then :— 

‘For he spake proclaiming to men the visitations of the wrathful 
powers below, and again of Plagues telling,’ ete. 

Observe 7a pév...prvipata, tds 5¢...vdcous, the article separ- 
ated from the subst., really an Epic usage, where the article is still 
demonstrative. Cf. 7a 5 énwyxero «qjda Geoto Il. 1. 383, and Ag. 1056 
Ta pev yap... €aTnkev 75n pda. 

1, 280. émapBariipas with Ae x‘jvas, ‘leprous ulcers mounting on the 
flesh,’ Jors., a splendid and bold expression. 

Notice the Epic syncope again -auBar- for -avaBat-.; cf. 34. So 
émayTéhAa 282. 

1, 282. Kopoas, prop. ‘temples,’ here ‘hair on the temples.’ Aesch. 
is speaking of premature old age due to disease, of physical decay ; not 
(as Schol.) of being aged by suffering. 

1. 284. After this line MSS. read ép@vta Aapmpoy ev oKdTw vwpavT 
éppuy, a line which will not construe here.” [Con. and Dobr. make it agree 
with Agamemnon, and read ¢wreiy in 283: ‘that he (Ag.) seeing clear 

1 E.g. 73 xepopvon, MSS. xapopvon: 172 Kelparto, MSS. Keipeto: 
86 yevéade, M. yevéo@ar: 306 poipa, M. poipe: 410 méemaATa, M. mena- 
AaTe: 474 Ep, M. aipety: 1008 aiat, MSS. éé. 
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in the dark summons the Furies;’ quite impossible without any mention 
of Ag.] 

Accordingly, Herm. transposes it to its right’ place after 287. No 
doubt it was misplaced to justify the yap of 285, by some one who did 

not see that the ‘visitations of the Furies’ ave these ‘madness and nightly 
terrors.’ 

1, 286. mpootpotraiwy, ‘suppliants for vengeance,’ here, as Ag. 1587. 
Elsewhere it means ‘ suppliants for purification,’ and is used of the guilty. 

év yevet, loosely constructed with mpootpomaiwy mentwxdTwy, * mur- 
dered men of the kindred,’ i.e. akin to those who ought to avenge. 
(It cannot be ‘murdered by a kinsman;’ for Klytaemnestra was no 
‘kindred’ to Agamemnon.) 

1. 288. 6p@vra agrees with the object, unexpressed, but clear from the 
context; the kinsman who is slow to avenge. 

‘Seeing clear, through moving his eye in the dark;’ a powerfully 
effective line, suggesting the terrors of the nightly vision. 

1. 289. kat SiaKxerOa;, the MSS. reading, is stronger and better than 
the common emendation diaxeTa, a reading which is very unlikely to 
have been altered to the infin. 

The infin. is consecutive or epexegetic, a common const., esp. in 
Aesch., e.g. ppovety pereyvw Ag. 221, mépmovot proyos Tayava . . . Kal 
mpav’ wmepBaddrew ib. 307, Tis W5e TaLdvos . . . EwerTa GAAaYa Adyou 

xapety ib. 479. 

The sense is ‘so that his tortured body is driven from the city. 
moAews, gen. of separation, without prep. either alone or in the 

verb; an Epic use. 
l. 292. etvat, impers., ‘it is not’ for them to show, i.e is not allowed. 

petacyxetv, ‘to share,’ ‘to have part,’ usually gen. of thing shared, 
dat. of person shared with; ‘part’ or ‘share’ usually not expressed ; 
here we have pepos expressed. So Ag. 507. 

tAoomévdou AtBos, ‘the draught that loves the offering,’ only a 
fanciful way of saying ‘the draught for offering.’ 

1, 294. avAAvew, prob. (as the Scholiast) ‘to lodge with.’ sxaradvw 
is often used in the sense of to ‘put up’ at a place; the notion being 
: unloosing’ your horses probably; so the full phrase Od. 4. 28 katadv- 
Topev immovs. ya PO 

{The other interpretations offered, ‘ “to embatk with’ (H.), ‘to help in 
expiating’ (Blomf.), are forced and inappropriate. | 

Observe one negative omitted : as Ag. 532 Ildpis ovre ovvredrjs mods, 
Phil. 771 €xdvra pyr’ axovta; and so Shakesp. Sonn. 141 ‘ But my five 
wits ov my five senses can dissuade, (ete: 

1. 296. Tapixevdévra, ‘dried ;’ being used properly of fish, meat, etc., 

it contains an expressive and bold metaphor. 

F 2 
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There is a certain grim effectiveness in using the word which pro- 
perly describes drying for preservation as a metaphor for the withering 
and shrivelling of destruction. In fact kax@s rapsxevdévra is a kind of 
oxymoron, it suggests ‘an ill embalming.’ 

1.297. This line is best read as a question, which dpa suggests: for 
though dpa may be used in poetry for dpa, and so is not necessarily 
interrogative, the absence of any particle in the next line makes it read 
more smoothly as an answer to a question. Otherwise yap is rather 
wanted. 

1. 301. mpés, adverbial, common from Homer down: ‘besides.’ [Our 
English word oo is exactly the same; it is differentiated from the prepo- 
sition fo.] This is more likely than to read with MSS. mpoomeé(e in 
one word. 

1. 302. TO py Twoditas... mwéXew. The 7é is particularly common 
with the consecutive infinitive: 70 phnor avOs pnd dvacriva péedew Ag. 

509, 70 pr BeBaiws BrAépapa ovpBadreiy ib. 15, TO pr madety modAwW 

ro, Leyte 

1. 303. ev8dE@ ppevi might go with the verb. ‘Should with their noble 

heart bow thus to two women:’ but probably Aeschylus meant ‘ who with 

noble spirit overthrew Troy,’ the use of dat. instr. with a subst. being 

justified because Gvactatfpas is equivalent to Tod’s dvacthoartas. 
1. 304. The ‘two women’ are Klytaemnestra and Aegisthos, as Schol. 

tells us: the latter is addressed as yivac Ag. 1625 (according to the 
most probable interpretation). 

1. 305. phy, ‘ his heart, Aegisthos’. 
Tax’ eicetat, ‘he shall learn,’ i.e. ‘ let him beware,’ a common and 

natural form of threat. So yvwoe taxa Ag.1549. Paley has a good 
list of instances, including Eur. Suppl. 580 yvwoe ov: again Heracl. 65 ; 
eicopat, ib. 269. 

The gen. sense is ‘if he is not a coward let us fight, and then he shall 
learn to his cost.’ 

ll. 306-478. THE Koppés, or choric lamentation answered from the 
stage. The general sense is as follows :— 

Anapaests (306-314). ‘Fates, accomplish; let blood be shed for blood, 
and the doer suffer.’ 

Strophe 1 (315-323). Orestes. ‘ Father, how can I send light to thy 
darkness? Yet lamentation is some boon perchance.’ 

Str. 2 (324-332). Cho. ‘The spirit of the dead yet lives: the guilty 
shall be known: a deep lament for the dead helps the vengeance.’ 

Ant. ¥ (333-339). £7. ‘ Hear us, father, exiles and suppliants: alas, 
woe is great!’ 

— 
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Str. 3 (340-344). Cho. ‘A lamentation may become a triumph-song.’ 
I Str. 4 (345-353). Ovrest. ‘Would thou hadst died before Troy: such 
¥ a death were a light sorrow.’ 
A Ant. 2 (354-361). Cho. ‘Yet he is great below, attendant on the 

gods of Hades: as he was king of kings on earth.’ 
¢ Ant. 4 (362-371). £7. < Nie before Troy: but the slayers should 
~ have been thus slain, far away.’ 
Wa Mesodos (372-379). Cho. ‘Vain is wishing: but the sound of the 

double lash is heard: the victory is the ehilteears 
& | Str. 5 (380-384). #7.‘ Zeus, send woe on the Sue: the end comes !’ 

Str. 6 (385-392). Cho. ‘Let me sing a triumph-song: why should 
Thide my resentment against the guilty ?’ 

Ant. 5 (393-399). Or. ‘When will Zeus bring down his hand? hear, 

earth and those below.’ . 
Ant. 3 (400-404). Cho. ‘One bloodshed brings another.’ 

7 (405-409). £7. ‘O powers below, see the relics of the 
Atreidae! how helpless and outcast !’ 

Ant. 6 (410-417). Cho, ‘My heart is now darkened, now lightened 
_- with hope.’ 

f Ant, (418-422). Ov. ‘What shall I say? my woes? Though she 
fawn, they are not soothed: my heart is implacable.’ 

Str. 8 (423-428). Cho. ‘I mourn in the fashion of the East.’ 
Str. 9 (429-433). £7.‘ Whata HE a king unattended, a husband 

unlamented !’ 
4 Str. 10 (434-438). Ov. ‘The dishonour she shall pay.’ 
Wy Ant. 10 (439-443). Cho. ‘ He was mangled : intolerable horror.’ 
le Ant. 8 (444-450). Zl. ‘And I was away, chained up like a savage 

dog: hearken, O father!’ 
Ant. 9 (451-455). Cho. ‘Let the tale sink through yourears. Come 

to the combat with inflexible wrath’ 
f) Stv. 11 (456-460). Or., £l., Cho. ‘ We pray thee, father.’ 

Ant. 11 (461-465). Ov. ‘The struggle will come.’ 7. ‘Gods, be 
just.’ Cho. ‘I tremble: fate waits, but will come.’ 

Str. 12 (466-470). Cho. ‘O bitter woe, and bloody stroke, and 
stanchless wound !’ 

Ant. 12 (471-475). Cho. ‘There is a cure to stanch it, to follow up 

the bloody feud to end.’ 
Anapaests (476-478). Cho, ‘Hearken, gods below, and send victory.’ 

1. 307. tedkevtav, ‘that it may end,’ i.e. ‘ ev azt that,’ the inf. (and acc.) 
of petition with the princ. verb omitted, a common constr. TeAevTdw is 
usually intr. in Aesch., Ag. 635, Cho. 528, Pers. 735, Suppl. 210, 297. 

1, 308. peraBatver, ‘is turning.’ At last Justice is coming over to their 
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side. The thought is perfectly natural, though not perhaps logically 
correct. Paley aptly quotes Ag. 778, where Justice is said ‘to leave 
guilty homes for the pious.’ 

1. 310. teAcioOw, we should say ‘let reviling be given for reviling :” it 
is the retribution that is accomplished, but the slight strain of phrase is 

effective. 
1. 311. mpaccovea, ‘exacting,’ a special sense, common in Aesch. So 

mpaxtwp Ag 111, pdvov mpafavra Eum, 624; and middle, dripwow 
mpacoopeva Ag. 700. 

The ‘loud cry of justice’ is the words ‘ reviling for reviling and blow 
for blow.’ 

1. 313. Spdoavre mafetv, ‘the doer shall suffer:’ he is quoting the 
proverb in the tersest and most epigrammatic form : hence the obscured 
construction. The full form would be [‘it remains,’ ov ‘it is due’ ov 
‘destined ’] for the doer to suffer:’ as we find Frag. 267 Spacavre yap Tot 
Kal Tabety dpeiAeTat. 

1, 314. T48e€ is the proverb just quoted. 
1. 315. The MSS. read aivérarep, ‘hapless father’ (like 6vopqrep Od. 

23. 97, both in the meaning and form of its termination, instead of the 
ordinary adjectival -tarwp, -ujrwp), but the word is dubious: and the 
Schol. devd raddv is strongly in favour of aivorralés, 2 

Il. 315-320. The best sense is got by taking réyxouw’ dv odpicas 
together. se 

*O hapless father, by what word or deed could 1 chance to waft to 
thee where thou liest a light to countervail thy darkness!’ So Peile and 
apparently Paley. 

(Others, as Con., Herm. take tvxoup’ ay with papevos and fétas, ‘ Should 
I be right in saying?’ too frigid a meaning for the impassioned lament. 
He is not thinking of the right word to say: he is beating against ‘ the 
barrier of good and ill:’ he wants to reach and help him, and cannot. ] 

1. 316. Notice ddyevos, Epic middle, very common in Homer. 
1. 319. Many editors read icdpopoy (« long, as in Epic), lit. ‘ sharing 

alike,’ i.e. ‘ to make thy darkness half light,’ ‘to balance or compensate 
darkness.’ dvttpoupov is however clearer. 

[The MSS. read icoripopov, which is half way between ioédpuopoy and 

avTipopov with H., Peile, Klaus., Weil. I prefer the latter, as the Schol. 

évaytiov points to avripo:por. | 
1. 320. Notice dpotws, ‘all the same,’ i. e. ‘none the less,’ in the sense 

of 6uws, whose derivation is similar. So Pers. 214 cobels & dpoiws 
Thode Kowpavel xOoves. 

1. 321. kékAnvtat agrees with the predicate ; common with verbs of 

being, becoming, being called. So Thuc. 4. 102 7d xwpiov bmep “Evvéa 
“Odoi éxadodtvro, Plat. Rep. 422 E éxaorn abt&v ides ict mapmodAa: 

’ 
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and in Latin the well-known line amantium trae amoris tntegratio est 
Ter. Andr. 3. 3. 73. 

Atreidae of old.’ 
KexAnvra is pathetic: ‘ wen say it is a boon, and we will give it: but 

it does not satisfy /ove which wants to reach and help him.’ 
1. 322. mpod@oSdépors, bold use of adj. He means ‘the former Atreidae 

of the house.’ 
1, 325. aupés, i.e. the funeral fire. 
1. 328. Gvadatverar & 6 BAdmTwv, ‘the guilty is brought to light.’ 

The Chorus generalise while encouraging: ‘ The dead are not powerless, 
his spirit lives: the children lament him, the murderer is exposed.’ 

They speak of the murderer being ‘ brought to light,’ but the term is 
hardly appropriate to this case, where the guilty are known: the ‘ ex- 
posure’ is here the vengeance. 

1. 330. These two lines, as they stand in the MSS., can only mean 
literally, ‘The righteous lament for fathers and parents, raised loud and 

high, tracks out [the guilty],’ taking 70 may (in its ordinary sense of 
‘utterly’) either with patevdec or with aupiAadys. And the best sense 
we can make of this is to regard it as an imaginative way of saying ;— 
The same faithful love which duly watls the dead shall duly avenge him. 

So that it really repeats the thought of the line before in another shape. 
But the last five words read very harshly in the Greek, and, with all 
allowance for Aeschylus’ enigmatic diction, there must be corruption. 

The Schol. has two notes here— 
(1) (yret 76 avTiTipwpetobar: ‘seeks out vengeance.’ 
(2) Gyms ob Hpepel h puxn CnTel yap wavTeA@s Tapaccopévn Tijv 

éxdixnow : ‘yet his soul is not at peace: for sore troubled it seeks ven- 
geance.” 

Both notes point to an older text with some acc. to parever, meaning 

‘vengeance :’ and this is doubtless concealed in the corrupt 76 nav. Herm. 
(Lachm., Klaus., Day.) read fomav, ‘the sinking scale’ of retribution: 

very obscure. Schiitz proposed raway, Bothe, still better, témow’, which 

I have adopted. 
The rest of Schol. (2) looks like a different text altogether: unless he 

had our reading and misunderstood it to mean ‘the cry of the fathers 
sore troubled,’ which perhaps is the source of his strange note. 

Mr. Verrall’s ingenious Taov ignores the scholion. 

1. 335. [It is better to take the obvious correction tot o” émtip Bros 
of the natural MSS. corruption rots émtupBidios : a correction which 
Hermann adopted and completed from Schiitz, but has now abandoned 

to make the antistrophe answer to the strophe in syllables. But ay &xaGev 
is metrically equal to roi o° ém-, and that is probably enough. | 
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1. 339. ov atptarctos dra; ‘Is not doom unconquerable?’ dzplaxros 
from tpid¢w (pets), ‘to throw thrice’ in the wrestling bout, the three 
throws being necessary for victory. The word and metaphor are 
favourites of Aesch. So tpiaxtipos tuxwy, ‘having found his con- 
queror, Ag. 171: Tav Tpi@y madtcparwy Eum. 589, dia tpi@v amdAAvpat 

Eur. Or. 434. 

1. 344. veoxpGra, lit. ‘new-mixed,’ i.e. ‘once more united.’ Several 
comm. say the metaphor is from the pledging-bowl of friendship or 
treaty, as Aesch. has veoxparas omovdds Frag. 325: and L.S. quote from 
Athenaeus (grammarian 3rd cent. A.D.) veoxpds \kpaTnp) as the name of 
a drink used at cementing friendships. 

But ‘to mix’ is such an obvious and common metaphor for friendship 
(Eur. Hipp. 257 gAlay dvaxipvacOa, Her. 4. 152 pidiae ouverpyOnoar, 
7. 151 piAiqv ovvekepasayro) that we need not suppose a reference, 

directly or consciously, to the customs of drinking or libation. 
kopicevev (ay carried on from 340), lit. ‘ bring,’ so ‘escort,’ ‘ wel- 

come.’ 

1. 346. pds, poetic for ‘ by,’ see above, 133. 
1. 348. dopidunros, ‘subdued by the spear,’ is Hermann’s probable 

correction: 7é€uvw is, however, used in the Iliad for ‘to wound,’ 13. 501, 

16. 761, so I have left the MSS. Sopitpytos. 
Il. 350-351. Taking Wellauer’s excellent 7 év for re, which restores 

the metre (v — — four times repeated), we construe, ‘and making thy 

children’s life glorious in the streets (of the city). é€mtotpemroyv, ‘that 
which turns men to look on it’ (or passive, ‘ which is turned towards’), 
and so ‘conspicuous,’ the Lat. spectandus ; a word Aesch. uses again in 
the same sense, Suppl. 997 émiorpenrov Bpotoits. 

[év xeAevOas might go with téxvwy, ‘in the paths of thy children,’ 
(Butl., Blomf., Pal.), but that leaves éwia7rpemrov more obscure, and is a 

needless repetition of ai@.] 
1. 353. S@pacw evpdpyrtov, ‘a burden easy for the house to bear,’ as 

being a noble death and not a horrible and ignominious one. 

1. 358. tupdvvwv. Pluto and Persephone, the rulers of Hades: so 
the Schol. rightly explains. 

1, 360. [The third pers. is better here, as H. has shown, having been 
altered to second by copyists who thought Orestes was still speaking. 
This is strongly confirmed by 7#vs of M. and js of G., showing traces of 
the old right reading.] 

poptpov... Baxtpov, ‘ of those who fulfil their appointed place with 
might of paca! and wield the sceptre that all obey’ (lit. ‘mortal-per- 

Seine ): a stately periphrasis for ‘kings,’ ‘the sense being, ‘On earth 
he was king of kings, and so below he is greatest.’ 

Observe the Epic licence of mmAdvtwy for Tav mrdAayTwy, common in 
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Aesch., e.g. mapaBdor Ag. 59, Tay aAdvTew Kat xpatnoayTwy ib. 324, 
tiovras ib. 706. Observe also the zeugma Adxos madavtwv and Baxrpor : 
the sceptre is put for the office, but rather harshly, with the participle 
‘fulfilling.’ No need to alter. 

1. 366. reOdpOar, i.e. dpedres. The omission is less harsh, as Elektra 
is continuing the wish of Orestes’ stanza, though modifying it. 

[reOap@ar is a necessary correction of Ahrens for ré8ayar, which with 
pn is not Greek: it is rendered certain by schol. which notes omission 
of dpewres. | 

1, 368. There is a gap u—in the metre here. Con. ingeniously sug- 

gests piAots, which fills the gap, explains the gloss rots éxeivwv in the Med., 
and gives a good sense to ovrw. ‘Sooner ought his murderers to have 
been slain thus by their friends (as Agam. was), so that one should hear 

afar of their deadly fate, knowing nought of these troubles.’ The last 
sentence is a weary wish that the retribution was not left for them. 

piAots is in Epic constr. with Epic word dapjva, e.g. Il. 22. 40 

TInAciom Say7. 
[The sentence is, however, harsh: mv is abrupt after marep vocative : 

and though schol. points to the reading and rendering given above, there 

is room for doubt. ] 
1. 370. twa tuvOdveoGar, the consecutive use of the acc. and inf. 
1, 373. The Hyperboreans were imagined by the early Greeks to be a 

people living in a mild and fertile region ‘beyond the north wind,’ very 
quiet, peaceful, virtuous, and happy. So timepBopéoy means ‘ blest.’ 

1. 374. Sdvacat yap, ‘for thou canst,’ i. e. as the Schol. explains, ‘ for 

it is easy to wish.’ 
1. 375. GAAGd... yap in its idiomatic and elliptical sense, ‘but (cease) 

for.’ 
pdapayva is ‘a scourge:’ the word occurs [Eur.] Rhes. 817. 

The general sense of what follows is taken variously. (1) The ‘ double 
scourge’ is by some (Schiitz, Peile, Bothe, Dind., and Schol.) thought 
to be the ‘double affliction’ of the two, brother and sister, viz. the 
death of Agam. (376) and the impiety of the (king and)queen. The 

Chorus are then dwelling on the gloomy side of things. (2) Others take 
the ‘scourge’ to be the appeal to the dead, lashing up the sluggard ven- 
geance as it were (Con., Da , Klaus.), or even more literally, ‘the heating 

of the breasts’ (Pal.). The Chorus are then encouraging, as before. 
The latter view is surely nearer the truth. But it is better to take the 

‘scourge’ in the more appropriate and natural sense of the coming ven- 
geance on the two guilty ones ; and the sense will then be— 

‘ But (cease) for the sound of this double scourge draws near: these 

have helpers already beneath the earth (and so more powerful) : the hands 
of the rulers, these loathly ones, are defiled : the victory is the children’s,’ 
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1. 379. p&ddov yeyevytat seems to mean ‘ the cause is more prosperous,’ 
‘things are better: but the Greek is very strange. The nearest usage is 
the idiom paddAoy wyeto@a for ‘to think better,’ ‘to prefer,’ found in 
Thucydides. 

But there is perhaps some corruption. 
[Those who take interp. (1) above suppose paAAov to be paAAov aruyepa 

or padXov Sovmos ixvetrar,] 

1. 381. dpméymwv, ‘thou who sendest up;’ general description, as 
Bporav shows. 

1. 383. tAqpove in its other sense, ‘bold,’ ‘* wicked: Soph. El. 275 78 

wide TAjpwv wore TS pudorop aiveort, ib. 435 ef pi) TANMovEoTaTy... 
€B\acre: both times of Klytaemnestra. 

1. 384. Instead of finishing as we expect, ‘send Doom upon the guilty 

mother,’ she breaks off, as it were with a sudden shrinking from the 

direct imprecation. and softens it into a prophecy—‘ but on her, mother 
though she be, yet vengeance draws nigh.’ 

Opes is used idiomatically and elliptically; the full thought would 
be kairrep Toxevow ovow bums Ted€CTAL. 

The Alural roxedar is probably euphemistic ; it generalises. 
[It also suits the Greek to take it quite differently, as a savage burst of 

triumphant vindictiveness : ‘ Yet to the parents the end is coming.’ But 
the other seems on the whole better.] 

1. 385. The MSS. zeveyévr’ dhoAvypov is unmetrical, and it can only 
mean ‘a triumph-song over the blazing pine wood ;’ but it is audacious 
even for Aesch to call this ‘a pine-wood triumph-cry.’ Those who take 
it so refer to the savage wish of the Chorus above 268, ‘ Whom one day 

may I see dead in the pitchy ooze of the funeral fire.’ _I read mukaevra, 
‘piercing,’ conjectured by Dind.: but the word is very doubtful. 

[Schol. has the obscure comment aavnyupixdv Aaumpov : perhaps he 
mcant ‘a brilliant eulogy’ and took weve. in a metaphorical sense. If so 

it is a good instance of the desperate interpretations sometimes adopted 

by these old scholars.] 

1. 389. €urras, ‘anyhow;’ ‘ whether I hide it or not, azzyhovww it is there.’ 
ll. 389-391. Taking Hermann’s oiov for cov, and kpadtas for Kapoias, 

we get the following sense: ‘Why should I hide what thought flits any- 
how within my soul; and before my heart's prow a bitter wrath blows, 
a fierce hate ?’ 

pevos is the vague local gen, See 183. 
The bold images ‘flitting,’ ‘the prow of heart,’ ‘the blast of bitter 

wrath,’ are quite Aeschylean. For the first, cf. Ag. 976 dea mpooratn- 

pov kapdias moradra:: for the third, Ag. 219 ppevos mvedv SucaeBH Tpo- 
raiav. Klaus. aptly compares Iliad 21. 381 dixa 5€ opi evi pect Ovpds 
anTo. 
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The repetitions ¢pevds, xpadias ; Ovpos, oTv-yos ; moTaTa., dnTaL; are 
not unlike the poet. 

I have taken the reading which makes best sense with least altera- 
tion ; but ofov is certainly harsh. 

1. 395. dpqrOadys (OadA-, ‘bloom,’ ‘ flourish’), means originally ‘rich,’ 
‘prosperous ;’ applied, Il. 22. 496, [? genuine] to the boy who has rich 
parents living, opp. to the poor orphan, Ar. Av. 1737 to “Epws. So in 
bitter i irony aupilary kaxots Ag. 1144. Here it means ‘ TEU 

1. 396. kdpava, ‘ their heads,’ the two guilty ones. 8aitfas, ‘striking.’ 
It is a mistake to suppose (with Weil) that the aor. part. is necessarily 
past ; it simply describes the act, the time being fixed by the sense and 
context ; e. g. Od. 5. 374 GAl KamTETE XELPE TETACCGS. 

1. 397. mora yévoro xX@pq, perhaps best taken ‘May Faith be re- 
stored to our land,’ i.e. a true bond of loyalty, eee of hatred, 

suspicion, tyranny, bloodshed. So Ag. 651 74 mord, ‘their loyal bond.’ 
1. 308. €&, ‘from,’ i.e. ‘after,’ ‘instead of,’ like rupAds éx Sedopxkoros, etc. 

Not ‘ Justice I demand from the wicked, as Schol,, wiied is siharaly so 
likely a use of é€; but ¢ Justice after Wickedness.’ ‘© 

1. 399. TG xOoviev te tysat, a certain and beautiful correction for the 
corrupt MSS. See crit. notes. ‘Earth and honoured powers below,’ 
twat abstr. for concr., like the Epic Bin ‘HpaxaAnein, etc. So Pers. 641 

Ta re kai ddA yOoviny ayepoves, ib 629 Ta Te Kal “Epph, Bacided 7° 
évépwy, and the same again below, 405, in Paley’s emendation. 

1. 400. ‘ Blood for blood,’ as before, 312. 
1. 401. xupévas, Epic passive (non-thematic) aorist, consisting of stem 

and -pevos, like POi-wevos, eTa-pevos, oU-pEvos, KTi-pevos, Ov7-pEVvos, Op- 
Hevos, etc. 

1. 402. Aovyés, properly ‘Pestilence,’ used twice by Aesch. for 
‘Slaughter,’ here and Supp. 679. 

‘Slaughter calls on the Fury, bringing for those slain of old, woe on 
woe.’ The sense and construction are simple, with the needful altera- 
tion Aovyos “Epiviy for Aovyov “Epis. [Klaus., Pal., Wellauer vainly 

try to keep the MSS. reading, involving various strained and clumsy 
constructions, of mapa ... arn. The Schol. had the same corruption 
and made drnyv subj., Aovyov obj., of émayoucay. Impossible.] 

1. 405. The MSS. give mot mot 57, veptépwv tupayvides ; which makes 
good sense, but is not metrical. and the Greek is rather unusual (see 

882). Itake Paley’s excellent emendation, mému 5a v.7.7.’,‘O earth 
and kingdoms of the powers below !’ exactly the same invocation as 
Orestes’, 399; and the right metre. 

mOmrou is exclamation like wazat ; 4 i is Doric for yas and moma 5a 

occurs Ag, 1072, 1076. 
1. 406, I take H.’s re?upévwv, replaced by, what is probably a gloss, 
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pOipevey in MSS., altered for metre’s sake in Med. to the hopeless word 
plemevav, [Perhaps Hartung’s tepapevwy is right] 

‘ Behold ye mighty curses of the slain!’ a fine line. 
1. 407. td Aownd, ‘the remnants,’ a fine tragic word for Orestes and 

Elektra. 
1. 408. Swpdrev dria, ‘outcast from their home.’ 
1. 411. kAvovgav by an irregularity (anacoluthon) for «Avodan. So 

Pers. g14 AéAuTa yap Endy yiwv pwn... éo.ddv7’, Soph. El. 479 treati 
pot Opacos KAvouGay, 

1. 414. mpos mos with KeAawotrar, xAvovca being added epexegeti- 
cally, ‘ My reins are darkened at the sound, while I hear.’ 

1], 415. The MSS. read :— 
or av & abr émadkes 
Opapéaréotacey axos 
mpos TO pavetobai po Karas. 

The general sense is plain : ‘ But when hope comes it removes my grief,’ 
In the MSS. @papéa is not a word at all, and mpds 76 payetoda not Greek, 
the future being inadmissible. The best correction by far is Paley’s :— 

étav 8 avr éw adxqs émapy we 
[€Amls] dwéctacey ayos 

Tpoc@aveisa por KAAWS. 

€MAPH for @PAP€ is an extremely small alteration. éAmis is due to 
Blomf., and »’ to Con. The other comm. either leave impossibilities or 
make larger alterations with less success’. ‘But when Hope again 

strengthens and uplifts me, it sweeps away my sorrow, dawning brightly 
upon me.’ 

1. 416. dméotyoev, gnomic aor. 
1. 418. tUXoupev av, ‘ should we be right;’ see 14. 
1. 419. Texopévev, ‘parents,’ i.e. ‘mother,’ like roxevor 384. The 

word is the Epic middle aor., common in form téxero in Homer. 
1. 420. The absence of pronouns makes this obscure, and it has been 

variously taken; but the sense surely must be: ‘Though she flatter, 

they (the griefs) are not soothed: for, like a savage wolf, our temper 
from our mother is implacable.’ 

[Others (Muller and Davies) take é« patpés as = parpés, ‘ her temper,’ 
and wapeort caivewv, ‘ we may flatter.’ But Orestes had no thought of 
conciliation; and é« warpés must be in its regular sense of descent; and 

thé point of the ‘ wolf’-simile is the sa¢?ve fierceness handed on from 
mother to son, like the young lion in Ag. 727 drédegev 790s 70 mpds 

1 H. rewrites both this and the strophe: KI. retains paveto@ar; reading 
o 6pa pqv: Schiitz, Bothe, read @paceta, sc. @! Dav. has o’ dpa pea: 

> » L : ” stgiglasa> t x ’ 
Well. has éwaAnés Opacéa: Weil has Gray & att’ éxahxés, sc, mos KAvw! 
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toxéwv. Weil again has é# parpés [‘ unsoothed] 4y our mother;’ and so 
the Schol. (who think it is Agamemnon she tries to soothe) ; but neither 

is natural. | 
1. 422. Here the Chorus beat their breasts and heads. 
1. 423. ‘I strike a Persian blow (upon my breast), and like a Kissian 

mourner.’ 
*“Apvov. Aria was a district of Persia (part of Khorassan and Af- 

ghanistan). So Arian means‘ Persian,’ the name being indeed a Persian 
word meaning ‘noble,’ and often forms part of Persian names (477o0- 
barzanes, Arz-mares, A7vz-aramnes, etc.). 

Kiootas. Kissia was a part of Susiana. 
So the captive women mean ‘I wail in Eastern fashion.’ 
Observe the past tenses éxopa, jv, of an action only just over. So 

' commonly in tragg. ipdyny, Setduny, hoOqv, émjveca. 
1. 425. ‘And my lifted hands you might see wandering to and fro, 

with clenched blows rained in quick succession, from above, from far 
above ..., the accumulated adjectives in true Aeschylean style; cf. Ag. 
154, 192, 222, etc. 

1. 430. Satats évy excopats, ‘in a foeman’s burial.’ 
1. 434. The MSS read 70. ray dziuws, which is supposed to mean, ‘’Tis 

all a tale of dishonour thou hast told;’ a strain of constiuction hardly ad- 
missible. Mr. A. W. Verrall (Journ. Phil. 9. 143) proposes ingeniously 
tapav aripov, ‘a felon’s burial.’ I have preferred tadds atipous, a 

simpler phrase (cf. dvas dripous 443); but the clue is the right one. 
1. 436. ‘ By favour of the gods,’ as 214.) 
1, 438. voodtoas, ‘when I have slain him.’ voogi(w, properly ‘to put 

away ;’ one of the numerous euphemisms (natural in all languages) for 
‘to kill.” So Eum. 211 #71 advipa vordpion. Cf. Theb. 983. 

1. 439. €pacxadioGy, ‘was mangled,’ (the second person of MSS. must 
be wrong.) The Scholiasts and old grammarians tell us of a strange 
superstitious practice, that when a man was treacherously murdered ths 
extremities were cut off and tied under the armpits and round his neck, 
and the sword wiped on his head, the superstition being that this acted 
as a charm or purification (!) against his just vengeance. But for the 

authorities (Phot., Suid., Etym. M., Schol.) one would have thought 

this was an explanation due to the word pacyadi{w (uacyaAn, ‘an armpit’) 
and Soph. Elekt. 447. 

1, 440. ‘And as she dealt with him so she buries him,’ i. e. insulting 
the dead. 

enpacce is a kind of grim euphemism for the aaa 
1.441. kricat, ‘to make;’ no doubt the original reading ; M. has 

been altered. See crit, note. 
1. 442. aidvi, ‘life,’ as often. 
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1. 444. Most edd. assign this to Elektra, to whom it surely belongs; 
H. to half the chorus. = 

‘I was far away, dishonoured, of no account...’ is a complaint 
pathetic in Elektra’s mouth, meaningless in that of the Chorus. 

1. 446. MSS. read puxov & apepxros, which some construe, ‘shut off 
from the room’ [where Ag. was slain], others (Shilleto, Con.), ‘shut off 2 

the inner part.’ The latter is clearly the sense, as Kexpuppevn and xuvds 
dixny show ; but then we must read pux@, for no Greek could say puxod 
apepkros in any sense but ‘shut off from the puxéds.’ (The instances 
Con. quotes for the gen. are irrelevant, naréxAnoay Maxedovias and 
epkéwy éyxexAevopevous : it is the dwé here which is conclusive.) moAv- 
o.vods is the right form, cf. dows. H. reads moAvatvov. 

1. 447. ‘I gave forth [tear]-drops more ready than laughter.’ Notice 
the strained and somewhat artificial phrase. ‘ More roa than laughter’ 
is a pathetic meiosis; the phrase touchingly suggests how far from 
laughter she was. 

1. 450. One foot is wanting here; some supply [catow] év peciv. 
But as it is addressed to her father, why not matrep at the end? That 

would be more easily lost. 
l. 451. ouvtetpatva, used of ‘boring so as to meet another cavity ;’ 

‘sink the tale through thine ears,’ i. e. let it sink. 

1. 452. yovX@... Baoe, ‘ with thy mind’s silent step.’ The bold and 
vivid images abruptly succeeding are very characteristic of the poet. 

1.454. MSS. read ra 8 airés épya pabety. (1) Some construe dpya 
subst. (Dav., Schol.), ‘the rest learn with wrath,’ pa@ey inf. for imper. 

This is very harsh. (2) Others (Schol., Klaus.) take épy@, verb. ‘ The 

rest he himself (Ag.) is eager to leam,’ i.e. ‘You have heard the 
sin; the rest (the vengeance) your father waits for. Not bad sense, 
but hardly suitable here, where Ag. is treated not as the helpless sufferer, 
but the powerful spirit whose aid is invoked 

Read therefore (3) with Scal., H. and most edd. épya imper., ‘The rest 

desire thyself to know ;’ a significant hint to be up and doing with his 
own hand; which gives a far better sense to av’tés. 

1. 455. kaye, ‘to come down’ to the conflict; so xataBnva 727. 
1. 457. kexAavpéva, ‘weeping,’ like the Homeric perfect (of the 

middle passive) de5expupevos. It occurs again deponent 731, passive 687. 
1. 458. ordots, ‘troop; see 114. 
1. 459. dkovcov . . . podav, the time of the participle being after the 

verb, as Hom. Od. 5. 374 aA kanmece yetpa wetacoas. The real fact is 

the aorist part. gives the act, but the ¢2me has to be inferred from the 

context. See 396. 
1. 460. EUv &€ yevod, Epic tmesis, common in trag. So Ag. 450 tm 

adyos pte, 944 bai Tis dpBvAas AVOL, 
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1. 461. ‘Justice with Justice,’ as though to see which is the stronger 
and truer justice; perhaps not without a sense that the death of Aga- 

memnon also a kind of Aixa, as it was blood for the blood of Iphigeneia. 
1, 462. Hermann’s dixas is very ingenious, as it supplies a reason for 

the omission in the MSS ;—AIKNC AIKAC being read as -AIKAC. The 
phrase then means ‘decide the plea of right: » Gia (plural) being the 
opposing claims, as Ag. 813 dikas Geol xAvovtes : and so the word dixas 
suits the last line admirably. 

1. 464. péver waAaL, ‘has long been waiting.’ 
A skilful touch: the Chorus, as sympathetic spectators, shudder at 

the deed of blood impending. The poet is extraordinarily powerful in 
making us feel the shadow of evil or misery cast before the event. 

1. 466. The two next stanzas I give with the majority of edd. (Schiitz, 
Blomf., Well., Dind., Day.) to the Chorus, as it is hardly likely either 

Orestes or Elektra would recur to lamentation after the prayer 

(456-460). 
At the same time Hermann’s idea (which Pal. adopts) that the first 

stanza is sung by half the Chorus, the second by the other half, both 
joining in the anapaests (476-478), is tempting and possibly right. 

1. 467. mapdpoveos, ‘harsh.’ mapa in the sense of ‘amiss,’ as in 
napappwy, Tapdonpos, Tapaxoros, etc. 

The metaphors from music are very common with the musical Greeks ; 
cf. dpoucos, TAnppmEATS, EupeATS, TULPwYVOS, 

1. 470. 8voKkatatavorov, ‘stanchless’ (J/ors.), evidently met. from 
wound, The next line takes it up. 

1. 474-475. 1 take (with H., P., Con., Well.) Hermann’s excellent 
AINKEIN for AIOQMAN and épwv for aipety (the former error having come 

from mis-veading, the latter from mis-hearing.] The correction makes 

metre and sense right. 

‘The house has a cure to stanch these woes, and not from strangers 
without, but from themselves [Or. and El.], to follow out the feud_of 
blood,’ another clear appeal to the avengers, like 454. 

1. 471. €ppotov, lit. ‘with lint in (the wound),’ i.e. ‘stayed’ or 
‘ stanched ;” so éuporov dos, ‘a stanching-cure.’ For the medical meta- 
phor ef. Ag. 17 évréuvew, and below, 539 axos Topatoy. [But the phrasing 
is obscure and strange: the text is doubtful.] : 

1. 475. ‘To the Powers below this chant is sung ;’ and they end 
accordingly with three anapaestic lines calling on the x@évro to send aid. 

Il. 479-584. SCENE 2. Orestes and Elektra combine their prayers 
to their dead father, and to earth and the Powers below. 

Then Orestes asks the reason of Klytaemnestra’s offerings ; and the 
Chorus reply: ‘She dreamed she bare a serpent, and suckled it, and it 
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drew blood with milk from her; she awoke affrighted, and sends the 

libations to propitiate.’ 
Orestes hails the omen: ‘I am the serpent; I shall slay her.” He 

proceeds to arrange the plot; Elektra is to go in; Orestes and Pylades 
to appear as Phokian strangers: if excluded to wait; at last to slay 
Aegisthos. 

1. 480. MSS. read airodpevos, which will construe as passive, but is 

not so likely as airoupévm med. 
1. 482. pvyetv, ‘to escape’ from prison and peril, ‘the plots of Aegi- 

sthos,’ as Schol. says. 
d0dpov is a suggestion of Hermann; the word is wanting in the 

MSS ,, but cannot be recovered with certainty. mpoo@etva: is commonly 
used with Avmnyv, mévoy, Kady, etc. 

1. 483. Satres, i.e. the ‘funeral feasts,’ which Agamemnon had not 

received, as his murderers would naturally not offer them. 

1. 484. evSeltvors (adj.), €umvpots (subst.), Kkviowtots (adj.) are best 
taken together as one phrase. Translate, ‘At the rich banquet of the 
reeking sacrifice.’ [‘ Unhonoured by sacrifices,’ as some take it, is wrong : 
it would be aripos éxtipav. | 

(Con. quotes from old scholars a statement that evdemva was the 
name of an Athenian festival in memory of Erigone, daughter of Kly- 
taemnestra and Aegisthos, and supposes a reference here to that. It 
surely would be a peculiarly inappropriate allusion. | 

For the Ionicism xtfotat’, Dav. quotes 6\ofato Theb. 552, éxow-~ 
(oiato Pers. 390, 451, pevtoiato ib. 369, €xParpoiaro Supp. 754. 

1. 486. maykAnpia, ‘sole inheritance,’ used of a woman’s portion, Eur. 
Ton 814 o@ ynpas Kat anv TmaparaBev mayKdnpiav. 

1. 487. yaprAtous, ‘at my marriage; it is the condition of the 
promise. 

l. 490. 5€ 7’ (MSS.), might be defended as Epic; but 8€ y’ (H.) much 
more likely. 

evpopdov, imaginative personifying epithet. 
1. 492. karviteo, prop. ‘to handsel,? ‘to use for the first time.” The 

construction is rather forcibly inverted here. ‘Remember the net. the 
strange vesture they gave thee!’ [Conington’s ingenious correction ws 

€xaivigas, may be right; cf Ag. 1071 Kainooy (vydv.| 
1. 493. Note the rare absence of caesura — perhaps suggesting the 

jettering. (Con., Pal. are possibly right in proposing to read médas & 
axadrkevto.ot Onpevdeis, depending on pépvyoo. | 

1. 494. atoxpSs Bovdevtotor, ‘shamefully devised.’ 
1. 496. piAtatov 76 oév Kapa, ‘thy dearest head,’ displacement of the 

article. So Eur. El. 1006 paxapias rAs ofs xepds, Or. 86 pandpiis 0 6 
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aos méois. From a comparison of these instances, it would seem to be 
a special idiom in /¢¢¢les and addresses; like the English ‘good my 
lord.’ 

1. 498. The MSS. BAdBas will only construe ‘ Give them (our foes) the 
like wrongs to suffer ;’ which repeats the sense of the line before, and. 
makes the next line feeble, if not meaningless; and moreover the 

omission of éx@pots or Tots 5€ is extremely harsh. I take Canter’s AaPds, 
adopted by many recent edd. (Musgr., Herm., Pal., Con., Dav.). éoias 
AaBas AaBely is ‘to take the same grip; an expression used of wrestlers, 
who, when the bout was indecisive or they got out of the ring, were put 
back into the same position. Plat. Phaedr. 236 B mepi pév TovTov, @ pire, 
cis TAS Gpoias AaBds éAnjAvOas, Rep. 8.544 B rv aitiv AaBjy wapexe. 

Orestes prays therefore to resume the contest as hés father left zt, i. e. 
a death struggle with Klytaemnestra and Aegisthos. 

1. 502. If we retain yévoy we must translate, ‘Pity thy daughter and 
the father’s child,’ and understand ‘the father’s child’ to be the ‘ son.’ 

The comm, quote Democritus’ notion in Aristotle (Generation of Animals 
4.1) that the son was peculiarly the offspring of the father; but a 

reference to such a theory is rather unsatisfactory in this place, and is 
certainly obscure if intended. Of emendations Bamberger’s yéov is the 
best, which I accept. 

1. 505. KAnSoves owrnprot, ‘Memory’s voices that preserve’ (J/ors.). 
1. 506. dyouo, ‘keep up.’ The children keep up the memory as the 

corks do the net. 
1. 507. tov é« Bu0od, the idiomatic pregnant construction, as though 

for Tov év Bv@@ é« BvOov, ‘Saving the flaxen mesh from sinking in the 
deep.’ 

So Ag. 538 «jpug ... xatpe tay dnd arparod, Soph. El. 135 rov é¢ 
*Alda tarép’ avordoas, and with adverbs tay éxetOevy ayyedos Ar, Av. 
1168, Tay évbobev Tis ciceveyxatw Plut. 227. 

1, 511. Lit. ‘A payment to the tomb for its unbewailed chance,’ i.e. 
‘for its dirge denied’ (A/ors.). tUpBov may be governed by tvx7s, but 
perhaps it depends on tipnya. [The Schol. explains dvoipwxrov as roAv- 
PpvdAnrov, ‘famous ; probably a mere mistake. | 

1. 512. Spav katmpPwoar ppevi, ‘thy heart is set to do:’ lit.‘ thou art 
set right in thy heart to do.’ 

1. 513, Satpovos, ‘fortune.’ 
1. 514. €Ew Spépov, ‘out of the course,’ i.e. ‘amiss.’ A common 

metaphor. é« Spdpou Ag. 1245, e€w dpdpouv Pr. 883; and below, Cho. 
1022. 

1, 517. ppovodtvrt, ‘feeling,’ ‘the dead that could not feel it.’ So Ai. 
553 €v T@ ppovely yap pndev HdoTOs Bios. 

1, 518. eixdoat, lit. ‘guess’ or ‘compare,’ i.e. ‘explain,’ ‘understand. 

G 
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1, 519. & displaced: so motov ypovov 5¢é... Ag. 278. 
[The reading given is that of M. G. has raée for 7é5¢ (and many edd. 

stop at 6a@pa). But probably this is an alteration due to the unusual 
position of 5é.] 

ll. 520-1. Tis ékxéas... patyv 6 pox0os; a natural form of anaco- 
luthon. So Ag. 1008. . . dxvos Baday ... ovK edu Sdpos, Theb. 681 
... Oavaros WS aitoKTévos, ovK €ott yhpas TovdSe. Some call this ana- 
coluthon ominativus pendens. So Soph. O. C. 1150 Adyos & bs éuren- 
Toke ... ouvpBarov yvwpnv. It might perhaps better be called the 
provisional nom., the sentence taking ultimately a different turn. 

1, 521. Adyos, ‘the saying:’ he is clearly quoting a proverb. 
1, 528. mot; we should say ‘where? It is really a pregnant constr. as 

though the tale moved on to its close. 
1.529. 6pploa, ‘she anchored it,’ i.e. ‘laid it to rest.’ Another 

example of Aeschylean bold imagery. [No need to alter. The Schol. 
read it and explain it.] 

The constr. is acc. and infin. depending on the notion ‘she dreamt’ 
(€50¢€), or perhaps rather on the general idea of the zarration (Adyos). 

1. 531. pafev, a Homeric word for the woman’s breast (occasionally 
the man’s), which occurs nowhere else in Trag., the Attic form paotds 

being used instead. So many edd. read paordy here, especially as it 
occurs again 545, 897. But Aesch. may quite well have used the 
Homeric form in one place; and I follow Bothe, Klaus., Schtitz, Well., 

Peile, Con. in keeping it. 
1. 532. otvyous, ‘the hateful beast.’ So Klytaemestra is called 

otuyos Ge@v Cho. 1028; and the Furies, Eum. 644. 
1. 533. i.e. [‘ it was wounded, ] so that,’ etc. The answer is elliptical, 

but not obscure. 
1. 534. ‘Not in vain has her lord sent this vision’ is the best way of 

taking it, as the predicate is clearly ovr: paratoy. (SoSchol., H., K1., Pal.; 

Dav., Schiitz, Butl.). If Orestes had meant ‘It is a true vision of a man 
(i.e. of myself),’ av5pés would have been the predicate, and would have 

been more to the front. 
1. 536. [The Schol. explanation dvéAayfpay makes the correction av@9ev 

for MSS. av7AGor certain. } 
1. 538. Kndetous, 87. 

1. 539. dkos topatov is best taken with Schol. as ‘a cutting cure,’ i.e, 
‘a cure by cutting off, and so ‘a surgical cure,’ a ‘skilful or complete 
cure.” So den Topxatia Suppl. 268, jro Keavtes 7) Tewovtes Ag. 8 49; fre- 
quent in Plato, Gorg. 480 C réuveyv pal caev, 521 E réepvov Te ral Kaew, 
Prot. 354 A xavors kal Town: and Topaw, ‘to need the knife,’ Soph. Ai. 582. 

{The form of the word from ropy hardly admits of the other sense 
‘shredded cure,’ i.e, ‘medicinal herbs,’ see Ag. 17.] 
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1. 542. Kptvw, the proper word for ‘interpreting’ a dream: cf. Pers. 
226 évurview Kkpitns, Ag. 981 Svoxpirav dveiparwy: and the compound 
éveipoxpitns. 

ovykoAdus exety, ‘it fits.’ 
1.544. The MSS. read the corruption ovpemenacacnapyavnmAciCero, 

variously emended ; see crit. notes. 
Far the best is Porson’s otis éuotor onapyavors wTAiCeTo: € MOISI is 

very near €MIASA, and ‘zy swathing bands’ is the point of the line. 
1. 546. piAdov, ‘sweet.’ Orestes hates and is going to slay Klytaem- 

nestra; but the mother’s milk is ‘dear’ or ‘sweet,’ as nature and mother- 

hood are. A subtle touch of poetry. 
1. 547. dpi tapBer, ‘in fear: so audi pd8w Eur. Or. 825, dpi dupa, 

‘in anger,’ Soph. Fr. 147. 
1. 548. The meaning plainly is that ‘to dream of giving suck to a 

monster means violent death:’ the snake is to reach her breast. 
[No need to understand Biaiws again with €Opeye (KI, Pal., Dav. 

following Schol.), which is indeed impossible. The Scholiast’s inter- 
pretation is artificial.] 

1. 550. «retvw, prophetic pres., like dypet Ag. 126. 
1. 551. tepackérov, ‘my seer:’ the leader of the Chorus is to confirm 

his interpretation if he agrees. 
1. 553. MSS. rova8 év m1, ‘to do one thing,’ an unlikely way of speak- 

ing ; moreover he would not call Orestes and Elektra tovod’: so I read 

(after Blomf., D., Franz.Con.) rovs peév tt trovetv, ‘some to do, others not.’ 
1. 555. taoSe, the Chorus. The apparent ambiguity would be easily 

avoided on the stage by voice and gesture. 
1.557. MSS. read 8dAw re «ai, which must be wrong. I take S6Aouc1 

Hartung, preferred by Paley. So 888 5dAas dAovpEs”. SdAw ye (Pauw) 

is also possible. [Others try to justify the re xai by saying they connect 
ddAw and év TavT@ Bpdxw: quite impossibly clumsy, as that would require 
ddAw TE Kal Bpdxw. | 

1. 560. wavteht oaynv is only stately Aeschylean for ‘ full equipment,’ 
i.e. with all things necessary for the part he is to play. 

1. 562. Eévos te kal Sopttevos Sépov, ‘A stranger at once and ally of 

the house ;’ dopvgevos describing the friendship of mutual help a and pro- 
tection in fight. Orestes was to pretend to be an emissary of Strophios 
the Phokian (Pylades’ father), who is called by the same name dopufevos 
Ag. 881. . 

[Paley takes févos of Orestes, but Sopvfevos of Pylades; the grammar 
being very loose though perhaps possible. But it reads more easy and 
natural the other way, and the grammar is certainly better. ] 

1. 563. Hoopev is no doubt right, the regular word with pav7 being 
iéva in prose and poetry. The MSS. oicopeyr has very likely come from 

G2 
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yA@ooav pépev 581, which simply means ‘to carry a silent tongue,’ and 
is no parallel. 

1. 563. Tlapvyoida, ‘ of Parnassus,’ the famous mountain near Delphi 

in Phokis. It is properly spelt with one o, and the 7 is Ionic. 
1. 565. «at 54, dramatic particles, literally meaning ‘and there,’ ‘ there 

now!’ ‘now then,’ etc., used idiomatically when a case zs put or supposed, 
‘and suppose no one... would receive us.’ So cat 5x) 5é5eypa: Eum. 894, 
xat 5) TeOvaor Eur. Med. 386, xat 57) mapetkey Hel. 1059. 

atSp4, properly ‘ bright :’ so literally pacdpotor . . . dppacr Séfacbe 
Ag. 520: here ‘ glad,’ ‘ cheerful, metaphorically. 

1. 566. Satpovdw, ‘to be afflicted by heaven,’ daipwr. 
1, 567. émedfery, ‘ conjecture’ the reason of our lingering at the gate. 

In English we should say, ‘ so that t the passers-1 Aor shall marvel and say.’ 
Ik 569. mvdavor, instr., ‘with the gates? qe: “close the gate against 

them.’ 
1.574. This passage has been confused by the commentaries. 

kat’ éd0aApovs Bade? must be a tmesis: Bade can only be so con- 
strued. If this is so, it puts out of court those comm. who take «ar’ 
épbarpovs like xaTtad ordpa (Bothe, Bl., Scholf., Kl., Well., Con.). The 
alternatives are then reduced to two :— 

(1) With Davies to keep épet and translate— 
‘Or if he shall after come face to face with me, and say—ay, I tell you, 

and let fall his eyes on me—before he can say “ Whence does the stranger 
come ?”’...’ épet being interrupted and taken up again by mpir. .. eiwety. 

The sense is good; only caraBaAdAw more naturally means ‘cast down,’ 

the offosite of looking a man straight in the face; and Davies’ explana- 
tion that Aegisthos would be on the high threshold aéove Orestes is far- 
fetched. Aeschylus is hardly so subtle. 

I prefer then (2), with H., D., Pal., to make the slight change dpet for 
épe¢ and translate, ‘Or if he shall afterward come face to face with me, 

and lift, I tell you, ay, and cast down his eyes, before he can say...’ etc., 
i.e.‘ if he meets me and looks up at me and then down, as he will surely 

do’—the thought of is casting down his eyes being added as a graphic 
and scornful amen a\e 

1. 576. ‘Swift- ey > of a sword is a churantaneaee image. ‘Encom- 
passing him with the sword’ is again a bold expression: the ineyitableness 
of the death is the point of wep:Badwy. The sword hems him round. 

[L.S. are probably wrong in making it mean ‘fut him round the 
sword’ (i.e. pierce him with it), in spite of wepiminrw, épexdpevos rept 
dovpi, etc.: mepiBaddAw is always used with acc. of the thing embraced, 

dat. of the encircling thing. ] 
1. 578. dkparov and tpitny méow contain a grim Aeschylean allusion 

to the banquet, where the third libation to Zeus Soter was the end of 
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he feast and the beginning of the drinking bout. So Ag. 1387 Klytaem- 
nestra calls her third s¢aé of her husband, ‘a votive gift to Hades, Soter 
of the dead.’ Here he speaks of the ¢izvd draught, because Agisthos,7 
Klytaemnestra, Aegisthos make three. é 

It is rather remarkable that in the detailed plot he makes no mention 
of Klytaemnestra ; though, 550, he had plainly expressed his intention. 

1. 581. ématwd, ‘I bid,’ like the ordinary tapa:va, a,fragic usage (Suppl. 
966, O.C. 664, El. 1322), here alone with dat. 

1. 583. tovtw is Pylades. So Her., Weil., Dav. : others (Bothe, Kl., 
Schiitz, Well., Peil., Con., Scholf.,) refer it to Apollo or Hermes, whose 
statue they assume he points at. But, as Dav. observes, depo, Aéyw, and 
the tense of dp@woay7: are all strong against its being a god. émomrevw is 
usually of a god, but not always: Plat. Legg. 951 D, and Aesch Pr. 299 
uses énémtns merely in the sense of ‘spectator,’ as here. Further, it is 
plain that 579-584 Orestes is allotting briefly the parts; and it would 
have been strange if Pylades had been omitted. Lastly, he has prayed 
enough, 315-512. 

Sedpo with émomredoat, a pregnant constr.: ‘to return hither and 
watch:’ they are going off, as Schol. says. 

1. 584. é6p0acav7, ‘having directed:’ Pylades is the adviser and 
trainer, so to speak, of Orestes. 

Here Orestes and Pylades retire to prepare for their entry in disguise. 
The Chorus advance and sing. 

ll. 585-652. Frrst SrastmMon. ‘There are many terrible things in 
earth and sea and sky (585-592), but who can tell the bold spirit of man, 
the passion of women? (593-601). Witness Althaia, who burnt the brand, 
and so ended Meleagros’ life (602-612). Witness Skylla, who plucked for 
a golden gift the deathless hair from her father Nisos’ head, and he 
died (613-622). It is not the time to speak of another evil woman 
(Klytaemnestra); but I honour the loving, innocent wife (623-630). 
Worst of all, the Lemnian women (631-638). But the sword of 
Justice is near: the wicked shall not escape: the anvil of Justice is firm, 
Destiny forges the sword: old murder begets a son who enters the 
house ; the curse pays the penalty ! (639-651). 

1. 586, Separwv dxy, ‘evil things and fearful,’ ‘plagues of horror.’ 
The abstract words being quite Aeschylean. 

ll. 587-590. The MSS. read :— 
movTial T ayKxdAat KYwdarhwv 
dytTaiwy Bpototar 
TAGVovar BAacrotar «ai mEdaix pot 
Aapumades TeSdpapor, 
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The general sense is plain, ‘The sea is full of monsters, and there are 

dread meteors in the sky;’ and there seems not much doubt about 
reading meSaopot with Stanley, Aeolic for perewpor, as medaixpror for 
PETAL 100. 

The passage will then construe: ‘And the gulfs of the sea are full 
(mAdOover = TANBovat) of monsters dangerous to mortals; and there grow, 

*twixt heaven and earth (peraty tos, metaphorical, cf. 63), lights hung in 
air,’ a fairly satisfactory sense. 

But if we compare the antistrophe 596-598 we find :— 
Kal yuvaikay ppeciy TAapOvav 
[kal] mavTdApous Epwras 
drat ovvydpous Bporav. 

So that there is either --—w too much in strophe, or the same foot 
wanting in antistrophe. Omitting all suggestions involving much altera- 
tion, the alternatives seem to be :— 

(1) With H., Pal. to read :— 
avraiwy Bpvovor 
amAaPouct Kal medaixpn0L, 

supposing BAactova to be a gloss—(the word is rare and in Attic only 
found in a fragment of Soph.j—and wAa@ovar (70¢f mAnPovsr) to mean 
‘draw near.’ In favour of this is the fact that Bporoto: might easily 
be a gloss on dvtaiwy, and would tend to oust Bpvovcr and confuse the 
passage. Also that BAagrety, ‘to grow,’ is an odd word for meteors. 

(2) To fill up the vacant place in the antistrophe, and leave the 
strophe as it is. Thus Klausen (Peile, Dav., Con.) repeat €pwras before 
draco: 598; a very ingenious suggestion, but unfortunately gowras does 
not exactly correspond to mA@@ovcr. Weil suggests aivaisi 7 atraot 

593. 
[To make the ‘lights in heaven’ ¢7ow (BAaoréw, transitive) the birds 

and beasts (arava, etc. acc after BAacrova), with Weil, Con. and the 

Scholiast, is to give a hardly credible interpretation. The Schol. here 
has got hold of a wild idea: ‘ The air begets birds and insects out of 
the sun’s ray !”] 

Adopting (1) we shall then translate, ‘ And the gulfs of the sea teem 
with evil monsters, and ’twixt heaven and earth come lights hung 
in_air.’ 

ll. 591-593. This must mean, ‘ And birds and beasts of the earth can 
tell the wrath of the rushing storms.’ 

As the MSS. have no ay, we had better read with Franz meSoBapov’ 
av dvepoevrav for medoBapova KavepoevTwy, where Kai is nonsense; [it 

might, however, as P. suggests, be the Epic xe, here alone in tragedy. ] 
1. 595. tis Aéyou; ‘who could tell ?” for optative ¢vterrogative without 

ay, see Appendix I. 
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1. 596. ‘And us reckless passions of bold-hearted women, mated 
“with mortal woes.’ 

1. 598. ‘And over wedded unions evil love, mastering fatally woman’s 
soul, prevails.’ 

l. 600. d&tépwros (rather strange form, and perhaps corrupt), negative 
word ; phrase like pnrnp aunrwp, etc. 

Tapavikaw, lit. ‘to conquer aside,’ i. e. ‘to prevail over and per- 
vert.’ Klausen well quotes Soph. Ant. 791 od (€pws) nal dixaiwy adéiicovs 
ppévas Tapaomas én AwBa, ‘Thou (Love) dost likewise pervert the hearts 
of the just to injustice for their ruin.’ 

Il. 602 sqq. The story alluded to here is the following: Althaia, 
daughter of Thestios, gave birth to a son Meleagros. When he was a 
week old, the fates told his mother he would live till the brand on the 

hearth was burnt. Then his mother took the brand and kept it. But 
once being wroth because Meleagros slew her brothers she threw the 
brand into the fire, and he died. The tale is well known from Swin- 
burne’s Atalanta in Calydon. 

1. 602. torw, ‘let him know ?¢,’ i. e. the truth of my saying about the 
power of love on women, daeis, ‘ by learning’ this story. 

trémrepos dpovticw, ‘light-minded.’ 

1, 603. Saets trav does not correspond with S«vaAddy ar | of the anti- 
strophe, but no suitable correction has been offered. Hermann’s 7dav 
daeto’ is ingenious, but daetca pyoato, ‘learning devised,’ is not really 
good sense, while torw daeis is just what the sense requires. 

Paley’s ray dae’s dy matdoAvpas is far better for the sense, but tay av, 

so far from the substantive, is much harsher Greek than tay simply. 
So it is best to leave it. 

Saeis, one of the numerous Epic words in Aeschylus, 
1. 604. trav (Epic rel.) agrees with mpovoay, mupdajtw_added : ‘ That 

device which the wretched CEES: of Thestios | devised, who slew her 
child, a device of f burning fire. wir 

[MSS. read mupiam twa mpdvoiav, where the long a is wrong. H. 
corrects mupdajru. | 

1. 608. HAtka, ‘as old as he,’ a graphic word for the brand. 
émei, etc., ‘From the time he came forth from his mother and 

cried, (the brand) that lived with her life throughout, till the fatal 
day.’ 

1. 624. The story of Skylla is this: Nisos king of Megara was besieged 
in his town by Minos of Crete. But Skylla, daughter of Nisos, loved 
Minos (or, according to this version, was bribed by golden necklaces), 
and pulled out the ‘immortal hair’ from her father’s head, on which his 
life depended. Minos, instead of being grateful, tied her to the stern of 
his ship and drowned her. 
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1. 615. tat, MSS. i.e. ‘led by ;’ no need for Porson’s neat rep. 
1.617. xpuooxpyroiow is Hermann’s correction, improving the metre 

(see 606) and the form. 

1. 618. mOnqoaoa, Epic form, ‘ obeying,’ ‘yielding to.’ repdecor m64- 
cas Il. 6. 183, etc. 

1. 621. mvetovd’ (Epic form, restored for metre’s sake by H.), ‘ breath- 
ing,’ primitive word of the regular audible breathing of a sleeper; so 
decay is used in Epic for ‘slept ;’ lit. ‘ breathed,’ 

kuvodpav, ‘the shameless one,’ like xvvds kaxounyavou II. 6. 344. 

kuv@ms ib, 3 180, the word «vyrepos; and particularly the passage 
about Klytaemnestra, Od. 11. 244 4 5@ kuv@ms voopicat’. 

There is no doubt a reference in kuvoppwy to the name S«AAa, which 

means ‘ hound.’ 
1. 622. puv (Epic form for mv) is of course Nisos; he died in spite of 

his immortal hair. 

‘Eppfjs, who conducted the souls of the dead to Hades. So the 
dying Oedipus’ last words (O. C. 1557) are Tide yap pw’ dye “Eppis 6 
TOPTOS 7] TE vEepTépa eds. 

ll. 624-630. The general sense of this difficult and desperately 
corrupt stanza seems to be fairly clear, in spite of the fact that with 
the existing text there is no construction. 

‘And since I have touched on cruel deeds—{[I would speak of 
Klytaemnestra].— 

But it is no time [to tell] the loveless wedlock 
Fatal to the house, 

And the crafts devised by woman’s wit 
Against her warrior lord, 
Her lord the terror of his foes (?)— 

Yet I honour the home and hearth not fired [by passion] 

And the woman’s unventuresome temper.’ 
i.e. ‘I would speak of Klytaemnestra’s sin, since I have begun on 

women’s crimes; but it is out of place: yet a house is better where 
women are not bold.’ 

The real difficulties are two; (1) that the verb is omitted which 

governs yauyndevya, This could be helped by reading asapoy as 
Paley; the inf. is then required, which would be more easily supplied ; 
after dxaipus, Aéyo.w dy or Aéfac Tis av would be required. (2) The 

corrupt words ém«ér@ o€Bas, which will not scan nor construe; the 
metre ought to be u- vu —u-. 

The emendations are unsatis‘actory. Paley gives Aaois émenxdrws 
oéBas, i.e. dvtt oéBas, an incredible piece of Greek. Klausen djo:ow 
émxorw o€Bas, ‘wrath‘ully inspiring fear in foes,’ neither Greek, sense, 
nor metre. Hermann (who says ‘malas coniecturas quibus Aeschyli 
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verba vexata sunt tacere praestat*) rewrites the piece ingeniously ; Weil 
daoww év Téxw oéBas, ‘ begetting reverence in foes!’ 

I fear we must leave it unsolved; perhaps the true solution of (2) in- 

volves the true solution of (1). The Schol. clearly had no verb, as he 

supplies eipyacaro to 626. 
[The last two lines some understand still of Klytaemnestra: ‘a cold 

hearth and woman’s feeble rule,’ reading tiwy with MSS. So Klausen, 

Conington, A/ors. But droApor is the last word that Aesch. would use of 
Klytaemnestra : and Schol. understood d@éppaytoy as d9pacurtoy, ‘not 
bold to crime.’ } 

1. 631. mpeoBevera, ‘is first,’ i. e. ‘ worst.’ 
The ‘Lemnian tragedy’ was the old tale that the women of Lemnos 

slew all their husbands (from jealousy of some Thracian slaves), and 
when the Argonauts came they found none but women. Herod. 6. 138. 

1. 632. 87) -700e6 of MSS. is clearly nonsense, and d57m0@ev can hardly 

be right. Itake Hermann’s wa00s. yo@ra: which H. objects to use 
passive, as -yoay (active) is only Homeric, may be one of Aeschylus’ 

numerous Epic usages— 
‘It is lamented as an accursed crime.’ 
1. 633. ‘And men compare terrible deeds to the Lemnian horror.’ ad, 

‘again,’ i.e. often, whenever they occur. yxacev, habitual aorist. (H., 

Weil, Pal., read dy; but the idiomatic use of 7xacey avy would mean 

‘qwere wont to compare,’ not ‘ave wont to compare.’ See Ar. Plut. 
982, av ATnGE, so 985, 986.) 

1. 635. dyet, ‘ wickedness,’ ‘ pollution,’ must be read, as dye: does not 
suit @eoorvy_tw. The confusion is common. 

_ 1.636. The remark is general, and darkly prophetic of the death of 
Klytaemnestra. ‘ From wickedness hated of the gods, the race of men 
pas es away inshame.’ (The other int.. good in sense, ‘dishonoured of 
men,’ yevos referring to the Lemnians, would require Bporois; the gen. 

could only g go with a negative adjective, not with a participle.) 
1, 637 eXplains papnien 
1. 638. ayeipy, used loosely but naturally with each instead of a//— 

‘Which of these gathered tales do I not justly tell?” [Hartung’s peyalpw 
is ingenious ; ~ the meaning is not exactly suitable. ] 

ll. 639 sq. ‘ But_the sharp pointed sword in Justice’s hands deals a 
piercing blow right to the heart,’ 

Notes the | Epic position of 16, really an anticipating demonstrative, 
‘but it, sword:’ ra & émwyero xqAa Geoto Il. r. 383, Ag. 1056. 

ll. 641-645. TO pr O€pis yap... od Oeptords. The MSS. reading 
(with Hermann’s ot7@ and od @cyio07Gs) is usually explained thus: ‘for 
Wickedness is not trodden under foot, when men transgress utterly the 

sacred majesty of Zeus in impious wise.’ 
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1. 642. od warotpevov, is taken to mean [‘ Wrong does not] Ze with- 
out effect, neglected ; tt rises up again,’ 

1.645. tapexBavres od Oeutords is then a kind of loose apposition to 7d 
#7) 0€yus, explaining the abstract by the concrete, men who do the wrong. 
Somewhat similar appositions are Soph. Ant. Adyou . . . EppdOouv kakoi 
pvdat ehéyywy pidaxa, Eur. Bacch. 1131 mao’ épod Bor & pev oreva- 
Zov..., Prom. V. 200 oraats . . . dpoduvero, of pev OeAovres ... 

But this, though making a good general sense is unsatisfactory, as 

Aeschylus could not really have said 72 pu Oépus ob AdE wéd01 TaTOUpevor. 
Aag mareiv certainly implies ‘trampling on,’ ‘scoring; moreover the 
participle for verb is impossible ; it would be mare¢rat. And the repeti- 
tion 70 pn C€uis... od Oepords is highly suspicious; and so is the 
anacoluthon. See Appendix V. 

ll. 646-651. Again the MSS. are much corrupted, unfortunately in 
the passage corresponding to the corrupt part of the strephe. Again 
the general sense is clear and very fine :— 

«The anvil of Justice is planted frm; 
Fate forges the sword beforehand; 
And brings upen the house 
The child of murder in the olden time; 
The mighty deep-brooding Curse 
Pays at last for the Guilt.’ 

In 649 I read (with Schol. and many editors) Séno.01 aipatrow for the 
rubbish of the MSS. S:uaceSwparav. The Schol. note éreapépee Tots 
oikos Tékvoy twaAag@v aivatey points clearly te the reading in the 
text. ‘The child of murder’ is Aeschylean for the Vengeance: the 
curse is said (instead of the sinner) to pay for the pollution; for the 

curse brings about the payment. «Avta is Epic, and means ‘great,’ 
“mighty ;’ but it dees not seem a very natural epithet. 

[Hermann’s reading, ddpocow, éx 5 aipatov, etc., refers the téxvov to 

Orestes, and this is tempting at first sight; but (2) it is against the 
Schol.; (2) to call Retribution ‘the child of ancient murder’ is finer 
and more Aeschylean ; (3) émeopépe: is much more naturally used of the 
violent entry of revenge, than of the return of the heir; (4) the rhythm 
is better without éx.] 

SCENE 3. 652-783. 
Enter Orestes and Pylades dressed as Phokian travellers, from the 

country side entrance. They knock at the front palace door. 

1.653. tat tat, the regular call to a slave when anyone knocked at a 
door: it is common in Aristophanes ; e.g. Frogs 464, Clouds 131. 

1. 655. ‘ This third time I call for some one to come out ;’ the abstract 

being rather artificial but not unlike Aeschylus. 
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1, 656. The MSS. reading is Atyto@ov 8:at, ‘if it is a hospitable house 

in the hands of Aegisthos,’ i, e. under his rule. 
This is generally objected to, on the ground that 6/a would do here, 

and éaé therefore not be used; and most editors introduce the phrase 
Aiy Bia, Epic formula for ‘the mighty Aegisthos.’ 

Thus (1) Elms., Blomf., read eiep pird€evds Tis AtyiaOou Bia ; (2) Pal., 

Day., Klaus. (following Robortelli) read eimep piddcéev’ éativ Aiyicbov 
Bia, ‘If it is a hospitable house that Aegisthos has ;’ (3) H. reads Biar, 

accusative governed by xaA@. 
But all these (especially the latter) seem harsh; the MSS. give a 

fairly natural sense, and é:ai (retained by D., Peile, Con.) seems. right, 
rather than dia, which is not found at the end of a line. 

1. 657. etev, dkovw, generally admitted in spite of the false metre; it 
occurs also Ar. Peace 663, where efév y used to be read, but the best 
MSS. give elev" dxovw. 

The licence is explained and justified as a common colloquial phrase, 
with perhaps a pause between the words; but very possibly it ought, 
both here and in Arist. Peace 663, to be «fey y’, after all. 

1. 661. épmdpous, ‘wayfarers;’ the meaning ‘ merchants’ is secondary, 
and is derived from this. 

1. 662. The strangers modestly hint that they are going to ‘a house 
of welcome for strangers,’ where Aeschylus is thinking of the later way- 

Soxetoy or ‘inn,’ such as in his time were becoming very numerous in 

Athens. The queen however, of course, prepares to receive them in 

the palace. 
1, 663. teAXeopopos, ‘one with authority,’ réAos being the ‘final’ 

power, the complete control, of the master. So Ag. 972 dvdpos Tedciou, 
‘the rightful lord.’ 

1. 664. ‘But it were more fitting a man [should come] ;’ (we must 
read 5’ not 7’; the latter has come from 7’ dmapxos, false reading from 
TaTapxos, a mistake in M.) 

1. 665. There is no need here of any emendation [such as Aéaxatow 

H., ovo for ov#, Well.], the sense being : ‘for ¢em (when it is me who 

are talking) there is no modesty to make the speech dip;’ émapyeyos 
(from émi. ..dpy...‘ white’), properly of a whz¢e film spread over the 
eye, probably cataract; cf. Ag. 1113 €mapyéporot Oeaparas. 

AexGetor, Epic licence of omission of the article with participles 
and adjectives. See above, line 360. 

1,666 Some insert 5 after @aponoas [and no doubt A would easily 
run into A of dvjp]; but 5¢ would be late in the sentence, and this clause 

is better unconnected, as it is merely an explanation of the line before. 
{For the same reason Weil’s ingenious Adyous ti@qa’, iv’ eime must be 
rejected. } 
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1, 666. ele . . . Kaotpyve, gnomic aorists, common in Aesch, e.g, 
EOpepev 5& A€ovros ivw Ag. 717, puddds ixer’ és 5€pous ib, 966, émacev 
dpavTov épya ib. 1006, xtc. 

1, 668. The moment Klytaemnestra appears we have the terrible dra- 
matic irony of the Agamemnon again. The simplest words of ordinary 
Greek welcome make us (the audience) shudder. ‘There are here such 

things (she says) as deftt this house,’ and one thinks of what a house it 
was—a human slaughter-house with ‘rust of murder on the walls’... 
‘hot baths, and one thinks of Agamemnon’s bath. . . ‘and the presence 
of honest eyes,’ by which she simply means ‘sincere welcome ;’ but we / 
think of the bloodstained adulteress with her dicaa dupata!... even | 

the natural words dvdpav ois owwoopev touch the thought again of | 
her adultery. 

1.670. The hot bath is the first thing offered in Homeric welcome, 

e.g. Od. 4. 48 Telemachus arriving at Sparta after the greetings ‘ went 
into a polished bath and washed.’ 

1. 672. BovAtetepov, ‘more needing counsel.’ 
1. 674. AavAia (or AavAis), ancient towa in Phokis on the road from 

Orchomenos to Delphi. 
1.675. adtépoprtov oikeia odyn (a brilliant and certain emendation), 

must mean ‘self-laden with_my own wallet ;’ Pylades is a companion, 
and there are no servants, see 713. 

The acc. is provisional (see below 749), and should be governed by 
verb ‘addressed ;’ when we get to the verb we find the sentence slightly 

modified, mpds dyva@r’ eit. 
1. 676. If amefuyyv modas is right, the sentence means literally, 

“As my feet have now been set free [from the journey] by coming 

hither,’ i.e. ‘even as I have arrived and rested from _my way.’ And 

so the Schol. explains it: tovs “nédas THS Od00 THS OdovTopias dné- 
Avaa emi 7H fevicOAva map bpiv, calling it a metaphor from horses. 

But Paley’s 6305 is tempting, which may have been displaced by 
mdas. 

[L. S., and others, take dme(vynv, ‘I started;’ but it is difficult then 
to see what ®orep means. | 

1.678. ‘Asking and telling; the wayfarers naturally asked each 
other where they were each bound. 

1.679. mevOopar, for ordinary muvOdvoyar; similar pairs are Aeinw 
Aismave,, pevyw puyyavw, Anfopat AavOavopat. 

you won't be going out of your way. 
kteis, Epic word. 

1. 683. eit’ odv, the first ody is the ordinary connecting inferential 
word ‘whether ¢hez.’ The second ody (684) is a common usage in the 
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second half of alternatives: Ag.359 pyre péyav ... pyr’ odv; so Soph, 
Phil. 345 cive ... ir’ ovv, O. T. go ode . . . ob7" ody. 

kopigerv, ‘to fetch [the ashes] home;’ which proves that the notion 
of some comm, that Orestes brings the urn on the stage (as in Soph. 
Elektra) is wrong. 

vukqoet, ‘shall prevail,’ a word often used in deliberations. 
1. 684. ‘An alien and stranger utterly for ever.’ és tO Gv em- 

phasises the sadness of Orestes’ supposed lot if buried away from home. 
1. 688. Notice the fine dramatic irony again. Orestes as the traveller 

is not of course supposed ignorant of the death of Agamemnon, which 
all the world knew; his masculines «upto.ot, mpoonovot, TexdvTa are 
merely the geveralising masculine: but his natural assumption of the tie 
of kindred and affection between Klytaemnestra and her son, when we 
know the real hatred, is very effective; and the light formal words 

make it more so. 
‘Whether I chance to be speaking to ¢he rulers, and his kindred 1 

know not ; but it is right @ mother should know it.’ 
ll. 691-699. There is no person marked in the MSS., and the question 

is raised whether it should be given to Klytaemnestra or to Elektra. I 
have followed H., Dind., Pal., Con., in giving it to the former ; Schiitz, 
Both., Blomf., Scholf., Klaus., Well. Peile, assign it to the latter, 

following Turnebe. 
But (1) the tidings are addressed to Klytaemnestra, and it would be in 

the last degree unnatural for her to be silent on the death of her son. 
(2) Though the grief is hollow in Klytaemnestra’s mouth, there is a 
dramatic fitness and effectiveness in her assuming the mask, and in the 
cynical appeal to the ‘ family curse ;’ while in Elektra’s mouth the grief 
would be no less fictitious (since she knew her brother was not dead) 
and would be far less dramatically appropriate. (3) Elektra had been 
told by her brother to, & in_and look after her part of the plot within 
(554-578) ; and it would be quite out of place for her now to come out. 
(4) There would be a difficulty in thé action, with the limited number 

of actors which it was customary to have on the stage at once. 
1. 691. MSS. év mao’ ws, for which read with Paley (Bamberger, Con., 

Weil, and now D.) eimas ws, as nearest to the corrupt words of the 
copies :— 

‘Thy tidings tell how utterly we are undone.’ 

[Bamberger’s earlier éu~ay@s and Turnebe’s év@a8’ ws, are both how- 
ever possible. ] 

l. 692. The ‘curse of our house so hard to wrestle down,’ is the 
*Epwvs which brings bloodshed after bloodshed upon it, and death 

after death. 
1. 693. émwmGs, ‘espiest.’ kat is ‘even.’ 
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1. 695 is best taken as a separate clause, expressing the same idea in 
other words. 

1. 696. MSS. read e%fovAws Exwv, ‘for he was in prudent case,’ i.e. 
‘wisely away from danger,’ as she goes on to explain, ‘drawing his foot 
out of the mire of calamity.’ Most editors give ev8dAws, Porson’s cor- 
rection, ‘lucky’ (lit. having made a lucky throw), on the ground that it 
was not Orestes’ wisdom but Klytaemnestra’s which removed him. 

But Klytaemnestra’s point here, as in Ag. 877, is not Orestes’ good 
luck, but the wisdom of his remoyal for his own safety; and just as it is 
Orestes who is naturally said ‘to draw his foot out of misery,’ so it is 
he who is said to be ‘ wise, prudent.’ 

I therefore (with Con., Klaus.) retain the MSS.: which the Schol. 
also supports, quoting the word edBovAas. 

1. 697. There was a proverb éw myAov 1d5a, according to the Schol., 
which explains the use of what would else be rather a homely and 
grotesque expression. 

ll. 698-699. A very obscure and corrupt passage. The alternatives 
ee (1) if we retain éyypade:, we must, I think, take “Opéorns as 
now. The voy dé will then take up «al vév, and the structure of the 
ies be natural. [Others (as Con., Mors.) take éAnis“nom., ‘ the 

hope that might have cured the revelry (the cause) records it as present 
still; very harsh sense.] The difficulty is with mapovcoay ; the only 

translation that can be given with the existing words is this: ‘And now 
Orestes—for he was safe—but now he tells us that the hope we ve had to 
cure sens: evil revelry [the curse upon the house; kadfs ironical] is here,’ 
i.e. ‘is come back to us (in these tidings) disappointed.’ 

This is, however, an almost incredibly obscure expression ; and of the 
attempts to mend it—not very successful—the best are perhaps mpo- 
dodcay (Pauw), ‘that the hope has failed us;’ mecovcay (Enger) same 
sense ; map’ ovdey éyypadet, * records it as worthless,’ Blomf. 

But (2) this is a place where the Scholiast clearly points to an older 
reading than the existing MSS. The Schol. say ragov airy adpaviabetcav 
apa’ ws mpos TO eAnis 8 dmeSwev: i.e. ‘assume it to be destroyed by the 
curse;’ [the poet] gives this as the answer to éAmis, From this it is 
clear the Schol. read 1 the imperative €yypape or eyypapov, and some 
word like mecodcay; and the whole sense will then be: ‘And now 
Orestes—for he was in safety—but now the hope that we had to cure 
this evil revelry—record it as lost; a broken utterance, but clear and 
good sense, and dramatically appropriate to Klytaemnestra’s (hypo- 
critical) sorrow. [Kirchoff understands the Schol. ragov as above; but 

he alters the lines more than is needful.) 
There remains the difficulty of Bakyetas kaAfjs. The order of the 

words indicates that the gen. depends not on éAmis (as Peile, Klaus.), 
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but on fazpés (as most editors), and hence that aAjjs is ironical. [Paley 

takes it of Klytaemnestra’s revelry, and supposes her to be quoting 

Elektra’s frequent reproaches ; farfetched, and opposed to Klytaem- 

nestra’s tone, which is dramatic sorrow.] Con. is probably right in 

taking it of the dry of the house. Bamberger’s Bakxetas (aAns, ‘raging 

storm,’ is ingenious, and possible; but it is best perhaps to. keep 

the MSS. 
1. yoo. &8’ evSaipocr, ‘in such happy fortune; he means ‘ wealthy ;’ 

but there is irony in it, as he is come to slay. 
1. 79. ie. ‘for good news’ sake ;’ a natural courteous wish: but with 

terrible irony in it to the audience who know what is coming. The 
irony is kept up all through his speech. 

1. 704. mpés, with gen., lit. ‘in front of,’ so ‘connected with,’ ‘ be- 
longing to.” mpés BSvcceBelas, ‘a part of impiety,’ i.e. ‘an impious 
thing.’ So mpos dixns, mpos cawppovds éort, etc. 

1. 705. Kapavaoat, ‘to finish.’ Cf. xapavodra Ad-yos 528. 

1. 707. ‘ None the less (for that) shalt thou find welcome worthy of 
thee.” I follow Pauw, Pal., Bl., D., Schiitz in reading dgtwv, which was 
plainly read by Schol. The commonest use of «upety is with the gen., 
and since pefoy is an adverb (as the sense requires), if we read dgiws, 

kupety would be absolute in structure; déiws kupyoes would then mean 

‘thou shalt be or happen in a worthy state’ (like KaAWS KUpEel TOAELOS 

Theb. 23): and that is hardly sense here. 
1, 709. © If you had not come,’ that is; as Schol. explains. 

1, 710. fjpepevovras paxpas Kehev@ou, ‘who have been travelling all 
day long.’ xedevOou belongs to the genitives of the sphere of motion, 

like xoviec@ar rediovo, imayecOa THs 65ov. 
l. 711. Here she turns to give orders to her attendant. 
1. 713. The MSS, read éma@crous 5€ Tovade Kai éuvepmopous, which, as 

it stands, can only imply that Orestes is accompanied by others (or at 
least one other) desédes Pylades. This is so improbable, considering the 
distinct and detailed statement of Orestes (561-564), jfw ovv avdpt 75° 

. dppo 82 .. . and the word airépoproy 675 (if there had been 
attendants they would have carried the baggage), that we must certainly 

read with Pauw, Hermann, émo@dmovuy 5¢ rév5e wal Evvépopor. 
[There is further difficulty created by an obscure note of Hesychius 

(Alexandrine grammarian and lexicographer, fourth century A.D.), who 

explains dmo@émous_as_ tmoorpépas, ‘returning ;’ whence some comm, 
(Abresch, Schiitz, Well., Peile, Monk) translate the lines :— 

‘Take him (Orestes) to the men’s chambers of entertainment, 
And returning (take) these companions too’ (07 singular, ‘ this 

companion’). 
But such a translation is quite impossible, émo@émovs occurs in tragedy 
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only twice, in Eur. Hipp., viz. dmo@émous «@pos, ‘attendant troop,’ 54, 
and ém. épqyupts, ‘attendant company,’ 1179. Moreover, the meaning 
‘behind’ is the only classical meaning of dmo6e, when used of place: as 
o7f & omer, omabe paxns, mar7’ Omabev Earava, etc. Further, such a 

use of an adj. for a participle would be very violent. Probably the facts 
are these: the old true reading was— 

émaOorouy be tévbe kal fvveuropov. 

In this the first word got corrupted to éma@émous : this led one set of 
scholars to translate, ‘and returning, [fetch] also this companion’ 
(whence the note of Hesych.), and another set to read rovode and 

gvvepmdpous (whence the MSS.).] 

We must also follow Stan. and read ve for 6€. 
1. 715. ‘I bid you do it as one who will give account.’ Merely an 

imperious hint to the servant not to neglect anything. 

1. 717. Kod omavilovres diAwv: though Klytaemnestra in her hollow 
lament had said that the Family Curse, by the death of Orestes, ‘ made 
her bare of friends,’ she here, regardless of inconsistency, throws out this 

significant hint of her power with the cold contemptuous confidence of 
the tyrant. The mask of sorrow is characteristically half drawn aside. 
At the same time her boast heightens the irony; the audience know she 

is speaking to the son who will slay her, and that she has no friend but 
the craven adulterer, who will die with her. 

The queen goes out. The attendant leads off Orestes and Pylades into 
the palace, following her. 

ll. 719-729. This short choric song is sung by the leader of the 
Chorus, while Klytaemnestra is supposed to be giving her orders within 
to fetch Aegisthos. ' 

‘When shall we sing our triumph song? Oh Earth, and the Tomb, 
help us; and Guile, and Hermes!’ 

1, 720, oropatwv toxuvv, ‘the might of our voices’ in triumph over 
Orestes. 

1, 722. éxrH, ‘edge,’ probably the original meaning, though in 
Homer always the ‘coast’ or ‘edge’ of the land. But the common de- 
rivation from ay-vuyu, ‘to break’ (as the place where the waves break), 

is very unlikely ; for there is no fF ; and it is used of vivers as well as of 
the sea; and also of a mountain Soph, Ant. 1133, and an a/tar O. T. 183. 
Most likely it is from stem AK-, ‘sharp,’ like axpos, acies, etc. (Curt.). 

1. 726. MSS. give mesOu Sorta. If this is right, the construction is 
attracted from impersonal to personal, like ovSév mpoonxdvra Ag. 1079, 
mpérwv pus Soph. O.T.9. But the natural construction of depace (‘the 
time is ripe’) is impers., with acc. inf., and I have taken SeAlayv. 
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‘Crafty Persuasion’ is invoked, in order that Orestes’ disguise and 
story may be accepted till there is no escape. 

1. 727. EvykataByvatr, ‘to come down with us into the fray,’ like 
Kadnkew 455. 

1. 728. kal tov vUxLov is probably spurious. If genuine, it must mean 
‘and Hermes of the night;’ and though the article is grammatically 
right, the addition is ineffective and clumsy, There is no known 
‘Hermes vvxtos,’ and the word would be only a repetition of x@émos, a 
meatphorical substitute for it. 

[It is possible H. may be right in reading viyidv 6’ “Epyjy in line 
727, and supposing that x@évoy was written as a gloss, and then the 
lines patched up.]| 

€podevew is properly ‘to visit ov inspect’ the guards or sentries ; 
hence here to ‘oversee,’ ‘ direct.’ 

Enter the Nurse of Orestes, weeping. 

1. 730. Tedxew kakév, ‘to be working mischief.’ So Aeschylus has 
poBov Tevxev, ipepov T., Kakov T. 

1, 731. KekAaupevny, 457. 
l. 732. mot... matets, pregnant construction. ‘ Whither bound, dost 

thou pass the gates ?” 
KiAvooa, slaves were often called by the names of their countries; 

so Opaaca Plato Theaet.174 A. 
1. 733. ‘Grief is an unhired comrade ;* there is a certain pithiness 

and homeliness in these words of pity which Aeschylus often puts in the 
speech of the non-heroic personages. So the évAqaé in the beginning of 
the Agamemnon is full of quaint forcible expressions. See Introd. p. xvii. 

1. 734. tots Eévois, obviously right correction of Pauw. (The acc. of 
the MSS. is due very likely to the proximity of xadeiy, the copyist not 
observing, as often, the real sense.) 

1, 735. Otws Taxtor’, adv, ‘with all speed.’ 
1. 738. MSS. read :— 

Tpos pe oikéeTas 
Géro akvOpwrov [oxvOpwray, Vict., Bl., Schiitz, and most 

editors | 
€vTOs Ompatav yéAwv 

KevOovo én Epyots Siamemparypevors KaAGs 

Keivn, Sdpos S5é Totode xk. 7T.A.... 

which we ‘must construe, if we accept it :— 
‘Towards her slaves she assumed a hidden laughter within her 

gloomy eyes (or ‘gloomy laughter,’ with MSS.), at what had befallen 
happily for her, though for the house,’ etc., meaning, ‘she looked 
gloomy, though really rejoiced.’ 

H 
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To this there are the following objections :— 
(1) 6éro has no augment. (This might be defended as an Epic 

licence used in speeches repeating events in tragedy ; or we might read 
€0ero with Schiitz, Bl., Pal., etc.) 

(2) mpos meév oixéras is unconnected with the preceding. 
(3) “ev@ovo’ comes in awkwardly. 
(4) 9éro ought to be applied to the expression adopted, i. e. the 

sorrow, and not to the expression concealed, the laughter. 
I therefore follow H., Con., in taking Erfurdt’s bold but happy sug- 

gestion, GcroeiO panty. ... yeAov, ‘hiding a smile wnder pretence of 
gloom,’ which cures all four objections at once ; as we remove the stop 
before mpés. 

1. 740. No need to alter the MSS. €xew into €yer; indeed the con- 

struction is truer with the inf., which is epexegetic. 
Literally, ‘for the house unhappily (to be);’ in English we should 

omit the infin. 
1. 741. Better accent td’ to make it govern ¢myns only ; 7s is then 

attracted. Otherwise, though the sense is the same, the construction is 
clumsy and confused. So Schol. 

1. 744. Notice the effective accumulation of adjectives, so peculiar to 
the poet :— 

‘The ancient mingled woes intolerable in this house of Atreus 
befalling.’ 

She refers to the deaths of Iphigeneia and Agamemnon, and the 
banquet of Thyestes, and the other past horrors. See Introduction, 
pp: X-Xi. 

ovykexpapeéva is taken by many to mean, ‘mixed up with my lot,’ 
governing pot; and so the word is used Soph. Ant. 1311, Ar. Plut. 
853, etc. But both its position and the sense make the meaning 
‘mixed together,’ ‘mingled,’ as given above, more suitable. The 
horrible confuston of various guilts was the worst of the evil. 

1. 748. tAnpovas, ‘ patiently ;? TA7var being ‘ to bear.’ 
1. 749. ptdov 8 "Opéarny, the sentence is never finished. The accu- 

sative is the natural case to use thus frovistonal/y and in anacolutha 
is often found first. 

So e.g.O.T. 449 Tov dvipa rodrov ... ovrds éoriw evOdbe, 
O.C.1120 Téxva pavevta ... pnKive AOyov. 
Plat. Phaedr. 233 B .. . edrvxovvras 5... map exeivar 

carey avayKacer TuyXavely. 
TptBny, the ‘care’ or ‘ darling” of 1 my soul; literally, that whereon 

it spends time and labour: a graphic and beautiful word. 
1. 751. The construction is broken again and again; if the text is 

right it must mean :— 
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‘And of shrill outcries wakening by night— 
Many and troublous, ay and profitless 
To me who bare them—.’ 

Thus it is possible to construe it as it stands, though the gen. is 
suspicious after woAAd, and is not really justified by expressions like 
dvoABa BovAevparwy which are quoted for it. On the whole, though the 

incoherence of the speech is natural for a poor slave-woman broken 
down by sorrow, there is probably also corruption. 

1. 753. The thought is not clearly expressed and rapidly changes from 
point to point; as is characteristic of the untutored mind: but the con- 
nection is, ‘I bore much useless trouble with him ; for the senseless 
child must be reared like a beast by following its humour;’ i.e. the 

trouble is useless [because you can’t tell what to prepare for], for the 
senseless child has to be nursed according to its humour, you have to 
tend it and follow its wishes: [you can’t know them before] because it 
can’t speak. 

For Mr. A. W. Verrall’s ingenious suggestion rémw ppevés, ‘by guessing 
its mind,’ see Appendix V. 

1. 756. The MSS. read # Aupds, 7. . ., etc, ‘whether hunger, or...’ 
This is not the Attic use, hence most editors change the first 7 to ed. 

But there is no need to change it, as in the Epic usage we have the indi- 
rect alternative question introduced by 7... 7: e.g, Il. 2. 299... dpa 
da@pev 7 éredv Kddyas pavteverar je Kal ovki. So Od. 1. 174, 4. 789, 
15. 300, etc. 

So again below 890, the MSS. read ciS@pev 7) uux@pev 7) vikwpeba, [At 

the same time we must admit that M. reads #7’ for e/7’ 994, which casts 
a certain doubt on MS. authority in such a point.] 

H. reads di~nors (a form found in Athenaeus), D. clumsily, 7 dé’ 
et 71s, for din ms of the MSS., as the word is elsewhere di~a always. 
But di~y 71s may be right ; 67 will be an Ionic form, compare reiva and 
meivn. 7s will be used in the idiomatic way, like 4 7s "AmdAAwy Ag. 55, 
where we should say ‘ perchance.’ On the whole, it is better to keep 
the MSS. form rather than another form only found in Athenaeus; 

and translate ‘hunger or thirst perchance or natural need. 
_ 1.757. atrdprns, ‘is wilful,’ ‘ will have its way.’ Notice the extreme 
boldness with which these homely details in the rapid (scarcely gram- 
matical) speech of the-poor nurse are introduced into the crisis of the 
tragedy. Nobody but a great poet would have tried it; and hardly 
anybody but Aeschylus have succeeded. The common human thoughts 
of the motherly vulgar nurse, between the ‘ basilisk’ Klytaemnestra and 
Orestes, the Gods’ instrument of Vengeance, produce a touching effect. 

1. 758. Again the natural incoherence, as above 751 :— 

‘These things I divining, yet often I ween at fault, I was the cleanser 

H 2 
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of the babe’s swathing bands’ [‘and nurse at once,’ she was going to say, 
but substitutes the less logical but more vernacular and epigrammatic], 
‘fuller and nurse at once had the same office.’ 

1. 762. M. gives a var. reading, watpés; but the rarer and harder tatpt 

is no doubt right, ‘for the father;’ supported by Schol. It is an Epic 
constr., as défaro of oxfmrpoy Il. 2. 186, @€miote Se SexTo Semas 15. 87. 

1. 763. Te9vyKdtos, Epic gen. of ews about a person, as ws yv@ ~wo- 
pévowo Il. 4. 357, et 5€ Ke TeOvNdTOs axovaow Od. 2. 220, dpunOévTos 
dxovea ib. 4. 728. So Agam. 1367 pavrevodpecba Tavipds dws 6kwddTOSs, 
Soph. El. 317 Tod kaavyvjrov Ti pps; O.C. 355 Tous éxpyodn owparos. 

1. 765. QAov, ‘ gladly.’ 
1. 766. m&s éoradpevov; ‘how attended?’ ‘with what array?’ 

(Mo7s.) 
1. 767. 4 7s; ‘do you ask how?’ a variation (which there is no need 

to alter) from the ordinary colloquial émws; used in repeating a question 
with surprise. 

1. 770. orvyet, abstr. for ‘ hateful master.’ 
1. 771. avrév, emphatic, ‘himself,’ i.e. ‘by himself,’ ‘alone.’ So Ar. 

Ach, 504 avtol yap éoper, ‘ for we are alone,’ ‘ only ourselves.’ 
1.772. ynPovon (the Attic 7 must probably be restored for MSS. 

ya.) The only tense of this stem usually found in Attic is yéyn@a. 
Both the order of the words, the fact that the nurse is plunged in 

tears, and the general sense, make it far more likely that yn@ovcn ppevi 
goes with dvywy6, and applies to the nurse (rather than to Aegisthos) ; 

the Chorus are encouraging her: see note on 774. 
1. 773. MSS. read puntos dp00vcn ppevi, by a slip of the scribe of M. 

whose eye caught the last line. The same thing happened Agam. 1216: 
it is a not unfrequent source of error.. See 875. 

The true reading was restored by Porson from Eustathius (scholar of 
the twelfth century who annotated Homer from lost sources), who quotes 
(no doubt from memory) as a line of Huripides ev ayyéAw yap Kpumtos 
6p9o0Ta Adyos. The Schol. on the same line of Iliad (15. 207) also 
quotes the line as Euripides’. 

The line is proverbial in character and means, ‘ For in the mouth of 
a messenger a dark tale is set straight,’ i.e. ‘the messenger can explain 

his own message,’ and therefore it is best to hear it from his own 

mouth. 

[The variant xumrés, appearing in one MS. of the Scholia, is tempting, 
as the mixture of metaphors is then ayoided, and the proverb decidedly 
improved. But authority is strong against it on the whole. ] 

1.774. GAN 4H, of surprised or excited inquiry, Phil. 414, El. 879, 
Hipp. 932. So Ag. 276 GAN’ 7 a” éniavev Tis darepos paris ; 

gpovets eb; ‘Art thou cheerful?’ [as Schol. explains] ; a meaning 
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which appears in evfpwy, edppdvn, edppaivw, evppoovyn, but is very rare 
in ed ppova. 

[Paley quotes ed ppovodvros Ag. 271; but that means ‘loyal,’ ‘ well- 
disposed,’ and ed gpdver Ion 518, but that is better taken, ‘be calm,’ 
‘be sensible.’] 

The Nurse is here replying not only to yn9o0vcn ppevi, but no doubt to 
the manner of the Chorus, which shows a secret delight and hope. 

1.775. GAA’ et. . ., literally, ‘ well, but if...’ i.e. “why not, if...’ 

1. 776. kat més, incredulous. See above, line 179. 
1,778. €xets, i.e. ‘do you know? cf. Soph. Ant. g. 

Sixa, ‘apart from,’ i.e. ‘ besides,’ and ‘ different from.’ 

The Nurse goes off, and the Chorus sing the second stasimon. 

ll. 783-837. SECOND STASIMON. ‘Grant prosperity, Zeus, to those 
who desire the right (783-788). Set Orestes before his foes; he will 

repay thee (789-793). Curb the eager colt, set bounds to his course ; O 
may his speeding steps keep due measure! (794-799). Ye gods of the 
house, hearken; pay the old bloodshed with fresh justice! (800-805). 
O Apollo, bring light on the house out of darkness! (So6-811) and may 
Hermes help! who brings the hidden things to light, and hides the 
dark plot (813-818). Then will we sing a song of joy; good to the 
city, and to me, and to my friends (819-826), When she cries “‘ Son,” 
do thou cry “Father,” and do the deed of justice. Keep the heart of 
Perseus within, and serve the dead below and those on earth, slay the 
guilty !’ (827-837). 

ll. 783-788. In this corrupt strophe I take (with Pal., Dav., and 

others) Hermann’s alterations, ed rvxeiy and Ta owppov’, which are slight, 
and make metre and sense. 
‘Now to my prayers... Grant that events may befall with sure pros- 

perity to those who desire Right ! 
1. 785. kuptos, lit. ‘firmly,’ ‘so as to be ratified or assured.’ So Ag. 

OévTa Kupiws exe, 
1, 786. ta oadpova, i.e. ‘ purity and order,’as opposed to the flagrant 

adultery and crime now prevalent at Argos: the MSS. awppoauy is a 
gloss perhaps (cwppoatynv) to explain 7a cweppova, 

1. 787. The MSS. é:adieaoa: looks like a corruption of &a dias (and 
so Pauw and most editors) ; but the Schol. xatd Sixay 6 éott Kata 76 5i- 
xavov looks like an earlier reading «ad Sixav, which I have followed H. 
in takihg. It corresponds more exactly with Tod7’ i5o: of the antistrophe, 

1. 788. viv, ‘him,’ Orestes. 
1, 789. ‘And set him that is within the halls [Orestes] before his 

foes,’ i,e. bring him into their presence, the proper meaning of mpott- 
One. 
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ll. 791-793. ‘Since if thou exalt him [by victory] he will gladly 
repay twofold and threefold return.’ Schiitz, Butl., Peile, and Klaus. 
are probably right in taking these words so, as Béhov makes. no real 
sense otherwise. Others (H., Pauw, Pal., Blom., Scholf.) construe with 
Schol. ...‘thou shalt gladly receive,’ 2h but Gédow in this sense is un- 
suitable, because Zeus is made out as depending on Orestes’ bounty, 
if he is a glad recipient. 

For the anacoluthon cf. Ag. 1008 :— 
TO pev mpo xXpnuaTov 

. Oxvos Bahay, 

. ove dv Sdpos. 
The tadtprtowa are sacrifices. Zeus is appealed to, as is common in 

rude and primitive states of religion, to help for Azs own sake. 
1. 794. The general sense is plain, ‘ The orphaned colt is yoked in the 

car of sorrows ; restrain his course ;’ a prayer to Zeus (in the noble and 
bold imagery so characteristic of Aeschylus) to help and guide Orestes 
in his woes. Most editors keep the MSS. to@ as the first word and the 
Schol read it ; but besides the very awkward construction which tpoott- 
Geis would then have, asit would then contain the prayer, there is an ab- 
surdity in saying to@: to Zeus. I have taken the happy correction of 
Pauw (adopted by H. and Franz), toxe. ‘Curb the orphaned colt of 

the beloved king, yoked to the car of troubles, setting bounds in his 

course.’ 
1. 797. The best sense with the least alteration is obtained by reading 

(with BL., P.) Soc for idety, 5a mé5ov for Samedov. 

*Oh that one could see (lit. ‘who could see’) him keeping due 1 mea- 
sure across this plain, i in the eager speed of his swift steps.’ It is best 
to take ‘him’ [Orestes] as the subject of the middle sw(éuevor, and av. 
Bn. Opeypa as a kind of explanatory apposition :—so the verse runs 
best. Others take dpeypa, subject; simpler grammar, but rather less 
natural structure and arrangement. 

The metaphor then of Orestes as a horse running a hard race, to be 
curbed and guided aright by Zeus, is well kept up. 

(P. defends Saredov in Prom. 829, and thinks it possible here: but 

Homer uses dared50v commonly, and Aeschylus would hardly write da7e- 
Sov ; in Prom. yame5or is probably right, and is now generally read.) 

1, Sor. ‘Ye who within the house dwell in the chamber that rejoices 

in wealth,’ reading évi¢ere with H., P., Con. [Those who retain vopi(ere, 

translate it ‘haunt,’ quoting €yOos vopifey 101, Bloy vouicere 1003, hardly 

parallel. Moreover antistrophe has ént-popwratos.| For constr. P. aptly 
quotes Pers. 140 708° év(d evar or eyos. 

1, 802. Read KAtre (Epic aor.) for MSS. «Avere, with D. and others. 
ll. 803-804. With Hermann’s emendations in antistrophe, these lines 

 * ieee Pita ot 
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(omitting mexpaypevwy) correspond with the two first. After that is 
something lost. 

1. 805. An effective metaphor: ‘May Murder grow too old and bear 
no more ofits bloody offspring!’ = sts—~S ; 

1. 806. ‘ The mighty fair-built cavern’s mouth’ is Aeschylean for the 
Delphic oracular cave, and the god addressed is of course Apollo. 

kaA@s Ktipevov [Bamberger’s certain correction: for x7dapevoy] is 
clearly the common Epic éb «tipevov [mroAleOpov, vacov, Ghwnv,k.T. X.]. 

1. 807. ed Sos avidetv, ‘grant that the house of the man [Orestes] may 
happily lift up its eyes; explaining dBecv with Schol. as avaBréyat. 
| The same metaphor occurs Bacchae 1309 @ Sap’ dvéBdep’, ‘in whom 

the house lifted up its eyes,’ i.e. who was the light of the house.] 
But avidety is dr. Aey. and, with idSetv below, suspicious. 
ll. 809-811. The MSS. éAcevfepiws Aapmp@s are very unlikely struc- 

ture and metre, and very obscure sense. 
I take Bamberger’s éAevOepias and Aaympdv, and the sense and metre 

become at once good: ‘And [that the house] may look bright upon him 
[Orestes] with the friendly eyes. of f freedom, from behind fen Herm.] her 
dark veil.’ 

The alterations are very slight, and the metaphor is sustained. A 
very similar metaphor of looking from behind a veil is developed into a 
full-blown simile in Ag. 1178 :— 

kal pny 6 xXpnopos ovKeT &« Kaduppatov 
éotat SeSopKas veoyapou viupys dixnv: 

which also illustrates ék. 
1. 813. €mdoperatos, ‘most-favouring,’ metaphor of a wind, lit. 

‘tending or blowing towards.’ Thuc. 3. 74 has dvemwos émipopos és 
av7nv, Lucian Herm. 28. 769 has émipopoy kat ovpiov mvevpa, The 
metaphor is continued in the next line. 

1, 814. ‘Granting a prosperous accomplishment ;’ @éAwv used rather 
in a strained construction, but not impossible. {Perhaps @éAwy is a gloss 
on xpy¢wv next line, and has ousted the true word (mopwy or d:50vs or 
mvéwy) from its place. | 

1. 815. Hermann’s conjecture 7a 8 dAd@’ dupave? [‘ and the dark (dAada, 
lit. ‘blind’) t hings he shall bring to light ’] is derived from the Scholiast’s 
Ta 5& xpunTa viv pavepwoa: a note hardly needed for the text as it 
stands, and so confirming the emendation. MSS. give xpumra, not 

elided; looking like a gloss, and again confirming adAd@’, When we 
consider how like in uncials A, A, and A are, and again AA and M, Her- 

mann’s conjecture is seen to be really very near the MSS. 
1, 816. ‘And uttering a dark word, as by night he bears darkness 

before his s face, _so by day he is no clearer.’ Notice re answered by 6¢, 
not an uncommon irregularity in Attic drama. 
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In these lines Hermes is introduced as the god of Craft ; in which 
capacity he was to help on the plot of Orestes. 

ll. 819-837. From here to the end of the Chorus the text is so far 
corrupt, that, while it is quite possible to make out the general sense, 
and even to feel confident that much of the wording is right, it is not 
possible to make the metres correspond, i.e. to restore the exact wording 
of the stanzas, without rewriting the passage. This has been done by 
several editors, notably by Hermann, Klausen, and Davies, all of course 

differing largely from each other and the MSS., but (from the nature of 
the case) none sufficiently convincing to be adopted in the text. Indeed, 
if the paradox may be hazarded, supposing we had Aeschylus’ own 
words presented to us, they would certainly differ so much from the 
existing MSS., that, unless we could trace the causes of the corruption, 

we should rightly refuse to admit them into the text. 
Under these circumstances I have printed the text as it stands in the 

MSS., only introducing one or two verbal alterations, such as are highly 
probable, but not attempting to restore correspondence in the metre. In 
the notes on each stanza I have given the sense as nearly as may be, 
and some discussion on the readings. Everything else I have relegated 

to Appendix IT. 
It should be added that the Scholia here are of less value than some- 

times happens, as they have before them a text already corrupted into 
something like ours, which they never despair of explaining. 

ll. 819-826. mAodrov is clearly corrupt. The Chorus are promising 

their aid, and rejoicing over the coming deliverance. 

Probably rAodror is a corruption either (1) of an adjective (like TOAUY, 

BL., «Avrdy), and then it is all one sentence down to peOnaoper, or (2) of 

a substantive (like xopév, P.), and then we must read aya d¢ for 6pod 822 

(H.). Ihave taken (1). Again yoaray, H., is a tolerably certain emen- 

dation of yontwv, which is nonsense. 
Then the stanza will mean something like this :— 

‘And then a [mighty strain} 
Of deliverance to the house, 

A favouring strain of women’s voices, 
Together a ringing measure of lamentation 
We will utter: to the city, “tis well: 
"Tis gain to me that comes, 
And calamity is far from my friends.’ 

If we read it as one sentence, the song is at once a triumph [over 

Orestes’ victory] and a lament [over the dead]: if we read Gpa de, it 1s 

the two songs separately. 

1. 822. kpexrés, from xpéxw, ‘to strike the string ;’ it seems used here 

metaphorically of loud resonant utterance, ‘ ringing.’ 
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ll. 827-830. This stanza has suffered from repetitions besides other 
corruption; thus we have épywy ... €pyw, marpds...marpds, ‘There is 
moreover no verb. 

By omitting from the MSS. marpds épyw, and reading mepaivey for rat 
mepaivwy, we get a good sense :— 

‘And do thou with good heart, when thy portion comes 
to act, 

Shouting over her [Klytaemnestra], as she calls 
To thee “‘my child,” the name of “Father,” 
Accomplish baneful woe.’ 

A very fine idea, of the mother’s powerful appeal overborne by one yet 
more powerful. 

mepatverv, Epic use of infinitive for imperative. 

érripopdov, properly ‘blameworthy.’ So naturally ‘ bringing 
misery,’ ‘ baneful,’ ‘wretched.’ It is used again so Ag. 553, and xaTa- 

pHopos ib. 145. 

‘Baneful’ either to Klytaemnestra (which would be rather weak repe- 
tition of ava), or more likely to Orestes himself; foreshadowing the 
Eumenides. 

[It is a very little way from this to Seidler’s emendation of the whole 
verse (very nearly adopted by BI., Pal.), which corresponds with the 
strophe and is ey probable :— 

émavaas Tarps avbay 

Opoovog Téxvoy 

Tepaivew emipoppov aray. 
‘. But there can be no certainty in the existing state of the evidence. ] 

ll. 831-837. Again the difficulty is that there is no verb. We must 
eiher with Davies read 7i@e: for rieis 836, or with Herm. suppose a 
line lost after 837 containing imperative. Very likely both are true. 

Reading xdpitas for xapiros, Avypas for Avmpas, in 835 pdpov for pdpov 
837, and dvacyeOdv for sxeOév in 832 (suggested by Mr. D. Rankin), 
we get :— 

“And uplifting the spirit of Perseus in thy heart, 

Fer thy friends below and those on earth 
Working the satisfaction of grievous Wrath 
Make bloody ruin within, 
And destroying him who is.guilty of the death. 

1. Bar. Perseus, who slew the snake-haired Gorgon Medea is a 

fit parallel for the deliverer Orestes, who is to ey the evil thing, 
Aegisthos. 

1. 834. dvw@ev, ‘on earth,’ above ground; Elektra. 

Tpompacowy is unique, and doubtless corrupt. 
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1.836. As the metre is here made of cretics and iambuses, drav is 
wrong. Perhaps Paley is right in d@yay, ‘horror,’ though the word is 
used of feeling, not of that which creates it, usually. 

1. 837. The metre, perhaps, as we have said, shows that a line is lost 
at the end; but the corruption probably goes a good deal deeper. 

Enter Aegisthos, returning home. 

Il. 839-854. SCENE 4, Part 1. Aegisthos comes in, alarmed by the 
news of Orestes’ death, and professing to doubt it. The Chorus refer 
him to the stranger. He goes in, boasting that he is not likely to be 
deluded. 

1, 841. pépov 8’ "Opéorov. We should have expected no particle, but 
a mere acc. apposition to gat. But the 6€ is probably loosely used 
after ovSayas ..., ‘a tale nowise pleasing, d¢ the death of Orestes.” [If 
it had been a mere apposition, we should have had te, as Ag. 1526.] 

S€ for dAAd is common in Epic. 
Gpdéperv, ‘to put this upon’ the house, [It might also be taken as 

L.S., ‘ to bear,’ Sduors after yévorro ; but rhythm is against this. Of the 
other sense of dvapépw, ‘to impute,’ there is no trace here. ] 

1 842. No need to alter the bold word depatocrayés, fear-dripping,’ 
into the common aiparootayés. H. quotes, aptly, Ag. 179 araCer mpo 

kapdias roves. 
1. 843. The MSS. reading éAxaivoyte kai 5e&nypnévw can only be con- 

strued ‘ with the former festering and wounded bloodshed, which cannot 
be called sense ; for how can the xew burden be terrible with former 
murder? the alteration (due to Bamberger) makes all clear ;, the parti- 
ciples agree with dduors ; ‘ to put this on the house would be a sbuigen of 

dread, festering and wounded as it is with the former slaughter.” The 
coypist has naturally altered the plurals to agree with 70. 

1. 844. BAémovra, ‘living’ tales, opposed to OynaKxoyTes Adyou, a bold 
and characteristic image. 

1.845. ‘Or are they words of fear from women’s lips, fluttering in 

mid-air, and perishing away ?’ 
Separovpevor, ‘terrified,’ poetically transferred from the affrighted 

persons to the tales. 
1, 846. meSaporor (see 590) and parny describe their emptiness and 

vanity. 

ll. 849-850. The simplest structure is: ‘the strength of messengers is 
nothing, compared with a man Azmse/f inquiring of the men themselves. 
So Paley, who quotes somewhat similar proverbial phrases with ofov, 
e.g. Plat. Gorg. 5 ovdéy ofoy adrdv épwray, ‘nothing like asking the man 
himself.’ It is the comfarative use of ds employed loosely. 
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[The only other way of taking it is ds consecutive; ‘So that a man 
(should) himself inquire ;’ but this would rather require 5ecv. | 

Observe that both ai7éy and avr@y are the emphatic use of the pro- 
noun = Lat. zfse. 

1. 854. Aegisthos departs to his death with a boast that ‘the mes- 
senger shall not cheat his clear-eyed mind ;’ a most effective piece of 
dramatic irony. 

Aegisthos passes into the palace by the central door. 

ll. 855-869. THirp STasrMon. The Chorus sing a short song of 
suspense while Aegisthos and Orestes are meeting within. 

‘Zeus, what shall I say? Now is the struggle, for utter ruin to the 

house or freedom and happiness. May it end in victory! 

1. 856. ém@ed£ouo’, calling on the gods;’ a certain correction of 

.. . Goalova’. 
1. 858. toov, lit , “equal,’ so ‘fair, ‘right,’ ‘fit.’ 

aviowpat, ‘succeed,’ not merely in ‘speaking what is right,’ which 
would be a strained construction, but generally, ‘in my wishes.’ The 
full meaning is ‘how can I pray rightly and have my prayer?’ 

1.859. ‘ The blood-stained points of the murderous blades ;’ reading 
metpai, ‘points,’ with MSS. and Schol. who explains it as being from 

meipa, ‘to pierce,’ which there is no reason to doubt. ‘ Blood-stained 

attempts’ (aetpar), would be a very violent expression. 
1. 862. Note the unusual licence (in this metre) of mavtés before 7; 

perhaps justified by a pause in the singing. 
1. 864. dpxds tmoAvocovépous, ‘the rule of the city.’ If the MSS. are 

right, te is used by anacoluthon, being not wanted in the grammar of the 
sentence. So exactly Ag. 99 rovtTwy Aéfao’... mawy Te yevov, where, 
however, the sentence is longer and the irregularity therefore easier. 
But Weil’s warépwv 0’ éfeu is a simple and happy suggestion, and I have 
adopted it. 

1. 866. €peSpos is properly the ‘odd man” who ‘sits by’ to watch a 
duel, intending to fight the winner. Accordingly its use here is per- 
plexing. Some take it with reference to Agamemnon; the king being 

slain by Aegisthos and Klytaemnestra, Orestes is going to engage the 
winners (so Linwood, Pal.). Others (Scholf., Con., L. S.) take it as a 
kind of oxymoron with pdévos: ‘lone champion of his cause’ we might 
say: he ts pévosand so has no €pedpos. Cf. Phil. 691 airos Hv mpocodpos, 
‘himself his own neighbour,’ i. e. alone. 

More probably épedpos is used loosely for ‘champion ;’ though the 
word may have been chosen because it contains the notion of wazting. 

1, 868. émi vir, ‘for victory,’ a vaguer and more modest expression ; 
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the prayer being that matters may turn towards victory rather than that 
victory might be achieved. 

Aegisthos is heard to cry within. 

ll. 870-934. SCENE 4, Part 2. The Chorus stand still; the slave 
comes out and cries, ‘ Aegisthos is dead !’ and calls for the women’s apart- 
ment to be opened, and asks for Klytaemnestra. She appears, and is 
followed by Orestes, After a vain appeal for mercy, she is driven in to 
her death. 

1.875. A slave comes out in consternation, 
MSS. read reAoupevov, certainly wrong. It has come not from 

TeAoupevou (872) but from téAos just before, 874. -pévou is right, and 
TéAos has ousted the beginning of the word. See line 773. The cor- 
rection is Schiitz’s, followed by H. 

1.877. Here the slave knocks violently at the side door. 
1. 878. The yuvatkevor mvAat are the doors of the women’s apartments, 

where the queen lives; probably represented on the stage conventionally 
by one of the side doors. 

1. 879. poxAots xaAGrte, lit. ‘Unloose with the bars’ (i.e. by with- 
drawing the bars), ‘unbar.’ So dvayoxAevw is used ‘to unbar,’ Med, 
Aisle 

kai pada go together, as often; S€ is the connecting particle (no 
need of ye, Bl., H., etc.); ‘and a right lucky man we need’ to defend 

us against these conspirators; not to help Aegisthos, he instantly 
remembers. 

1. 881. He shakes the door violently again and turns away with a cry 
of baffled impatience. 

1, 882. dkpavra, ‘ profitless,’ (lit. ‘unaccomplished’); his excitement 

makes him accumulate his words, cwots, kabevdovow, parny, axpavTa, 

1. 883. ad tH08’, good correction for the unmetrical and feeble avz7js. 
émyvov, Abresch’s excellent and certain correction for ém fupod 

(which Pal. and others retain, construing as though it were én €upod 

@v; quite impossible even apart from the muddle of metaphors), means 
‘a_ block’ for beheading; see Ag. 1227. ‘It seems that now again her 
neck will fall beside his block, righteously stricken.’ 

1. 884. Alytaemnestra comes out from the side door. 
1.885. S6pots is probably the Epic local dat. common in Aeschylus. 

See Ag. 27, 558, 578, 718. 
1. 886. He means ‘the dead are slaying the living’ (re6vnKoras 

generalising plural, see 384, 419). And so Klytaemnestra understands 
him. The atveypa which she speaks of is the favadox; not, I think (as 
some comm.), the grammatical ambiguity of the sentence, which might 
be taken the other way with 4vra for subject. 
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1. 888. Gomep otv, ‘as indeed,’ see above, 96. 

1. 889. Soln, ‘let some one give;’ the use of pure opt. as a mild im- 
perative is Epic. Od. 4. 735 aAAd tis étpnpas Aodtov Kadéoece, Il. 11, 
791 TadT elnos Bacidyp. So Ag. 945 trai ris apBvAas Avo. TAxXos. 

It differs not grammatically, but in tone, from the ordinary wishing 
use. 

avSpokpfjra, ‘murderous ;’ to find allusion in dvép- to the meaning 
‘husband’ is refining too much. 

1. 890. 7 viKkGpev, ‘whether,’ Epic use 7)=7d7epov; cf. Il. 2.229, Od. 
I. 174,etc. The verbs may be either indic., ‘we are conquerors,’ or subj. 
delib., ‘we are to conquer.’ The indic. is more vivid. See note, 756. 

1. 891. The cold, fearless, pitiless strength of Klytaemnestra comes out 
again powerfully here in these almost bald words ; ‘for to this point am 
I come in this trouble.’ It is as though she said, half wearily, but 

without emotion, of this fearful conflict: ‘bloodshed again! I or he! 

let us begin.’ 
Orestes comes out of the central door, with a blood-dripping sword. 
1. 892. Notice the extraordinary effect of the restrained words: ‘’Tis 

thee I seek; for him, it is enough.’ 
1. 893. ptArate .. . Bia, the grammar gives way to the sense. 
1, 894. It is hardly possible to give in English the majestic yet deadly 

scorn of these simple but scathing words. 
‘Lovest thou the man? then in the same grave thou shalt lie. He is 

dead, and thou canst not e’er abandon him ;’ only that mpodgs (like the 
English ‘ give up’) has the double meaning of ‘ betray’ and ‘abandon.’ 
The thought of Orestes is: She shall be united (2 the grave) to her 
new lover; she will not be false to Az (for both will be dead). 

1. 896. The correction aiSecat is confirmed to certainty by Hom. I. 
22. 82, where Hector’s mother makes the same appeal, though for a 
very different request :— 

; “Extop, Téxvov épov, tae + aiSeo, Kai p’ éAeqoov 
auTHv, ElmoTe Tor AaMiKNdéEa pady éméeayxor. 

1. 898. odAa, ‘ gums,’ a word of obscure origin. 
evtpadés must be active here, ‘nourishing ;’ so probably in Theb. 

309 USwp edtpapéotatoyv. In other places it is passive, * well-fed.’ 
1. 899. atSeo0, delib. subj. aidws is ‘awe,’ ‘reverence; and the 

use of the verb with the inf. is natural in the sense of ‘ shrink.’ 
1. goo. Pylades, a ‘mute personage,’ speaks for the first and last 

time. The Scholiast says the character is acted here by the oixérns, to 
prevent there being four speakers. 

1. gor. It seems better to take ‘the faithful pledges,’ with Peile, of 
Apollo’s pledges, not with Pal., Con., K1., and Scholiast of Orestes and 
Pylades, There would be some hint if the persons were changed. 
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1 go2. ‘Count all men foes rather than the gods,’ i. e. prefer to incur 
the enmity of any one sooner. 

1. 903.0 He turns to his mother and speaks coldly and sternly. 
1. go4. Note the accusative tévSe, the pregnant construction with 

opdgtar, verb of rest; ‘to lead thee to his very side and slay thee there.’ 

1. go8. atv S€ ynpdvar, the Epic and older use of the preposition 

adverbial ; called by the misleading name of Tmesis. 
[ovv for MSS. voy is required, in order to connect the second clause of 

the line with Orestes at all. It is confirmed by suvoiejoess. | 
‘I wish to pass my old age with thee,’ i. e. ‘ to be tended by thee.’ 

1. 909. marpokrovotca, ‘murderess of my father,’ rather a strained 
use; So 974, 1018, 1028. 

1, 910. mapattia, ‘shared the blame ;’ a feeble excuse, which Orestes 

immediately refutes. 

1. 912. yeveOAtous dpds, unusual expression for ‘a mother’s curse.” 
1. 914. The emphasis is on the verb: it is the applicability of the 

term ameppupa she is denying, not the act. We may translate :— 
‘Nay, not cast thee out: twas to a friendly house [I sent thee].’ 
1. 915. If Siys is right, it must mean, ‘I was sold twice over,’ 

‘doubly sold ;’ it was twice as bad to be carried away when he was a 
freeman’s son. [But the word seems not natural and there may be 
corruption. Heath’s aicxpas is very probable.] 

1. 917. [MSS. read cov, which might be justified by analogy with 
phrases like @avpa(w cov rovro, ‘I wonder at this in you;’ but the regu- 

lar construction of évecdi¢w is dv. tei 71, from Homer (Il. 9. 34, Od. 18. 
380) downwards. And Aeschylus is not given, like Sophokles, to con- 
stant variations of construction. I therefore read oo: with Canter and 
others. | 

The ‘ price he will not plainly reproach her with’ is Aegisthos. 
1. 918. pw) a@AX (the MSS. reading), a colloquialism common in 

Aristophanes (Frogs 103, 611, 745, etc.), means ‘nay but ;’ and might 
be defended here in consideration of Klytaemnestra’s scornful taunt : 
but probably the yw (written uz. dA’ in M.) has got in, as H. suggests, 
from the next line. It is best to read GAX’. 

paras, ‘ follies,’ a contemptuous emphemism for ‘sins’ (like ‘ fool- 
ishness’ in the Old Testament). She means his supposed adultery with 
Kassandra (Ag. 1438) and Chryseis (ib. 1439). 
~1 gig. i.e. ‘the man who faces hardship must be excused ;’ a crude 
and savage morality, no doubt accepted by the Greeks of Aeschylus’ 
day. 

1. 921. i.e. ‘she ought to be faithful, she owes so much to him.’ 
1. 922. She gives up persuasion and tries to frighten him; the deed 

is such that the mere simple statement is appalling: but he is inflexible, 
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1. 923. A noble and terse expression of the relentless justice of his 
deed. 

1. 924. The ‘vengeful hounds,’ one of Aeschylus’ numerous imagi- 
native names for the Furies. 

expression according to the Scholiast for ‘ vain lament.’ 
fa only points the contrast with t¥pSov. (The full proverb is 

[raird] mpos TUpBoy Te KAaiew Kal mpds avipa vynmov, ‘ As well weep 
before the tomb as before a fool.’) 

1. 927. cotpt£er, col dpi¢er, an unusual crasis in tragedy ; ‘marks out 
for thee.’ [Perhaps émoupi¢e D.] 

1.928. Another powerful line. She finds prayer useless; so she 
launches one word of hatred, as short and strong as a curse, and goes 

silently and boldly to her death. ‘This was the snake I bare and suckled,’ 
referring of course to her dream. . 

1. 930. The dreadful moderation of the phrase makes a true climax to 
this short and powerful dialogue :— 

‘’Twas ill thou slewest him: suffer thou the ill.’ 
It reminds us of the similar climax when Oedipus discovers the story 

of his birth, and the murder and incest he has unwittingly committed, 
Soph. O. T. 1184 :— 

bots Tépacpa pis 7 ap By ov xphv, civ ois 7 
ov xpHv dpmArA@y, ovs 7 Ew ovK eda KTAaVwY. 

Orestes goes tnto the palace with drawn sword, driving Klytaem- 

nestra before hint. 
1. 932. émypice, ‘has reached the height, as Schol. explains. 
1. 933. ‘ This, however, we count better, that the light of the house 

should not perish utterly.’ 
Apparently the sense is, ‘I pity the fate of the victims; but since the 

jast bloodshed is but the end of the series (i. e. since the victims have 

brought it on themselves), I side with Orestes, lest the house come to an 
end.’ 

1. 934. 6p9aAp6s, idiomatic Greek metaphor for ‘delight,’ ‘hope,’ 
‘comfort,’ Pind. O. 2. 18 ép@adpos SixeAias, Soph. O.T. 987 peyas 7 
opOadrpos ot maT pds Tapor. 

Il. 935-972. FOURTH STASIMON. ‘Justice came to the sons of Priam, 
and twin lions to the house of Agamemnon ; the exile at the bidding of 
Apollo ‘finished his appointed course (935-941). Rejoice for the de- 
liverance of our lord’s house; the murderers meet their fate (942-945). 
Orestes came back; Justice, true daughter of Zeus, helped him (946- 
952): Apollo sent for her at last: Gods cannot aid the wicked: the 
light is risen ! (953-961). The curb of the household is taken away ; 
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rise up, House, too long thou layest prostrate! (962-965). Soon shall 
Time come forth, sweeping away pollution; the lot shall be fair once 
more for us! the Light is risen!’ (966-972). 

1. 938. SimAobs A€wv, i.e. Orestes and Pylades, as the Schol. says, 
and as is clear from Eur. Orest. 1401 7A@ov és Sdépuous A€ovTes “EAAave 
dvo Si5vuw, a manifest imitation. The sense is: ‘ Vengeance came on 
Paris and Troy, though late: it has now come on the murderers of 
Agamemnon,’ 

[The other int. of Aéwy, of Klytaemnestra and Aegisthos, is very 
unlikely. €oAe is against it; so is Aéwy,as one was a woman; so is 

the passage from Eur.; so is the parallel from Troy. It is strange to 
find it supported by such authority as K1., Peile, Con., Weil, ors. 

1. 939. [€Aace, the evident reading of the Schol., is probably the 
oldest ; and indeed it makes better sense than éAaxe (Schiitz, Herm., and 
most editors), ‘ He has wholly won his heritage ’—very harsh phrase. | 

eXace és To Tay. Literally, ‘he draye to the uttermost,’ i.e. ‘he 
has accomplishe1 his course ;) he has come home safe from exile, and 

will exact vengeance. [Even so 70 may is rather strange; and perhaps 
Schol. read 7éAos: still the case is one where the harder reading of the 
MSS. should be retained.] 

1.940. mv06xpyoTOos (not -77s) is the right form ; ‘ sent by the Pythian 
god ;’ so Eur. Ion 1218. 

1. 941. ‘Sped rightly by Gods’ bidding.’ 
ll. 943-945. ‘Utter a cry of joy over the escape of our master’s house 

from woes and waste of substance, by the miserable fate of the two 
murderers.’ The sense is simple and satisfactory. 

1. 946. A doubtful passage. (1) mowd may be nom. to péAet (regu- 
larly Zersona/ in Homer and often in Trag.) : ‘ He is come who devises 
the crafty vengeance of secret attack,’ i.e. Orestes: this suits the next 
verse, which clearly describes the help given to Orestes in the fight. 
So Davies. [Others, less well, of Hermes, the god of guile,-812; the 

present wéAe supports this, but the sense is not so good (Franz, Ahr., 

Peile, Con.).] 

(2) mowda may be nom. to pode, as in the strophe. Even then we 
may understand it of Orestes, and need not alter @ to @ (as Aurat., 
Stan, Bl., etc.), ‘he came, who deviseth secret attack, [Orestes], crafty 

Vengeance.’ Paley takes it so, but it is rather artificial. 
(3) Scholiast, followed by some of the older comm., take the antece- 

dent to @ asa dative. ‘And there came ¢o Aim who broods treacherous 

attack [Aegisthos] a crafty Vengeance,’ i.e. by craft he slew, and by 
craft he was slain. This is too unconnected with what follows. 

I prefer to take it of Orestes, as (1). 
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1. 948. éryrupos, ‘the true, the very :’ Justice Aerse/f took his hand. 
1. 951. tuxovtes Kadds, lit. ‘hitting the mark well,’ i.e. ‘rightly 

naming.’ See 14. 
1. 952. év éx@pois, ‘ upon his foes,’ the Epic pregnant use of év (like 

other preps. of vest) with verbs of motion. So évt a7@ecav dpovaas Il. 
22. 182, pépova ev Huiy Ag. 1450, mitvwy év 36. [Hence no need 

of ém Herm, Schiitz, though of course that would be commoner.] 
1. 953. The text becomes very corrupt again; see critical notes. Her- 

mann, though he gives good suggestions, is not so helpful as usual, 
having lessen the text too et 

The metre is one difficulty, as it is dochmiac; and since different 
forms of the dochmiac are admitted as equivalent, we have not the 
usual correspondence of syllables to guide us. 

It is, however, safe to assume that 953-961 correspond to 965-972. 
Probably also the intervening three lines are the (imperfect) counter- 

part of 943-945; each contains four dochmiacs followed by four iam- 
buses, or possibly each dochmiac stanza may have been repeated twice 
as a refrain (Verrall and Kirchoff). 

tavmep (Herm. for ratep), ‘whom,’ i, e. Justice. 
Reading Iapvacias (Pal.) as the article is needed for éxay, and émcp- 

Qidgwv (also Pal.) for the meaningless ém’ dxOe dfev, dddAo1s SdAots 
(Weil) and Hermann’s xpovwoQetoav, we can make a fair provisional 
sense of the first stanza. 
‘Whom Loxias, that holds the mighty cavern of the land of Par- 

nassus, , has summoned at length (xpovicOetoay énoixerar), long hindered, 
calling her aloud, with her guileless guile’ [i.e. with her justifiable 
plot]. 

But there are many suspicious points in this version; BAamropévav 
is obscure; the two participles are clumsy ; émotyxerat is dubious. 

1. 958. mapa is most probably a gloss. The reading in the text 
means: ‘ but God’s power is checked from aiding the wicked.’ 

mos is naturally inserted to soften the apparent boldness of setting 
a limit to God’s power. 

1. 960. d&ta is no doubt the right reading, for the metre’s sake; the 
neuter plural is just as good Greek as the neut. sing., though not quite 
so common. 

1. 961. wapa for mapeott. 
1. 962. Stanley’s alteration dpnpe67 may be what Aeschylus wrote, 

but there is no need to alter the MSS. adypeOny, as dparpety takes double 
acc. and so the passive retains one. ‘I am free from the strong curb 
that held the household.’ 

The MSS. give otxwv, generally altered into oixer@v. But I venture 
to suggest oikéwy from oixeds as the real reading. oievs is the proper 

I 
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Homeric word for ‘menial,’ and Aeschylus is steeped in Homer. More- 
over being rare in Attic (O. T. 756) it would naturally get corrupted 
into otkayv. 

1. 963. ‘ But arise, O house!’ dva is Homeric, the verb omitted as 

in English ((Up! up!’). P. aptly quotes Il. 18.179 dAX’ ava pnd Ere 
Keloo, 

ye pay, adversative as usual. 

1. 964. One dochmiac here is lost. Possibly mapa 70 p@s idety again. 
ll. 965-972. Very corrupt and difficult. 
Accepting the excellent emendation of Schiitz xa@appotow arav édXarn- 

piots in 968, the first four lines are construed :— 
‘And soon all-accomplishing time will pass 

The doors of the house, when from the hearth 
He has driven all the pollution 
With cleansings to drive away the curses.’ 

A fairly clear general sense with two great difficulties :— 
(1) What is the meaning of Time will pass the doors ?’ 

I believe it is an audacious personification: as though the Delay of 
Vengeance were pictured as 7ime himself waiting inside till he be ripe 
to go forth and accomplish, and cleanse away the pollution. (B1., 
Elmsl., suggest xopés; not likely with wavreAjs.) mavreAns might equally — 

well mean ‘Time fulfilled,’ ‘the fulness of Time,’ more in accordance 
with the ordinary sense of mavTeA7s. 

(2) €Adoy .. . eAatnptors is highly suspicious. éAdon does not scan, 
and the repetition is flat. I venture to suggest kAvon, ‘wash away,’ 
which goes well with «a@apyotow, and might easily be corrupted into 
€Adon with éAarnpios so near. If this be thought unlikely, the metre 
can be corrected by altering the order may éAaon pvoos, or still better 

by reading pdoos dmay €\don (Herm.). 
ll. 969-971. MSS. again very corruptly give :— 

TUxa 5 ed’mpotwmw Koita TO Trav 
idety akovcat Opeopevots 
peroiKodépwy mecovvTa TadwW. 

The clue to the sense is the metaphor of Jécky dice, as the Schol. says. 
Cf. Ag. 32. All agree in rejecting akotoat, a gloss determined by an 
attempt to explain @peouévors idety. Opéowar is an active verb, ‘to 
shriek or cry,’ and is used only of women; the word is corrupt, being 
inapplicable here. 

The best restoration is Paley’s, using suggestions of Franz, Hermann, 
Scaliger, and others :— 

TUXxa 5 evmpocwmoKotTa TO TaV 
iéety mpevpevets 

peTtoikos Sopwv wecouvta maArw. 
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‘And fortune’s chances shall change (mecotvra: madw) 
And lic.xish face quite fair to. behold (evtpotwmoxotra 76 may idetv), 

Fav the sojourners _ in the I house’ [not ‘Orestes and Elektra,’ 
who mie aa be called perouror, | but ‘us the Chorus :” all through the 
Chorus are in sympathy with the Avengers. | 

[Otherwise we may retain Opeopévors and read tixq 8 ebtpoowmoxoira 
with H., and pérouwxa with Scalig., H. This is the restoration adopted 

by H., D., Dav., etc. But it is difficult to get any sense out of Opeopeé- 
vows: ‘to those who tell,’ Herm., ‘to mourners,’ Klausen, are forced and 

obscure meanings, and not the proper sense of the word.] 

The doors of the palace are rolled open by the éxxindnpa (see Ag. 1372, 
Ach. 407), and Orestes is seen with bloody sword on the spot where his 
Sather was murdered, standing over the bodies of Aegisthos and Klytaem- 
nestra, and holding also the cloak in which ee was slain, 

Pylades is standing by. 

SCENE 5. 973-1062. Orestes points to the cloak, and dilates on 
the crime of his mother. The Chorus bewail the tragedy. Orestes 
insists on his innocence, and appeals to Loxias. The Chorus justify 
him: but the vision of the Furies gradually grows upon him, and he 
rushes forth distracted. 

The opening would be powerfully effective: for the vengeance was so 
parallel to the crime. In Agam. 1372 the unfolding scene had dis- 

played Klytaemnestra with her bloody weapon over the bodies of 

Agamemnon and Kassandra ; and here the avenger Orestes is in the 
same place and attitude over the corpses of herself and her paramour. 

1. 973. Orestes begins with savage and triumphant irony; but 
gradually becomes more violent and uncontrolled: it is the shadow of 
the madness coming upon him, which the poet gives with characteristic 
power and imagination. 

1. 975. wepvot, ‘royal ;’ only in the Greek the irony is more pungent, 
as the word means ‘revered,’ literally, and expresses the sazctzty of the 
Tuler. 

1. 976. ‘ Loving they are now, as we may read their fate; Orestes 
speaks in a tone of triumphant and unrelenting irony. There is no touch, 
as there would be in a modern play, of awe or pity ; or indeed as there 
is in Sophokles’ Elektra. See Introduction. 

ve for 6é, a not uncommon looseness in tragedy. 
1. 977. ‘Their oath abides by its pledges,’ a rather loaded expression 

for ‘is faithful.’ 
1. 978. The double construction after Euvepocav is a little rough, but 

quite natural, ‘ to slay him, and to die together,’ not ‘in case of failure’ 

Tee 
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(as K1., Con., etc.), which weakens the irony of Orestes’ comment, xa? 
Tad evdpkws Exerc: but more simply and effectively, ‘to share one 
another’s crime and fate.’ 

[a0Atwm mwatpt (MSS. dé@Aiws) is, however, suspicious, as it occurs 
again 981. Perhaps the two words have supplanted some other verb, 
to answer to cuv@aveia@at.] 

1. 980. Here Orestes shows the cloak in which his father was wrapped 
to be slain. 

ll. 983-990. These eight lines in the MSS. come after (1004) éxdixov 
povnpatos. Those who retain them in this place must justify the MSS. ; 
by urging that Orestes dramatically returns to the robe, which is held _ 
out (991) by the attendants, after speaking of his mother; and it could : 
no doubt be so acted. 

But viv (983) is very improbable of the robe when he has been speak- 
ing for six lines of Klytaemnestra ; and road épolt £vvorkos (1005) comes 

with far greater force and more natural connection immediately after the 
bitter lines about his mother. 

Accordingly I have followed Meineke, Hermann, and Hartung in 
transposing them to their place in the text. The mistake probably arose 
from some copyist who was thinking of the great chorus in Agamem-= 
non, where Kassandra calls Klytaemnestra ‘a snare,’ dAA’ Gpkus % 

fuveuvos, etc. Ag. 1116 (so that he thought ww did really refer to 
Klytaemnestra). and again of the passage in Kassandra’s speech 1232 
Ti viv Kadovca Suogirés Saxos TUXOLp’ Gy; etc. 

1, 983. Kav tTUxw pad’ evoropay, ‘even if I speak right fair,’ i.e. if I 
use ever such mild words. 

[Schol., who renders, ‘ If I succeed in fitly reviling,’ mistakes both «ay 

and evoropor.| 

1. 984. dypeupa, ‘snare.’ 
1. 985. Spotty, ‘bier,’ according to old scholars and grammarians 

(Schol. and Eustath.), but in Ag. 1540, Eum, 633, used as a ‘ bath,’ which 
is doubtless its meaning here. 

pév ovv, corrective as usual, ‘nay, a net.’ 

1. 987. gnAqrys avap, ‘a scoundrel thief.” @nA- (cpad-, fall-), ‘cheat, 
‘deceive ;’ the verb used is, however, Pnddw. 

1. 988, dmaroAnpa, lit. ‘deceit,’ abst. for concr., ‘defrauder of stran- 
gers ;” so émitpippa, GAnya, AdAnpa, piacya are used of persons. 

1. 989. vopifev, ‘ practising.’ See note on Iol. 
1. gg0. roAAa = Qeppaivor gpevi probably means ‘cherish hot 

thoughts, violent thoughts, in his heart ;” somewhat similar is the use 
of Sepuds, Eum. 560 én’ dvdpt Oepug and Theb. 603 vavrarox Oeppois : 
‘violent’ in both places; so @eppijy xapdiay Antig. 88. 

[H.'s Geppaiva ppéva, ‘ glad his heart,’ is easier but weaker.] 
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He speaks to his attendants. 
1. 991. The MSS. give airéy; if we retain this, it must be the cloak 

(Seopdv, or wémAov); but the poet no doubt wroteatré. It is opened 
to show the gashes and blood. 

mapactadov, ‘standing near,’ equivalent to a participle. 
1. 995. év Sixy moré, ‘some day at my trial:’ a foreshadowing of the 

formal trial of Orestes in the Eumenides. 
Some comm. say Aeschylus identifies ‘the Sun,’ and Apollo, as the 

latter actually does appear as paprus at the trial, Eum. 576. But surely 
there is no connection in the poet’s mind between the ‘God who sees 
all” “HAcos, and Apollo, who gave Orestes first the oracle and then 
sanctuary and help. 

1. 996. peteAGetv and pertevat can be used with three different accusa- 
tives—of the vengeance, the crime. and the criminal. We sometimes find 

two of these together; e.g. weTmAGdv o° aiva Eur. Or. 423 (crime and 

criminal), apnayds petnAGer’ ‘IAlou 76d Cycl. 280 (crime and criminal) ; 
Bixas pérere TOvde Eum. 231 (vengeance and criminal). Here it is 
the vengeance only. ‘ That I have justly wrought my mother’s death.’ 

1. 997. MSS. read ~éyw, which might be explained, but Aéyo was read 
by the Scholiast and is much more natural. 

1. 998. The adulterer (aicxuvrnp) might by Athenian law be slain if 

caught by the woman’s father, brother, son, or husband (Schomann, 
Antiquities, 469). 

1. 999. TotTo orvyos, ‘this accursed thing,’ pointing to the bloody 
robe. 

l. r001. ‘Once dear, now a hateful foe,’ 

@s aivet, “as she shows’ by her slain and gashed body. This is 
the most effective way of taking it. 

l. 1002. ‘What think you of her? be she lamprey or viper 
She would rot with her touch another, without a bite, 

For her boldness and wicked will.’ 

Orestes drops the irony with which he began and shows his hatred 
and scorn in these violent and almost grotesque words, 

The construction (which has been misunderstood and caused needless 

emendation) is this: ti cot 5oxec; Klytaemnestra is nom. to doxet, and the 
verb is left to be filled in in the reply (like Plat. Phaedr. 234 C 7i cot 
paivera 6 Adyos; ovX HmEppumws cippjoba;). The reply Orestes himself 
gives, [eire] pdpaiva cite Exidva Epu, [Soret] onmew adv Ovyovaa, etc. 

So there is no need for pa@Ador (Bl.), od Sednypevn (H.), etc. 
], 1009. pipvovti, ‘to him who is left,’ Orestes. 

avOet, ‘is flowering ;’ a violent metaphor in English, but in 'Greek 

more natural. So the sea ‘flowers with dead,’ Ag. 659, disease #vOnxe 

Trach, 1089, etc. 
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1, ro11. AtyioGou Eidos. In Agam. it is Klytaemnestra alone who does 
the deed; and we judge from Ag. 1262 @nyovca pwtt pacyavor, 1528 
EepodnAntw Savarw that she does it with a sword (not, as usually sup- 
posed, an axe); and from this passage, that it was the sword of 
Aegisthos, borrowed for the purpose. 

1. ro12. ‘The stain of blood helps Time in destroying,’ etc. 
ovpBdéAAopat, ‘to contribute one’s share,’ properly; and strictly 

used so here. Cf. cupBdaddAetar 6 ToAAA Tovde Seiwaros Med. 284, and 
common in prose. See L.S. 

1, 1013. toiktApa, ‘coloured robe.’ 
1, 1014. ‘Now I speak of him, now I bewail him where he fell’ 

(mapwy, ‘on the spot, as opposed to ‘absent’). Evidently with the 

same thought in his mind as line 8 od ydp mapdv Gywta ody maTEp popor. 
Tf the MSS. is right, ad7év must be ‘ him,’ the dead father; others take 

it of @dvos (with the same general sense) ; but it is unlikely he wouid 
speak of govos in 1014 as the ‘murder’ when ¢evos in 1012 means the 
actual material ‘ blood.’ 

{Others, H., Klau., Peile. Dav., read airov, ‘ myself’ (a possible use, 
O. T. 138, Phaed. 91 C), but tapwy is then not very forcible or appro- 
priate. Possibly Schiitz’s suggestion viv ad 705’ aiv® may be right. ] 

1. 1016. The misery of it all overwhelms him and the felt approach 
of the Furies is maddening him; ut yet justice ts done. The words 
in italics are his suppressed thought; for éAy@ pév implies an anti- 
thesis, which he does not really express till 1026 éws 8 é7 Euppwv 
cipt ... ovK avev Sixys, though he begins to say it 1021, interrupting 
himself. 

1. ror8. MSS. give dia mav7’ atipos dpetberat, very corrupt; dia maytos 
(Heath), and detec (Erfurdt), are obvious corrections and no doubt 

right; @ros is impossible. H. gives ev@vpos, not very near the MSS. 
and not very forcible. ee 

[Perhaps Sia maytds dvaros dpueitver: avaros is Aeschylean, occurring 
Ag. 1211 in this sense; or perhaps Hartung’s dAvyos will do.] 

1. 1020. ‘One trouble comes at once, another sha// come.’ 

l. 1021. This beautiful emendation (which only requires w for o, y 

for 7, two of the commonest corrections) was made independently by 
three people, Paley, Emper, and Martin. 

1, 1022. qvtorrpodG, ‘I drive.’ The unconnected and interrupted 

speech gives well his approaching madness, which indeed is felt all 
through this scene in the abrupt transitions and uncontrolled utterance. 

[Con. and Hermann strangely retain 7v10ogTpdpou though it involves 
making yap the ezgith word in the sentence. | 

The sense is :—‘ But that you may know—for I know not how ’twill 
end—I drive as though with chariot horses far astray from the course—for 
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my spirit uncontrolled masters me and bears me away—and at my 
heart fear is ready to sing and dance with passion—but while I yet am 

sane, etc. 

The aAQX’ &s av eidf7 is taken up after the vivid and dramatic 
parentheses by éws 5’ é7’ éuppwv . . .; and this, as pointed out above, is 
the real antithesis of dAy@ péy, line 1016. 

1. 1025. tmopxeto@ar, ‘ to dance to music,’ properly; the imd being 
the regular preposition of accompaniment, as #0 odAm-yyos, im’ avaov, 
trd KAavOpOrv, im’ edpnpou Bons (Ar. Ach. 1001, Hes. Scut. Herak, 278, 

Ag. 1453, Soph. El. 630). 
1. 1029. $tAtpa, ‘spells,’ i.e. ‘promptings;’ a bold and characteristic 

image. 
mAcorypifopar, ‘I count as chief,’ a rather artificial word. Aeschy- 

lus also uses mAecotnpys Eum. 763. 
1. 1032. He breaks off: ‘but if I neglected it—I will not say the 

penalty.’ Strictly we should expect mapév7:; but the acc. infin. is often 
substituted for the attracted construction. 

1. 1033. ‘ For no man’s bow can reach those sufferings.’ The dow is 

one of the commonest images for speech, though here rather more boldly 
and abruptly given than usual: e. g. yA@ooa Tofedoaca Supp. 446, Exup- 
oas wore TofoTns Ag. 628, and again 1194: and in a fainter shape, with 
the words ka:pés, coms, TuXEly, GpapTety, very common. 

mpociterat is quite a natural word in this use, Ar. Eq. 761 ; and it 

is probably the poet’s (not the copyist’s) oversight that it comes again 
1035; though it may be argued that we should infer the commoner 
word égifera: from what the Schol. says. 

1. 1035. He takes up an olive-branch crowned with a fillet of wool. 
These were the regular accessories of a suppliant, O. T. 3 ixrnpious 

wadoow efeoteppevor, 
1. 1036. Delphi was called the centre of the earth, dupadds yas 

Ion 222, éSov means ‘floor.’ 
1. 1037. ‘ The immortal fire’ was not the light seen on Parnassus (as 

Schol., Pal.) which was Bacchus’ fire; but the eternal fire kept up in 
the temple. So Plutarch (Num. g) speaks of mip daBeorovr Tv60. 

1. 1038. aipa Kowvdv, ‘the stain of kindred murder.’ «ouves often so 
used, aiaros Kowov Ant. 202, Kowal ddeApeai O, C. 535, cowov “Iopnyns 
Kapa Ant. I. 

1. 1039. [Hermann’s épéorioy GAAy is ingenious but not so natural as 
ép Eotiay ddAnv.| 

Il. 1040-1041. The restoration of these two lines is Blomfield’s, and 
is much the simplest and best. ot got in from the adjoining line; and 
the MSS. pevedews is MENENOS, i, ec. mere reduplication, 

ll. 1042-1043. The MS, reading éyw can be taken as it stands, ‘ But 
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I [go] a wanderer, an outcast from this land (whether in life or death), 
leaving this name behind me.’ tdéoSe KAydovas, referring probably to 
his own account of himself. as a man who had acted justly, by the 
bidding of the gods, but had suffered terribly in consequence. 

Or it is possible to suppose that the sentence is left unfinished and he 
is interrupted by the Chorus, who wish to save him from evil prophecy, 
und em CevxO7s. 

But the simplest suggestion is Weil’s, to read devyw for éyw; an 
emendation confirmed by Ag. 1282 puyas 5 ddnrns Thode ys dmdgevos, 
as Weil points out. 

1, 1044. émevx {js ordpa, ‘put not the bonds of evil words upon thy 

mouth.’ [MSS. read ém¢evy6n. The second or third person would be 
equally good Greek, but with émyAwoo® the second is more likely; and 

the omission of o before oréya is nothing. ] 
1. 1046. There is no need to change the participle éAev8epwoas into the 

indic. as P., D., Bl., Weil, Hart. The passage can be equally well taken 
as one sentence. 

1. 1047. edmerds, ‘ happily,’ as Ag. 552. 
1. 1049. aroxitwves, ‘in dusky robes.’ 
The lengthening of the o is probably to be justified on the same prin- 

ciple as the Epic licence by which vowels are made long before liquids, 
spirants, or aspirates (i.e. any letters on which the voice can dwell), 
among which x in its Greek pronunciation might perhaps be included. 

Thus: Homer has vowels long before Anyw, Avyvs, Aumapds, Ados, 
Héyas, paprrw, pédos, poipe, vépos, visas, VIppn, ViaTa, Pakos, Pew, dos, 

pila, pddov, etc. Also before #, as pidos Il. 2. 116, 9. 23, aidAos dps 
12, 208, "AyiAATe pepepey 24. 119. 

So Aeschylus has ‘Inmépé5ovros Theb. 488, Map@zvoraios ib. 547. 
In the same way iayn and iayéw have in Tragedy the a both long 

and short. 
]. 1051. tratpl, ‘to thy father,’ who will defend and help thee. 
1. 1052. The MS. reading px) poBod mx@v rodd will construe, ‘ be not 

afraid, great is thy victory ;’ but vk makes a much more natural line, 
and would easily be corrupted in our MSS, ‘be not greatly overcome 
by fear,’ 

1. 1059. MSS. eioo’ 5 xadapycs is variously emended: eiaty Kabappot 

Schiitz, efow xaOappyds Turn., oicw xabappovs Weil; none so good as ours, 

due to Erfurdt and Ahrens. ‘There is one way to cleanse thee: the 

touch of Loxias shall set thee free...’ 
Aogiov, the reading of the MSS., is retained by many (H, Pal., K1., 

Con., etc.), and @ywy is regarded as a nom. pendens ; ‘ touching Loxias, 

he shall free thee;’ but it is very harsh, and the nom. might easily be 

altered, the copyist often attending to the words immediately following, 
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and not to the whole sense. Moreover it is more poetical to say Aofias. 
es is to cling to the shrine, and this is imaginatively regarded as 

the god reaching out a hand to him. 
]. 1064. Katptovot cupdopats, ‘ with favouring chances.’ 

< 

ll. 1065-1076. Exopos. The third tempest of ill is over; Thyestes— 
Agamemnon—Klytaemnestra: what will be the end? 

1. 1067. yovias, a doubtful and obscure word. -ias was the regular 

suffix for the names of winds, e. g. ‘EAAnomovtins Hat. 7. 188, Szpupovtns 
xupatins ib. 8.118 ; and in Comedy épy6ias Ach. 876, xaixias Kai Svxo- 
pavtias Eq. 434. 

Most editors take it as ‘a family storm, but that explanation 
seems too grotesque. The Schol. has a note explaining it as ‘a strong 
breeze arising in fine weather,’ and Hesychius explains it evyxepys. 
Neither fit the passage, nor throw any light on the origin. [Hartung’s 
mvowas povias is an ingenious suggestion. | , 

1. 1069. Thyestes banquet was one of the past sins of the house of 
the Pelopidae. Thyestes seduced his brother Atreus’ wife Aerope, and 
Atreus in vengeance slew Thyestes’ children and served them up to their 
father’s table. So the inspired Kassandra sees «Aardpeva Bpépyn oparyas, 
émtas TE odpkas Tpos TaTpos BeBpwyevas Agam, 1096. The MSS. reading 
taAavés te is very flat; and probably te @véorov has come from a 
gloss, as H. suggests. 

1, 1070 looks also like a gloss, especially as there is no connecting 
particle. 

1. 1071. ‘Slain in the bath’—Agamemnon. 
1, 1073. ‘A saviour—or destruction shall I say ?’ for if Orestes perished 

he would by his death destroy the house, if he were recovered and restored, 

he would save it. ‘This question the next play is to answer. 
1. 1075. ‘ Whither shall it end?’ the common pregnant construction 

(mot implying motion the verb not): ‘ whither shall the fury of disaster 
go, ere it fulfil its course and be laid to rest?’ 

A magnificent close; with the dark shadow of the madness and Furies 
driving Orestes out: the Chorus bewildered, but seeing at the last the 
glimmer of a hope. 
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The Remote Deliberative. 

LINE 172 ove €otw batts wAY Euod KElpatTo vLV 
»» 595 GAN’ bm€prorApov avdpos ppdovnpa tis A€yor; 

These optatives belong to a special class which has been rather over- 

looked. They are usually treated as condztionals without dv: but asa 
matter of fact, excepting one or two places where the reading is doubt- 
ful, all the passages in Attic Greek which the commentators have re- 
garded as conditional sentences without av have one common character : 
they are zzterrogative, either direct or indirect. 

The following is a list of those I can find :— 
@) Direct: 

Cho. 595 avdpos ppovnpa Tis A€you ; 
Soph. O. C. 170 mot tis ppovtidos €dOor; (sic L.) 

, Ant. 604 Tedv Zed Svvacw Tis trepBacia Katacxor; (sic codd.) 

» Phil. 895 7i 6y77a 5pOp eyw; 

Ar. Plut. 438 Tot Tis puyor ; 
Dem. Meid. 525 morepa pr) 66 Sixny 7 weiw Soin Sixaiws ; 

[possibly ay should be read here. | 
Plat. Gorg. 492 B Ti Kdmov ety; 

(2) Indirect. 

Aesch. Ag. 620 ov« €00 brws A€Eaiput. 
»  Cho.172 ov« éotw botts Kelpato. 

» P.V.292 obs ott OTw veipapme. 

Eur. Alc. 52 €uT ovv Omws “AAKNOTIS LOAOL ; 
Plat. Euth. 2968 D ove €xw mes dupisBytoinv. 
Soph. O.C. 1172 zis éoriy ov Wear ; 
{It is true that the latter instances are not strictly interrogative in 

form: but just as ov« €xer 7i eimn and even éxe 6,71 ei occur in Greek 

and have to be classed as an idiomatic extension of usage from the strict 
interrogative forms ov« oidey or oldey 6,71 e€iny, So these instances are 
plainly the zz¢errogative optative put obliquely. | 

Now obviously it cannot be accidental that all the instances of opta- 

tive without dv are of the zterrogative form. It is plain that they 
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ought to be classed, not with the conditionals (opt. and dv), but with 
the zzzterrogative subjunctive or, as it is usually called, the de/zberative. 
The subjunctive might be substituted for the optative in all these in- 
stances: and in the first two passages from Sophocles it is so read in 

many editions, though against the best MS. authority. 
The Deliberative ordinarily occurs in three forms :— 

(1) Direct Primary mot tpatwyar; ti etna ; 

(2) Indirect  ,, ove Exw Tol TpaTwpar. 
ove oda Ti cimw. 

(3) Indirect Historic ob« efxov bro Tparoipny. 
ove Woew Ti elmore. 

The peculiarity of the exceptional instances here collected is that the 
optative is used instead of the subjunctive, although the sentences are all 
of a frimary character. The question therefore is; ot why ay is 
omitted, for the sentences are not conditional : dz why the remote form 
is used instead of the primary. ; 

The answer is that the optative expresses the remoteness, not as usual 
(e.g. in past final, or past indefinite, or past deliberatives) of pastness, 
pan aE possibility: the instinct is to express by optative something more 
out of the question than the subjunctive would have expressed. 

‘Thus e. g. in the third instance tis katacyxn ; would be good Greek, 

but the question of restraining Zeus’ omnipotence would seem to be 
more treated as a practical one: the optative puts it further off, asa 
wild impossibility. 

Or again, in Ar. Plut. 438 wot @vyn would be in ordinary circum- 
stances the expression, and so the older editors all read it: but @v-you, 

the MS. reading, and the right one, is the exclamation of supreme 
terror, treating escape as in the last degree unlikely. 

it should perhaps be added, to avoid misconception, that the word 
Deliberative is used as a convenient single name: but that in reality 
some of the instances should more strictly be called Dzuédztative than 
Deliberative 

The Interrogative use of subj. and optat. (though in Attic prose 
mostly deliberative in the strict sense) really contains both kinds, and 
they tend to shade off into one another. Thus if we say mo? pvyw; that 
concerns an action of which I have the control, and is strictly De/ibera- 

dive: the more excited (and generalised) form mot tis pvyor; which 
practically has the same meaning is yet in form Dubitative. So in 

Homer (11. 16. 713) 8i¢e yap He wayxorTo, ‘ he debated whether he should 
fight,’ is deliberative strictly: but it is obviously the same gramma- 
tical form with dppaivovs’ 7 of Oavatoy Puyo. vids dptpwv (Od. 4. 789), 

“anxious, whether her son should escape death,’ though there the event 

is out of the person’s control, and the sentence is logically dudztatzve. 
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1 

ll. 819-837. THE exact MSS. reading here is :— 
kal ToTE 57) TAOUTOV oTp. 5. 

820. Swpudtay AvTHpLov 
Ondov ovpiocTaray 
Opmov KpekTOV yonTwV 
vopov peOnoopev OAc Ta BO ed 

825. euov euov Képdos defera Td5¢€ 
dra & dmocrate pidwy. 

ov 5& Aapo@y, bray jKn pepos Epywy. avr. B’. 
énaiicas ‘maTpos épyw Opovca 
mpos oe Texvoy maTpos avday, 

830. cal mepaivey éripoupov arav. 

Tlepoéws Te év pecty avr. 5. 
Kapdtayv .oxebov 
Tois 8 wmd xOovds pidoow 
Tois T avwhev Tpompacowy 

835. xapitos opyas Aumpas 

évSobev dowiav arav Tibels 
Tov altioy & éfamoAdds pdpov. 

Taking the second stanza first, it is plain that it corresponds generally 
in metre with 789-793, as they both begin with the feet known as zonzcus 
a minoreésu:—--vv-—vv--,ete. The four lines here given suffer 

(as is explained in the notes) from repetition: and the strophe and anti- 
strophe are best brought into harmony by Seidler’s arrangement, as 
follows :— ; 

Strophe, 789-793: 
mpo 5& 59 “xOpav1 Tov Eawhev perabpaw Zev 
Oés, ered vi péyav apas 
di6upa Kal TpiTda 

maXripmova Oday apelper 

Antistrophe, 827-830: 
x ‘\ ~ ti4 ef / ” 

ov Se Oapowy, oray Hkn pmepos Epywv 
> he A > ‘\ 

éraitaas Ilatpos avdav 

O@poovcg Téxvoy 

mepaivew émiywoppov aray, 

1 Hermann’s emendation for the unmetrical ray éow peddOpwv @ Zed 
of the MSS. 
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Both stanzas make good sense: the only failure in exact metrical cor- 
respondence is didupzd | as against Opoov- | , where both lines being good 
dochmiacs the difference is perhaps immaterial. But the alteration in 
the antistrophe is so large that I have not ventured to admit Seidler’s 
emendation into the text. There is also the further possibility, suggested 
by Kirchoff, that cach of these Ionic-a-minore stanzas may be a refrain, 
and so may be itself xefeated: in which case correspondence would not 
be required. 

The first and third stanzas also plainly correspond, though the corrup- 
tion is here even more extensive. I believe, however, that the general 
sense, as explained in the notes, is tolerably clear, certain, and satis- 
factory, and also that the few emendations given in my text are sufh- 
ciently probable. The first three lines of each stanza taking the corrections 
76n, kAuTov, and dvacxeOwv make good sense and metre thus :— 

Str. «al 767 76 KAvTOV Ant. Tlepoéws 7° év ppeaciv 
Swuatwy AvTNpLoy Kapdiay avacy ebay 

OjAOv OvUplocTaTay .. . Tois @ bmd xOovds pido... 

The real difficulty is to get metrical correspondence in what remains. 
Hermann, followed largely by Paley, rewrites both stanzas, and forces 
them into correspondence : with the exception of the last line of strophe, 
which has nothing to answer to it. He accordingly supposes a lacuna 
at the close of the chorus: and this is always possible. Weil, Hartung, 
Davies each rearrange it their own way: and while each arrangement 
has something to be said for it, there can in the nature of the case be no 
confidence in adopting any of them. 

I will content myself with remarking :— 
(1) That frodadbly the ending - Vv -u- u—asinortp. 7’ and dvr. ¥' is 

the right one for these two stanzas also: in which case the last line but 
one of the strophe -ra 8 dmoorare? pidwy will be the right close; and 
perhaps then the antistrophe should end gowiay dyay ride. The last 
line of the MSS. tov aitioy é£amoAAd’s pévoy will then be either a dis- 

placed line, or a gloss on a displaced line. 
(2) In line 825)the beginning corresponds with 835, which is probably 

not accidental. 
(3) The Scholiast’s remark govfay drnv kataBadwy looks like some 

different reading altogether: for he can hardly have meant to explain 
TiOeis by karaBadwy. But the Scholiast’s text here was evidently so cor- 
rupt that he was driven to even wilder suggestion than usual, and we 
cannot found very much on his interpretations. 

(4) The real objection to any of the reconstructions is the suspicious 
character of the last four lines. mpompacoay is a unique word, and the 
mpo- seems inappropriate. xdpitas dpyas Avypas, which itself involves 
two emendations, is a strange and harsh expression. dray will not scan, 
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and a@yav which is read for it is unusual and unlikely in meaning. dv 
aitioy 5 2€amoAAds pdpov of the MSS. makes no sense: and pdpov, which 

is usually read for pépoy, is a feeble and inappropriate word for the 
‘murder’ and comes in an awkward and unlikely order. 

(5) The general conclusion is; that while we can catch the drift of 
these last stanzas, and perhaps even be fairly confident about the wording 
of the first two, in the third, though its meaning is clear (‘ Take the 
courage of Perseus, strike for dead sire below and sister on earth, take 

bloody vengeance and destroy the guilty’) the exact wording of the end 
is irrecoverable. 

II. 

LINE 196 6mws py... “kwuocdpyv. This usage is now generally 
explained correctly, as an elastic use of the /%za/ conjunctions iva, ds. 

and 6mws with the indicative, in cases where some fact present or past zs 
wished otherwise, in order that some purpose now tmpossible might 
have been realised. So here the meaning is, ‘I wish it had a voice 
... that I might not have been thus troubled (as I am),’ 

As however the old and erroneous explanation is still current, namely, 
that the conjunctions iva, ws, and 6mws are in this usage ve/a¢zve, and the 

clause means ‘72 which case 1 should not have been ..., it is worth 
while to prove the point. 

iva, ws, and mas, then, in this use are /77a/, not Relative :— 

(1) Because the negative is always wy: if they had been relative it 

would have been ov. 
(2) Because if they had been relative, dv would have been required 

with the verb. 
(3) The two following passages from Plato can only be explained as 

finals :— 
(a) Meno 89 B ois jjpets av epuddtroper ev TH GkpoToAK, iva pySeis 

avrovs SédGeipev ... GAA’ érerdi) GpixowTo eis THY HriKiay, XpHotpor 

yiyvowro, where the sentence loosely but naturally reverts to the Final 
Optative. It is impossible to take iva=‘in which case’ with dvepPecper, 
and =‘ in order that’ with yiyvow7o. 

(2) Euthydemus 304 D-E @ Kpirwy, épn, obdév axpod tavie Tay 
copav ; ov pa Tov Aia’ qv 8 éyw" ov yap oids 7 7 TpocTTas KaTakoveEW 
ind Tod bxAov. Kal phy, épn, déidv y Fv dxotca, Tt d5€; qv 8 eyo. 
"Iva jKkovcas avdpay diadeyouevar of viv copwraroi €ict. 

‘Crito,’ said he, ‘don’t you listen to these wise men?’ ‘No indeed,’ said 

I: ‘the crowd prevented me from getting near enough to hear them.’ ‘And 
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yet it was worth while hearing them,’ said he. ‘Why so?’ said I. ‘ln 
order that you might have heard the wisest men there are conversing. 

In this case the form of the sentence exc/ades the explanation of iva as 
a relative: the only possible explanation is to take it /7za/. 

LY. 

The Scholia. 

(1) CASES where the Scholiast had clearly a better text than our 
“MSS. :— 

Line, True reading. MS. reading.  Wordsin Schol. which prove 
that he had the true reading. 

32. poBos potBos 6 capis poBos. 
75. aw apxas (?) apyas dm dpxas ,.. and éfore 

dv7ypnpa Tov Biov. 
109. Kedva cepa evéar ayaba, 
156. ayos ad-yos ayos in lemma and note. 
251. Onpay ratpway Onpa maTpwa THY TaTpwayv Onpay mpoca- 

yew. 
262. 8 av apeas davapias dvvacat avoikodopnoat. 
306. Tebapda Teava Aires TO wepetAes. 
374. Sivaca yap ddvvacat yap padioy yap 70 evxecOar. 
418. paves TaVTES ti €imovTes. 
423. “Apiov ape.ov Tlepouxor, 
438. doiuny €Xolpwnv €x TovTou etpnra TO TéO- 

vainv OT ékeivov . 
474. €pw aipew iV 7pioe mpos Tov maTépa. 
532. orvyous oTUyos jmd atvyos: TOU puonTod 

Onpiov, 

[The lemma here is wrong, and perhaps later: the Scholiasts clearly 
had a word before them which was gevz¢/ve; and even if there was a 

form o7v€, the genitive of course would be arvyés, not aTvyos. ] 

530. dvnOov av7nrbov dvéhapivay. 
542. ovyKddAws ovokoAAws or i 

ducKdAws our nppevas TH GAnOeia, 
566. dayora Saipovai TETApakTat, 

675. oikeia oayn oikias ayn én idia mpaypareia. 

649. Sdpoiow aipatwy dipacebwpaTwv Tots olkols . . , aiparwv. 
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Line. True reading. MS. reading. Wordsin Schol.which prove 
that he had thetruereading. 

698. (?) mecovaay éEyypape mapovoay éyypape tafov aitiy dpanabetcav 
apa. 

707. agiwv agiws TaY cot (? cov) dkiwy TLa@Y. 

759. Gpuacw appar pnoas yap év dippact.. . 
(so H.). 

880. dvamempaypevy Siarempaypevav TH oparyevti. 
989. Aeyw péeyw AEqa. 

(2) Cases where the Scholia show the same corruption as the 
Medicean MS. :— 

_ . 64. 

74- 

cell spell ell ell ell el ell ce cel 

ete ee tt 

ars: 
. 202, 

. 250, 
nani. 

- 399: 
. 402. 
. alse 
SAL. 

» 453- 

590- 
. 591. 
= (Hite% 

. 640. 

. 645. 

- 734 
- 794. 
. 806. 

. 819. 

. 828. 

. 968. 

Bpve at end of line. 
iovcav atnv, no sense or metre. 
TET pay LEV OL. 
dixn (M. has dca, « over erasure). 
évreAns : he explains the singular. 
evOuvoy and evGo.voy both explained : M. has evdvvov. 
TeTiwevat: explained as TeTipnpevas. 

Aovyov Epwis: takes Aovydv acc. after énayoucay ! 

émadkés : explained as icxuporodr. 
mpos TO paveicOa: explained as mpds TO évvoety. 
Both épya and épya: two explanations of épy@ and one 

of dpya. 
Probably read medapapor, for he corrects it to mé5oupor. 
Had no ay: for he explains ¢paca: as imperative, évvdnaov. 
Apparently aAAd 57 rw’ ; explained as governed by to7w, 

covra: explained as oppa. 
mapexBavres and no verb: says partic. = verb. 
Tous févous: governs it by xparovca ! 
ig0.: says yiyvwore. 
KTGpEVOY : Says avatpeOnadpevor. 
mAodTov and yontwy: tries to explain both words. 
matpos épyw: gives a wild explanation, quoting the words. 
éAathpuov. 

ll. 969-971. Reads perorxor, all the rest as M. 
1. 1009. Sid mav7’ dripos duetYerar: apparently makes mayta governed 

by d:apedperar ! 
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Ve 

Mr. A. W. VERRALL, in a very suggestive but discursive paper (Journ. 
Phil. ix. 15), has discussed several passages of the Choephoroi, and 

proposed a large number of emendations. Some of these seem so rash 
that they can hardly be seriously entertained’; but there are some which 
certainly deserve consideration. All of them, it should be added, are 
supported with much learning, much force, and much ingenuity :— 

(1) In 434 he proposes tapdy dtipwy for 70 nav atinws. The MSS. 
reading is certainly not Greek, while the proposed one makes at once 
excellent sense. I have adopted it with the slight change radds dripous. 

(2) In 331 he again proposes tapov for 76 mav. He makes an in- 

genious sense: ‘’tis a just lament that, roused afar, seeks out the burial- 
place of fathers and forefathers :’ but he altogether ignores the Scholiast 
exdixnowy, which in a case of this kind, where there is corruption and 
obscurity. is too strong evidence to be disregarded. 

(3) In the difficult passage 640-659 he reads :— 

TO 8 ayxe mvevpovev gidos 
diavraiay ofumevkés ovTa 

dial Adkas 70 pur) és, 
Aadé mé50r maroupévov 
Tod wav Avs oéBas mapexBavTos ov Oemoras. 

‘The sword . . . wounds Injustice, while he who lawlessly trangressed 
the majesty of Zeus is trampled under foot.’ 

There are many points in this reconstruction which recommend it. ovr@ 
has an object: the ov after @€yus is ingeniously expelled and accounted 
for: and the sense is good, maroupevov being for the first time good 
Greek and natural. 

On the other hand, we must object that 70 pi Oéus is an unlikely 

abstraction to be zownded: and that the recve: of the antistrophe (which 
has to be retained to match 7ov may) is quite incredible. In spite 

l eo, mavreXes ypdvos dpeierar, ‘the filth shall be sent every scrap of 
it through the doors,’ for the MSS. mavteA7js xpdvos (965). Mr. Verrall 
understands this certainly vigorous expression of the foreign mercenaries. 
Against accepting this emendation are two rather strong considerations : 
(1) nothing \is said in the play about foreign mercenaries, (2) there is no 
such word as ypavos. After this it seems not worth while to ask if the 
emendation makes appropriate sense: or if it is a poetical climax to say, 
‘Justice is come, the daughtér of Zeus: Apollo has sent her, the light 
is risen: the foreign filih is driven away!’ 

K 
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of some strong attractions in this solution, one feels the problem is 
not solved. 

(4) 948 for eOye 8 ev waya Mr. Verrall proposes éduxe, and supposes a 
reference to Ain. I cannot think this an improvement in taste, sense, 
or probability. 

(5) His suggestion (942-945) of the stanza being a vefraiz has some 
plausibility: but the arrangement proposed of the last two stanzas (953- 
972) can only be made even metrical by a very loose theory of dochmiac 
correspondence. 

(6) 753 he proposes témw ppevds ‘by guessing its mind’ for rpémw 
gpevos ‘according to the turn (or disposition) of its mind” This is 
ingenious, as it makes the words of the Nurse a little more clear and 
coherent: it is, I think, one of the best of Mr. Verrall’s restorations of 

tom or Tonos. But the word 7ézos is conjectural: the sense as it stands 
is fairly satisfactory, yap in 755 explaining Boréy : the rapidity and want 
of logic are even in character. I do not therefore believe there is ground 
for changing the MSS. zpérw. 



CE NERA INDEX 

ABSTRACT for concrete :— 
dmatdAnpa, 988. 
axn, 580. 
éxmépapa, 655. 
oéBas, 157. 
oTvyos, 532, 770. 
Tipal, 399. 

Accumulation of adjectives, 425. 
— — — images, 258, 452. 
GkTN, 722. 
GAN 7, 220, 174. 
GAAG .. . Yop, 375- 
Anachronism, 662. 
Anacoluthon, 410, 520, 791, 893. 
dvTidovdos, 135. 
Aposiopesis, 192. 
Article displaced, 496. 
— — (Epic), 278, 639. 
avtéxwros, 165. 

Beasts, embroidered, 232. 

Caesura, 493. 
Comparison abridged, 177, 230. 

daipovaw, 566. 
5é displaced, 519. 
Double entendre, 155. 
dpoirn, 985. 

« and ar confused, 278. 
éaurév for éu-, 221. 
— — oe-, III. 
eicera, threat, 305. 
éxxvKAnHa, 973. 

Epic usages and influences :— 
Article as demonst., 278, 639. 
— omitted, 360. 
ava, ‘up!’ 963. 
yoara:, passive, 632. 
dé for dAAd, 841. 
eidopar, 176, 
€kaTl, 214, 436. 
év, after verbs of motion, 36, 

52. 
i}, -..%, ‘whether ... or,’ 756, 

890. 
Gen., of place, 183, 390. 
— — ‘separation,’ 289. 
— ‘hearing of,’ 763. 
Dat., local, 168, 446, 885. 
— with dapjva, 368. 
— with déxopum, 762. 
KEKNQUHEVOS, 457. 
kia, O80. 
KAvTE, 802. 
Kopifw, ‘tend,’ 242. 
KTCoiaTo, 484. 
pacoy, 531. 
puv, 622. 
Opt., as mild order, 8809. 
mOnoaca, 618. 
mveiovra, 621. 
Prep., adverbial, go8. 
Syncope, 34, 280, 282, 381. 
TEKOPMEVOS, 419. 
Tmesis, 460, 574, 908. 
atoxitwy, 1049. 
papevos, 316. 
piros, 276. 
xXUpevos, 401. 

Euphemism, 438, 
€pedpos, 866. 
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‘Fear in fear,’ 35. 

yovias, 1007. 

Hair, offered to rivers, 6. 
Homeliness, 757. 
Hyperboreoi, 373. 

OeTooKvOpaTov, 738. 

7 Tats; 767. 

Trony, dramatic, 668, 688. 

kal 57, 565. 
Kal phy, 174. 
xal m@s; 179, 776. 
nawilw, 452. 
HaTeEAOELV, 3. 
cowos (of kindred), 1038. 
Kodpa, 128. 

AaBds dpoias, 498. 
Lustral rites, 98. 

Mase. plur. of women, 176. 
— — (generalising), 688, 886. 
Meiosis, 447. 
Metaphors :— 

Childbirth, 805. 
Dice, 969. 
Driving, 794, 1022. 

Eyes, 934- 
Flowers, 1009. 
Medicine, 471, 539. 
Music, 467. 
Races, 514, 576, 1022. 
Ships, 529. 
Veils, 810. 

padrov yevecOat, 379. 
pev obv, 985. 
Morals, early crude, 919. 
povaTiy, 122. 

Negative, omitted, 294. 
vomiw, 1oT, 1003. 

EdppmeTpos, 230. 

Oxymoron, 296. 
ovdé pny, 189. 
ovv, in alternatives, 683. 
6pOarpos, 933. 

Personification, 32, 194. 
mevbopat, 679. 
Plural, euphemistic, 39, 384. 
— generalising, 688, 886. 
movot, ‘ wealth won by toil,’ 137. 
Pregnant construction :— 

devp emonTevoa, 583. 
mot TeAeuTA ; 528. 
Tov €« BuOov, 507. 

TpeT@, 12, 18, 24. 

Recognition signs, 205. 
Repetition, 5, 390. 

avAAvw, 204. 
suveow (xkaTd), const., 893. 
Superstitions :— 

Dreams. 33, 526. 
Hair offered to rivers, 6. 
Mutilation, 439. 
Self-interest of gods, 255. 
Sons the children of the father, 

502. 

‘ Three falls,’ 339. 
ms, generalising, 59. 
TANPOYV, 383. 
Tmesis, 460, 574. 
Transference, 31. 
TUXELV, T4. 

xO0dvL0s, I. 

wamep ovv, 96, 888. 

Zeugma, 360. 



GRAMMATICAL INDEX. 

a. CASES AND PREPOSITIONS. 

Nominative :— 
Loose apposition, 28, 644. 
Pendens (provisional), 520, 791. 

Accusative :— 
Accusative infinitive for dative, 

1032. 
After adjective, 23, ¥55. 
— xpareiy, 81. 
— peredOeiy, 996. 
— passive, 670. 
Anacoluthon, for dative, 410. 
Apposition to act, 200, 799. 
Provisional, 675, 749. 

Genitive :— 
‘Hearing of,’ Epic, 763. 
Origin, 204. 
Place, Epic, 183. 
Possession, strained, 180. 
Separation, 289. 
Sphere of motion, 710. 
With aripos, 408. 
éx, ‘after,’ 398. 
mpos, ‘ by,’ 133, 346. 
mpos SvoceBElas, 704. 
Tov €k BuvOov, pregn., 507. 
imo, accompaniment, 1025. 

Dative :— 
After emai, 58:. 
— Bapqva, 368. 
— béxopuat, 762. 
— KAvo, 156. 
Cause, 53, 83. 

ey (mityw), 36. 
— (mvée:), 952. 
émt vitn, ‘for,’ 848. 
Instrumental, double, 24. 
— with verbal, 303. 
Local, 168, 446. 
dul TapBe, 547. 
nept poBw, ‘in, 35. 

6. Moops AND TENSES. 

Indicative :— 
Aorist, gnomic, habitual, 416, 

633, 6606. 
— momentary, 108, 423. 
Future, final, 6mws, 265. 
Plural, agreement with predi- 

cate, 322. 

Present, prophetic, 550. 

Lniper ative :— 
Omitted with dva, 963. 

Subjunctive :— 
After ob p74, 895. 
Conditional, «dy, 283. 
Deliberative, 12, 87, 110, 171, 

187, 855, 925. 
— indirect, 91, 192. 
Final, érws adv, 580. 
— ds av, 21, 556, 995, 1021. 
— s, 439, 737, 707. 
Hortative, 20, 872, 890. 
Indefinite, et7’ dv, 743. 
— érav, 9606. 
— wv7ep av, 780. 
Prohibitive, 503, 1044. 
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Optative :— Consecutive, 70, 302. 
Delicacy, 105. Oblique petition, (kara obvecw), 
Mild order, 889. 94. 
Remote deliberative, 172, 595. — Knptoow, 124. 

— A€éyo, 143, 274. 
Infinitive :— Prayer, 307. - 

Accusative infinitive, after ws Supplied after 77, 1002. 
comparative, 850. apedes omitted, 366. 

— consecutive, 370. 
— (kata ovveow), 529. Participle : — 
Consecutive, 289. Aorist, time of, 396, 459. 
— accusative infinitive, 370. Without article (Epic), 360. 



INDEX OF NAMES. 

ALTHAIA, 602. 
Arian, 423. 

Daulis, 674. 

Ge, 399. 

Hermes, I. 
Hyperborei, 373. 

Inachos, 6. 

Kilissa, 732. 
Kissia, 423. 

Lemnians, 631. 

THE END. 

Loxias, 1059. 

Medusa, 831. 
Meleagros, 602. 
Minos, 614. 

Nisos, 614. 

Parnassos, 563. 
Perseus, 831. 

Skylla, 614. 
Strophios, 562. 

Thestios, 602. 
Thyestes, 1069. 
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